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Sculpture Strong 

Feature of ’
25-26- 

Season in Art 

Ancient and Modern Equally Well | 

Represented. Old Masters Scarce 

ut High Quality. 

Domestic Moderns Plentiful 

Foreign and| 

This season's exhibitions in New York 
their have been remarkable both for 

quality and variety. Going back over 

Tue Art News files, we are surprised to 

fnd that no less than fifty can claim to 

be cf more than passing interest, and | 

ftv come near to covering, if not | the s¢ 
the entire history of art, at least its 

main headings. Even Greek sculpture, 

robably the most neglected of the arts | 

in this country has two exhibitions to its 

redit. Chinese painting, likewise rarely | 

has been represented by the Petrucci set 
collection. The sculpture of the Khmers 

has for once been adequately shown. O1 

the major periods Egyptian sculpture 

is the only one which can claim to hav 
been neglected. 

The modern field has been covered even 
more completely. We have had of course 
the inevitable Russian contingent, ev! 
dently one of the afflictions which a phil 
sophical world has to put up with. Be 
side this, the continued invasion of Eng 
lish portrait painters, French monumental 
sculptors, romantic Spaniards, to say 
nothing of an army of Italians, sponscred 
by Mussolini himself, must appear 
minor trial. And by way of compensa 
tion, the examples of XI Xth and XXtl 
century French painting shown, have 
been remarkably good. While our ow1 
moderns, 
have outdone themselves. One remark 
able feature of the season has been the 
high quality of the sculpture shown, both 
ancient and modern. Exhibitions such a: 
Dr. Hirsch’s of Greek sculpture, Yamana 
ka’s of Chinese and Khmer, Wildenstein’: 
of Brancusi, Brummer’s of Maillol, Dud 
ensine’s of Laurent and Scott & 
of Sterne, make up for much weary anc 
pompous ineptitude. The Maillol show, 
which Mr. Goodyear sponsored was in 
itself enough to redeem the 
the moderns, if such redempticn 

season fot 
were 

necessary. 

Greek Art 

Perrod or Benghasi Venus—Ferargil 
Gall I ic Ss 

Greek Antiquities—Dr. 
Reinhardt’s 
The sculpture which Dr. Jacob Hirsch 

brought over was mairily (Hellenistic, 
especially as to its larger examples. The 

Hirsch at 

two finest pieces were a IInd century 
head of Alexander and an early Hellen- 
istic copy of a IVth century heroic head 
of Aphrodite, both in marble. Even finer 
were the small bronzes and terra ccttas. 
The Perrod Venus, of early IIIrd century 
origin, probably belongs in the latter cate- 
gory, although of marble, since it is only 
12 inches high. It makes no attempt at 

both in painting and sculpture | 

Fowles | 

the monumental but is content to re 
main within its own dimensions, an ex- 
quisite piece. 

Eastern and Near Eastern Art 

Chinese Paintings from the Petrucci Col- 
lection—Kleykamp 

Loo Collection of 
W ildenstein’s 

Chinese Bronzes, Pottery, etc.—P. 
son Higgs 

Chinese Sculpture 

Jack- 

Brenzes and Stone Sculpture from Cam- 
bodia, Siam and Ghandara—Yamana- 
ka’s 

Chou and T’ang 
Kevorkian 

‘ 

-Yamanaka’s 
Persian and 

Anderson Galleries 

Bronzes 
Collection of 

ear Eastern Art 
The high points in this field were 

reached in the Khmer sculpture at Ya- 
manaka’s and the remarkable if not 
ul collection of archaic Chinese jades 
Which Mr. Loo brought over. The Loo 
collection indeed cne of the richest 

e ever remember to have seen, not 
erely, but playful in its wealth 
cottas, jades contributed 

was 

bronze 7. 
(Continued nm page 93) 

“PORTRAIT DE FAMILLE” 

Lo be sold from the Collection H., Muller Galleries, Amsterdam, July 13th 

THE JAN STEEN 

TERCENTENARY 

J. C. Van der Veer in the London Daily 

Telegraph 
LON DON-—So little did XVIIth cen 

tury Dutchmen realize the significance of 
their own time that they left unrecorded 

the date of the birth of 
numerous painters who helped to make 

most of the 

that period the most illustrious of Hol- 
land’s history. The long list of artists 
mentioned at the end of Dr. Von Bode’s 
‘History of Dutch Painting” contains 
but few of whom the exact birthdate is 
known, and that list includes Rembrandt, 
Frans von Mieris, and Geraert Dou. As 
to Ferdinand Bol and Jacob van Ruisdael, 
even the year of their birth is unknown. 
We do know at least that, however, of 
most of their contemporaries, including 
the subject of this article. 

Jan Steen was ‘born, about this time 
of the year, three centuries ago, at 
Leyden, where his father kept a brewery. 
He had to follow in his father’s footsteps 
out of sheer necessity in order to main 
tain a family; but he not only brewed 
beer, he also kept an inn at Leyden. The 
interior of the latter may have given him 
the impressions. for some of his most 
lively paintings, dealing with “wine, 

utinued on page &) 

Madrid Chapel for 

Goya Mausoleum 

MADRID—Goya died in 1828 and 
preparations are already in full swing 
tor a worthy celebration of the centenary 
of this date. One of the projects that 
is already being carried into effect is de- 
voting the Chapel of San Antonio, in the 
Gardens of La Florida, to a permanent 
Mausoleum for the painter. 

La Florida is the most beautiful park 
of Madrid. This name was given to it 
as a kind of romantic remembrance of 
Spain’s former colony, and the chapel 
that was built there has its interior en- 
tirely covered with frescoes. 
These have always been considered the 
finest example of Goya’s work and as the 
smoke of the candles was slowly dimming 
their brilliance, it had been demanded 
by many people that the religious ser- 
vices be transferred to some other church 
and this chapel turned into a museum 
This suggestion, however, met with the 
irreducible opposition of the ecclesiastical 
authorities, a mark of 
after all, is not 
works of 

Goya’s 

intolerance which, 
unusual. fut these 

art had to be saved, and it has 
at iast been decided to build another 
chapel nearby and hand it to the ec 
clesiastical authorities in exchange for 
Gova’s shrine 

The erection of the new chapel ha 

XV CENTURY CEILINGS 

FOUND NEAR FERRARA 

FERRARA—At San Martino in Rio, 
not far from Ferrara, some work of 
restoration has been lately going on 
in the Town Hall, and some fine ex- 
amples of X Vth century art have been 
discovered. These are two splendid 
coffered ceilings adorned with pictures 
of great artistic and historic value 
They are in an almost perfect state of 
preservation. 

These ceilings are mentioned in the 
story of the feudal castle of San Mar 
tino by the engineer Maestri di Carpi. 

San Martino di Rio now forms part 
of the province of Reggio Emilia, but 
this discovery especially interests Fer- 
rara since that city was included in the 
possessions of the antique Duchy of 
the D’Este family, and these ceilings 
in question were ordered by the Duke 
Borsa himself.—K. R. S. 

already started and it is expected that it 
will be finished before the end of the 
year, when Goya’s chapel will be handed 
over to the State. The place will then 
be properly repaired, the frescoes cleaned, 
and Goya’s remains brought from their 
resting place in his native village, to be 
permanently kept in a mausoleum to be 
uit within the hi 

; ] t priceies \ 

; 
‘Auction Season 

of ’25-26' Richest 

in Many Years 

Season’s Turnover of New York Art 

Auction Houses Near $15,000,000 

-Sales Bring Over Half Million 

Each—Record Prices 

Both as regards the collections of- 
fered for the grand totals 
ealized by the major auction galleries 

of the city, the New York auction 
season, 1925-26 has been quite un- 
paralleled. In magnitude and dramatic 

the Leverhulme sale was the 
outstanding event of the season, occu- 

did the 
for one month. 
not 

sale and 

interest 

pying as it entire Anderson 
Galleries Less 

but 
gran- 

less astonishing in its 
field was the Benguiat 
Oriental rugs at the American 

\rt Association which netted nearly 
| three-quarters of a million dollars. In 

dic sec 

own sale of 
early 

the picture market two sales are of 
| outstanding importance, that of Mr. 
Billings’ Barbizon pictures and the 

| first two parts of the Achillito Chiesa 
collection of Italian and Flemish art. The 

which netted $401,000 in one 
must be regarded as another 

astonishing feat of collecting and auc- 
tioneering. A number of exceedingly 
fine tapestries was offered during the 
season, in particular, the Jellinek 
Mercedes collection of XVIIth and 
XVIIIth century Brussels and Aubus- 

tormer, 
session 

son tapestries. Several important 
| pieces were also included in the AI- 
| bright sale, especially two examples 
after Barent van Orley and two Gobe- 
lin tapestries after Deportes. But per- 

| haps the sales which contributed more 
than anything else to making the sea- 
son remarkable were those of rare 
books and autographs. In the former 
category the amazing Clawson library 
of Elizabethan and Stuart authors, will 
come readily to mind. Nor will the 
sale of the Melk copy of the Gutenberg 
Bible for a record price of $106,000 
be easily forgotten. In the latter, the 
honors are more widely divided. 
Never, we think, have so many collec- 
tions of valuable autographs been of- 
fered in one season and certainly 

{never have they commanded such 
prices. The autograph collections of 
the late Col. James H. Manning and 
of Dr. George C. F. Williams at which 
signed documents of Button Gwinnett 

|were sold for the record prices of 
($22,500 and $19,000 respectively, are 
closely paralleled by the remarkable 
historical documents in the collection 
of A. R. Turner and Charles A. Munn. 
The minor arts, less dramatic, should not 
be overlooked. Thus, at the Huntington 
sale a mahogany lowboy made by Wil- 

|liam Savery of Philadelphia soared up 
{under intensive bidding to the extraor- 
dinary price of $9,000, whilst Stiegel 
glass at the Allen Sale held at the Wal- 
pole Galleries realized record prices. One 
interesting feature of the season was the 
violent competition which took place be- 
tween the partisans of American furni- 
ture and crafts and those of the Euro- 
pean. The record price paid for the 
Savery lowboy may be taken as a direct 
answer to the prices obtaining in the 
Leverhulme sale. The high prices paid at 

ithe Kellogg sale of old blue Stafford- 
shire may probably be ascribed to the 
same cause. 

Following are the grand totals reported 
by the New York auction houses: 

AMERICAN ART 
ASSOCIATION wee ee $6,039,676.75 

ANDERSON GALLERITES..... 4,821,971.14 
GALLERIES Over 1,000,000.00 

AUCTION 763,421.50 
RAINS 
PLAZA Rooms 
WaLpoLe GALLERIES 

Season not *t complete 

The American Art Association 

| ( SALE OF ARLY ORIENTAL 
Rye P ous Total, $638,250 

collection which con- 
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—_— = : = | tained only 73 pieces, mainly of the| 58—Whistler, Lady Archibaid Camp 617—Satinwood library bookcase, Eng- > ? -ar 4 bel as ANGO .ccereveseesesees ,000 is 7 . a . } c | XVith and XVIIth : century, must be 70 oh — of the Chateau ‘ y awa ed wee ° — 11,500 
regarded as the most important collection | Prarveiomt ...scccccccesenescesces 7,200| paRT II PAINTINGS OF THE 

| HO | of rugs sold in New York since that of | 7!—ubens, Archduke Albrecht of $70 ENGLISH SCHOOL ............ $347,190 
| Henry G. Marquand. At the second AUNTIE cecorereves << ohiedaalatal cia 700 105—Geinshorongh, Portals of a Young aid 

session thirty-five rugs sold for a total ! : 117 Gor : “Workale ot Wane tlie s ite ae e } ; ip aa —Goya, : ,00 
& SONS $513,300, a record for so small a number. | RARE AMERK ANA COLLECTIONS ee A. R. 245—Archer Shee, The Annesley Chil- ? 

Another record was broken at this sale} TURNER AND CHARLES A. Munn 53 ye dren ; Aivia 7. Fuller eee a 8,500 
in the price paid for a single item. The} Total, $89,5 7\1 — Ale tT. Fuller — we 8,000 

PIC | URES and DRAWINGS $78,000 paid for the XVIth century Is- | Remarkable collection of American] 179—Millais, Caller Herring; Alvin T. ’ 
pahan carpet represents an advance of | documents, including the rare Lynch sig- we ettmccer ache see see sezes 31,000 
$21,000 on a previous record. Important / nature, written on the title page of the | ¢ saeburn, sir  broo ootheby ; ae : a .. . =e E. F. Collins, A SD essccteaxean 

BY THE OLD MASTERS items and their buyers were: lragedies of Sophocles, London 1759. 225—Reynolds, Venus and Cupid; Scott “a 
ain iii: win SVR omnes | Important items were: p & Fowles ....++.+.++. tet eaeees 5,250 

| Richard Ederheimer ...........- $39,500| 46—Ms. of Benedict Arnold's narra- PART ITI. PORCELAINS, OLD 
62—Ispahan animal rug, XVIth cen tion of his treason; Rosenbach Co.$3,900 ENGLISH AND CHINESE ...... $43,285 

ENGRA V INGS ; M I, i = i 22,000 | 263—The famous Bradtord map, one of 30—Powder blue vase, Kang Hsi tury; Mrs. J. > SES lessees 2, 263— ) i. eo J -Fo se, . 
69 fosahes carpet, XVIth century; three known; Rosenbach ........ 7,600 - 1690; J. Pe CO. ccs snatek 1,600 

ae Bae Se Se tench acebhenee at 29,500 | 353—-Letter from Rochambeau to Gen- 47—Vase in green; yellow and auber- 
71i—-Isaphan carpet, XVIth century; pm = gyn. E. i eee aaa 4,900 ine, Fr Hsi period, 1665; F. ‘ 

N N: 4 OLD BOND STREET W I PO we nes a0beode bean 78,000 | 442—Lynch signature; osenbach Com- SPUD auneheskbdde 640000006 ,100 
LO DO . 3, ’ ° ° 72—Ispahan carpet, XVIth century; EE Pee ET eae Oe ae ee 1,800 | 100—Chamberlain Worcester dessert 

. Wy. Seen Oe GP cbedecesosns 75,000 service, English, 1790; E. N. 
MANCHESTER: 14 EXCHANGE STREET DN, cn oLedibechkeesanian 2,000 

: . KEASBEY ARMOUR COLLECTION PART IV. THE LIBRARY ....$16,211.50 
and (during the winter months) : |C. KG. Butrncs SALE or BarBizox Total, $105,610 — oe ene -~ 

| - - » ts . “ am °s Vy Ow landson, rulk- 
NEW YORK: 709 FIFTH AVENUE | PAINTINGS ...eeeeees Total, $401,300 yi, = and armour of the oak. p.m Leech; Lawrence 

> =e : ic :' "Ith-X V “e *. The firs f DDE: ccd ineianetaweesssueenee 3,200 | Especial interest attended the dispersal |  /th-- th century. The first part of Gomme ., ees , re ° A . cag: > fz : act) mac ¢ : - 373—Tradesmen’s cards of the XVIIIth 
of this collection since Mr. Billings had a 1a ——_ ny sold hay mn century; Morris Sloog ..+..+..++ 800 

eum | always shown himself the most demand- | P¢T, 4744. Many of the pieces tormerly| parr y. FURNITURE, TAPES- 
THE ing of collectors. Almost every one ol highs Part ol classical collections, The TRIES, BRONZES, ETC. “es $151,909 

FINE ART SOCIETY||{P. & D. COLNAGHI & CO. f) the pictures he owned was a famous ex- ree Wee Coe eT s0P—-2Vilth contueys SH Sidney. 62,200 - . *f|ample and since many of them had been on as armor, German, 1510; 599 | 363—XVIth century ph A on 

Established 1876 (ESTABLISHED 1760) bought at important public sales in the] 399 Comolete  temenn ice 8 iaese seid circa 1550; W. Erdman ........ 2,100 
7 . ; i oOS-— 5 oempeate harness _ for _ tilting, 412—Set of four marquetry side chairs Etchings by past the prices he had paid were gener- Northern Italian, 1565; Clapp & “English 1700; J. H. McFadden.” 2,700 

SIR D. Y. CAMERON, R. A. ally known, and these prices were by no 309 pe "Ttalian, 1560:  Tosent 13,400 PART VI & VII DRAWINGS AND 
JAMES McBEY, BONE, — modest. Important items and their | glean ca SM Males a 2,300 “WATER COLORS ..... greeny 948,607.00 

yuyers were: 55A—Burne-Jones, “‘Spes”’; A. is- 
STRANG, WHISTLER and — . , OR FE ee eeees sees $610 

ZORN o eaeit 3 11—Te Lac, Effet du Matin; O. W. .\.|Dawson CoLLECTION oF EARLY ENGLISH O—tieners Sooty, Katy wt oo 
“oer = ; RL LADS A AD ce ae * SER aah op - oe =e ee 

Catalogue on application. BY APPOINTMENT 14—Corot, Le Cavalier dans Le Cam- FURNITURE ........ Total, $201,737.50) 11;George Cruikshank,  Timothy’s 
Publishers of the Etchings of - pagne; ange & aay) ~ OS 30,000 This collection cold to iin tun Seaaty Sian WERE éssacscsidos 500 

4 + : > ousseau, os p é > . oa ‘ @ > > A rf 
FRANK BRANGWYN, R. A. Paintings, Drawings, En- Rudert, Agent -............. «++. 25,000 | moving of Mr. H. F. Dawson to his new ae oe a hepnpeapet 540 

Pointing, and wpereeete by gravings, Etchings, Litho- 17 ee The Hay Stacks; Thomas | te establishment on 19 East 60th Street, 218—Legros, es Labourage; i. ae 
ading Artists OS EES a ea ere : E le . Nye OR. p= "i oy eis = I Interac ee 525 

148, New Bond Street, graphs, Woodcuts, by the 18—Coro!, La Charrette de Gres; O contamed sumerous pieces from the work-| ..._ WON -yncinnar* tiie seat 
* Tendon W. i Old and Modern Masters Oe casa ce su sha ianse 27,000 | Shops of Chippendale, Hepplewhite, etc., | “°° @cer8* 4 “Atvermann _ os... see 655 ’ . 19 Corot, Les Baigneuses des Iles; aie and a number of XVIth century tapes-|247—Joseph Nash, Baronial Interior; 

ol. James Elverson ..........» »5C ies. j i ‘negli f the XV y FWATURER. 5050 ices s000ss rans 42 
EXPERTS, VALUERS, PUBLISHERS 20—Crome, Willow Tree; ‘M. Knoed tries, including one English of the XVth/ 2. Ackerman.» scene a _ , : 281—Rowlandson, The Sheldonia e ee Nee ooo |century. Important prices were: 2 . han les , ‘ a vie 8 tre, Oxford; A. Ackerman ....... 580 

ARTHUR GREATOREX, Ltd. GROSVENOR GALLERIES ee 544 ee XVth me ac nia papestry, 342—William Ward, Daughters of Sir 
| ‘eadwalla of ales; Seidlitz & Thomas Franklin; Kennedy ...... 1,300 14, GRAFTON ST. BOND ST. 144-145-146, New Bond St. Acuituiro CH1esa COLLECTION, ian Mh a Sas ooes sony eavasss $4,100 ety ww anuan Sacrifice to 7. ee i ct 7” - | 994 air o agnificent wrought iron men; Morris SlOOg ...-...esc0e00 yf LONDON, W.1 ; LONDON, W. 1. PAwes &. TE. BEe cashes Total, $599,126 | gates by Joan Tiiow, eien 1720; 354—Whistler, Self Portrait; Gov. A. T. 

Sole publishers of the Etchings of Wits tical tek Chien delhi ane! Edward Ball of Wilmington, Del. 11,000 SOY  cavauabeeesanechsaxietuest 820 » sale o » 2S7 . at- 
WINIFRED AUSTEN, R.E., 
CHARLES W. CAIN 
MORTIMER MENPES, 
LEONARD J. SMITH and others 

Cable Address, Colnaghi, London 

“METHODS OF ENGRAV- 

The 

CHENIL GALLERIES 

CHELSEA 

Sole Representatives by 

appointment for 

Augustus John’s Paintings 

Drawings and 

Etchings 

ING OF THE 18th 

CENTURY” 

described and illustrated 

Post free on application 

Just purchased a collection 
including unique examples 
of mezzotints and engrav- 
ings printed in colours 

BASIL DIGHTON 

3, Savile Row, London, W. 1. 
Telephones: Regent 4349 and 4350 

VICARS BROTHERS 

The VER MEER Gallery 

(Anthony F. Reyre) 

¢ 

Specialists in 

Works of the 

Dutch School 

22, Old Bond Street, London, W.1. 

¢ 

PAINTINGS, DRAWINGS 

AND ENGRAVINGS 

12, Old Bond St., London, W. 1. 

The ARNOT GALLERY 
1, Kartnerring 15, Vienna, Austria 

Have now transferred a great 
part of their stock of IMPOR- 
TANT PICTURES by OLD 
MASTERS to their NEW 
PREMISES in LONDON 

47, Albemarle Street, Piccadilly, W.1. 

Old 

Early English School, Primitives of the Italian and 

Flemish Schools and 17th Century 

Dutch Paintings 

Exceptional opportunities of making private purchase from 
historic and family Collections of Genwine Examples by 
the Chief Masters in the above Schools can be afforded 

to Collectors and representatives of Museums 

ARTHUR RUCK 

Galleries: 4, BERKELEY STREET, PICCADILLY; LONDON, W.1. 

of the 

asters 

by 

tracted added attention owing to the 
presence of a number of important early 
Italian pictures which had been classi- 
fied by the Italian government as na- 
tional treasures. It was with great diffi- 
culty that the collection was brought to 
this country. Besides the paintings a 
collection of majolica, ivories, enamels, 
textiles and furniture, mainly of Italian 
crigin were included. The largest prices 
obtained and their purchasers are as 
follows: 

PART I 

40—Portrait of a Dutch Humanist by 
Jan van Scorel; C. M. Austin. ...$12,500 

55—Virgin with a Book, Boltraffio; C. 
i, en. sun ouneeadeee Sean eees 9,000 

PART II 
36—Roger von der Weyden, Holy 

Family in Landscape; F. Klein- 
DT | v.65 cap wa Sah heed Ses abe ,500 

48—Pietro Lorenzetti, Triptych, Ma- 
donna, Child and Saints; E. Can- 
OE doccccccudvatete seneeens 6a 26,000 

50—Antonello da Mess'na, Portrait of 
a Sicilian Patrician; E. W. Wal- 
Me ais sue bokk Rad ewe ures 64 u SG 5,000 

52—-Agnolo Gaddi, Madonna and 
Ct i CO go cian ecduae 27,000 

53—Bernardo Daddi, Pala Rucellai; 
Ee, Ws SEEN scdeceseessoses ,000 

54—Orcagna, Large pala, the Legend 
of St. John the Baptist; Mrs. 
Robert TE: WMO sccccsevecess 45,000 

PART III 
76—Glazed terra cotta statue by Gio- 

vanni della Robbia; E. Canessa.. 2,300 
80—Madonna and Child, pearwood, 

Pisan, XIIIth century; Canessa .. 2,600 
344—Carved ivory plaquette, IXth cen- 

ees WE, Bh BOO 2400 s0% 05.00 2,550 
375—Byzantine carved ivory casket, 

Italian, Xth-XIth century; F. 
NE aes oode 0.46 sd eebenne 2,400 

433—Deruta plate, XVIth century; 
eR GS 6 are bb 5 a bo 9008 3,000 

447—Persian illuminated manuscript, 
poetical works of Djami, circa 
1550-75; H. Kevorkian ......... 14,000 

JELLINEK MERCEDES TAPESTRIES 
Total, $191,900 

The only sale of the season devoted 
exclusively to tapestries was the Jellinek 
Mercedes sale of 32 Gobelins, Brussels, 
Flanders and Vieux Paris weaves. The 
sale did not make any records but was 
characterized by uniformly high prices 
throughout, the lowest price being $2,900. 
Prices of $10,000 or over were: 

12—Flemish XVIth century tapestry, 
series of Gombaud and Macé; J. 

SME Cries seeue oeeeeenss $10,000 
22—Brussels tapestry, atelier of von 

de Hecke, Autumnis; Benjamin 
ROR ee eer ee 15,000 

24—Brussels XVIIIth century tapestry, 
Sancho Berne; Ormond 10,000 

Wru1aM J. Ratston PAINTINGS OF THE 
ENGLISH, AMERICAN, DutcH AND 
FRENCH BarBIZON SCHOOLS 

Total, $120,995 

This collection, part of the estate of the 
late Col. Lieutenant William John Rals- 
ton of Louis Ralston & Son contained 
a large number of English paintings of 
the XVITith century. The Rubens listed 
below was in the Theuillier collection in 
the Hague in the XVITth century . The 
three highest prices were: 

Other important sales and their totals 
were: 

Senator William A Clark, 
so ERs EE oe $244,338 

Senator William A Clark, 
oO! eS 

V. & L. Benguiat Textiles .... 201,710 
Raoul Tolentino .............. 150,074 
Astor Furnishings and Paintings 141,387 
Vanderiblt Furnishings from 
Oe OO errr 132,962 

Don Luis Ruiz, Spanish Furni- 
ee. ae 112,295 

Raimundo Ruiz, Spanish Furni- 
RM Pie son gon end bad A 102,433 

Thomas B. Clark Sale .......... 84,431 
Pietro Cattadori Italian Col- 
IE eee 84,105 

Ton Ying, Chinese porcelains 
ee OS EE es 72,456.50) 

Arthur Tooth, paintings ........ 57,840 
TORE DisOe BUS. iho csceeeetas 57,652 
G. G. Ernst Collection ........ 54,145.50 
Samuel T. Shaw Paintings .... .53,790 
The McCutcheon Dickens 

Collection 

Anderson Galleries 

Tue Art COLLECTIONS OF THE LATE VIs- 
couNT LeverHutme. Total for Six 
Parts $1,274,109.49 
The progress of this epoch-making sale 

was so fully recorded in THe Art News 
of February and March that elaboration 
is unnecessary. Suffice to remark that the 
very magnitude of the sale, comprising 
as it did an almost complete representa- 
tion of XVIIIth Century English furni- 
ture in its finest examples, sent prices up 
to heights hitherto undreamed. Had Vis- 
count Leverhulme been as bold in his col- 
lecting of pictures as he was in his 
collecting of furniture, needlework, tap- 
estries, etc., the result might have been 
even more striking. Certain it is that no 
sale ever held in America attained any- 
thing like the same hold over the popular 
imagination. Important prices in the six 
parts are as follows: 
PART I. FURNITURE, TAPESTRIES, 
RUGS, BRONZES, ETC., ...0%- $641,810 
51—Mahogany dining table, English 

1760; Frank Partridge ......... . 
67—Panel of XVIth century  tapes- 

try; P. W. French & Co....... 15,000 
91—Pair of XVIIIth century gilt 

settees, English, 1770; Mrs. K. K. 
EEE Seki 6 6: bas ae ak) ooo 4,000 

95—Eight mahogany side chairs and 
one armchair to match, English, 
i775; FP. W. Brench & Co...... $15,000 

119—Mortlake tapestry, English, 1630; 
DE. civeagneG ee rey ca ces eeue 3,000 

137—Seven piece golden walnut suite, 
English 1695; Frank Partridge... 12,500 

238—English XVIIIth century §satin- 
wood segmental commode; 1780; 
ee, ME, sock ak ¢o/Mcaek wide 5,800 

308—Pine table cover, late XVIIth 
century; P. W. French ........ J 

363—Adam satinwood bookcase, English 
S7G55 BF. PMTeeeee .occcsssces 8,000 

569—Satinwood inlaid and ormolu 
mounted commode, English 1775; 

a Bete, BeeRty WOeTe 2... 005s. $8,000 
579—Three Elizabethan needlework 

panels, 1580; P. W. French & Co. 7,750 
611-616—Six Aubusson tapestry panels, 

cirea 1780; Miss H. Counihan, 
SL Gaeta heer eee ieee 34,000 

CLAWSON ELIZABETHAN AND EARLY 
Stuart Liprary .... Total, $643,137.50 
If the catalogue of the Leverhulme 

collection might reasonably be used as a 
handbook on XVIIIth century English 
furniture, that of the Clawson library 
can almost claim to be a catalogue rai- 
sonné of Elizabethan and early Stuart 
printing. The Clawson library is par- 
ticularly satisfying in that it appeals not 
only to the amateur of rare books but also 
to the lover of early English literature. 
From the latter’s point of view, it was an 
almost complete library of his favorite 
authors in their original condition. For 
the former, it was probably the richest 
collection of early English printed books 
and rare pamphlets that has ever been 
offered for sale in this country. In our 
summary we give some of the most inter- 
esting items in each category: 

223—Dekker, Shoemaker’s Holiday; Ro- 
senbach ....... po UOnsrececenegces $3,250 

319—Gower, Confessio Amantis; Cax- 
ton, 1483; Rosenbach ........... 20,000 

356—Herbert, The Temple; E. H. Wells 1,300 
403—Holinshead, Chronicles;  E. : 
OE ere ere 2,550 

404—Chapman’s Homer; Rosenbach ... 2,200 
423—Thersytes; Rosenbach .......... J 
438—Ben Jonson, The Fortunate Isles; 
ES Pra 4,900 

474—Lyly, Midas; Harry F. Marks... 3,000 
553-—Milton, Comus; Rosenbach ...... 1,500 
554—Milton, Lycidas; Barnet J. Beyer 3,000 
620—Painter, Palace of Pleasure; Ro- 

SS PCRS eer 6,000 
712—Shakespeare, Much Ado About 

Nothing; Rosenbach ............ 1,000 
714—Shakespeare, Troilus and Cressida; 

NN re rr e 11,000 
723—Shakespeare, Othello; Rosenbach. 10,700 
731—Shakespeare, Tragedy of Locrine; 
DE vss cceere Ghee a awe -. 9,000 

779—Sydney, Arcadia; E. H. Wells & 
> gue aac gs lh a . 7,700 

792—Spenser, Shepherd’s Calendar; Ro- 
17,700 senbach 

KEVORKIAN COLLECTION, two sales 
Total, $182,221.50 

The two Kevorkian sales in November 
and January respectively both contained 
numerous objects which testify to Mr. 
Kevorkian’s remarkable knowledge and 
fine taste. The most important items 
were: 

SALE I 
367—Pottery jar, Mesopotamia, early 

Mohammedan period; VII ith cen- 
tury; University of Pennsylvania 
Museum ..... oneseees TTI tre 

425—Spandrel composes of 100 enameled 
tiles, Persia XVIIth century; 
R. Ackermann 

SALE II 
291—Pair of palace doors, Persia, Ispa- 

han, XVIth century; Detroit Insti- 
tute of Art .... r 

321—Garden rug, Northwestern Persia, 
XVIIth century; Miss H. Couni- 
BOR, AMUSE ciascaue 

1,706 et eeeeeeeeeseeeee 

4,600 ee eeeeeeeeeee ’ 

AutTocRAPH COLLECTION oF CoL. JAMES 
H. MANNING ...... Total, $116,853.75 

Colonel Manning’s collection of auto- 
graphs was famous not only for its col- 
lection of the signers but also for its 
remarkable series of American documents 
dealing with and in many cases throwing 
light cn American history. One item ™ 
particular may be mentioned, the letter 
from Thomas McKean, signer from Del- 
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aware to C. A. Rodney. Thanks to this| items and their purchasers are as fol-| 135 aed Joey a green glass 86 | American Painting and Sculpture A ? A ytcher; Mrs, i... SeT eT eT ere 36 . . ° . oh *,.? 
100 letter, we learn that the fixing of the | lows: | ; vent Sold From Detroit Exhibition ROBT DUNTHORNE . courth of as » date of » signing | 736— Button G ett, record o debt- T . , . . 8 
hed “ play “ es was — _ pny "et a gal yet | The pe hea oe — | Four paintings and two sculptures e 

4 ei ; "Sines DO, gonna eat Pre eer $19,000 | and china ot Mrs. Kdware re 1 ff. » Tewetf } 
.50 purely arbitrary, the signature having eo ee ie | = s $19,000 | we re sold from the Twelfth Annual & SON 
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, Thomas MeKean, signer from Dela- tween the U. S. and Gt. Britain Galleries were: le permanen collection o le AT 
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JAMES MINGAY | 

ROMNEY’S 

OF 

\\ \\ 

INDON Dh 

Mingay, Kk. ( 
Romney 1s 

ROBERT | 
career ot Jamies | 

whose splendid portrait 
by (reorge published here 
with, forms one of the romances ot 
the legal protession He has also a 
literary interest, for he embalmed 
in Charles Lamb’s essay on “The old 
benchers of the Inner Temple” and 
for many years he was one of the most 
prominent men in England, particular 
ly in Norfolk and Suftolk 

lifetime 
There were 

during his many 
after 

obituaries, 

published 
his death quite a 

but a 
memoirs and 
crop of full-length 
“Life” of this remarkable 

to be written. 

man has yet 
James Mingay was born 

at Thetford, Norfolk, on March 9th, 
1752, and was educated at the Gram 
mar School there under a Mr. Gallo 

His father and | 
both his parents seemed to 
way. Was a Surgeon, 

have been | 

possessed oft property At an early age | 
and this was in| 
grappling hook, | 

tells us “he 

he lost his right arm, 
part supplied by a 

Charles Lamb 
tolerable 

which, 
wielded with a adroitness” 
and concerning which another 
wrote: 

wit | 

“Since so well, with one arm, Mingay 
handles a cause, 

How great, had he two, must have 
been his applause.” 

Mingay entered Trinity College 

Cambridge, on November 29th, 1768, 
his tutor being Richard Watson, after- 

after 
1770 

Temple, and 
Other 

wards Bishop of Llandaff, who in 
years, also sat to Romney In 
he entered at the 
was called to the 
points in his crowded career may be 

Inner 
Jar in 1775 

the table to right on which are 
and an 

PORTRAIT OF 

whilst the left hand rests on 
papers 

suggested, 

inkstand. It is a 
regret that this admirable portrait of 
a remarkable man is not in some pub- 
lic gallery in Norfolk or Suffolk, each briefly summarized: He was created Ce aceeeen Be eaeael a tae, 

King’s Counsel 1784: Recorder of Ald fully, or, better still, in the National 
borough in 1788: three times Mayor of | Portrait Gallery in London. 
Thetford 1798-1804. In 1798 during} It may be added that the portrait 
his mayoralty the freedom of the Bor- of Mrs. Mingay, done at the same time, 

realized the 1 very high price of 6200 gs. 
ough was bestowed on Lord Nelson. is Mav 1906 and le. we believe, now 

He died at Ashfield Lodge, Great]/jin America, whither so many of our 
Ashfield, Suffolk, on July 9th, 1812,|/ fire portraits by Early English artists 
and was buried in the family vault at| have gone 
Thetford and is described somewhat 
quaintly as “James Mingay, —— 
man, aged 62.” His wife was Eliza 
Corrall of Maidstone, and she died on 
February Ist, 1817. They had no chil 
dren and most of their property passed 
to their three nephews and other near 
relations. 
Romney painted portraits both of 

James Mingay and his wife in 1786-7 
and both were sent to his London resi- 
dence and office, Bedford Row, in July 
1789. They were what was then called 
“Half-lengths,” i. e. about 50” x 40” for 
each of which the artist’s charge would 
have been about 40 guineas. James 
Mingay’s portrait was engraved in 
mezzotint by Charles Howard Hodges 
in October, 1791, a very fine example 
of this accomplished engraver. Accord 
ing to The Monthly Magazine of 
March, 1801, Macklin the publisher 
paid Hodges £50 for this engraving. 
The portrait remained in the 
sion of Mingay’s collateral descendants 
for over a century, and was acquired 
in recent years by the well known con 
noisseur, the late Sir George Donald 
son. It was exhibited in the National 
Gallery for three years during the 
Great War. It is one of Romney’s 
most successful. and attractive por 
traits of legal celebrities; he is dressed 
in legal robes with large wig, the right 

posses 

students 

first number next month. 

NEW QUARTERLY FOR 

OLD MASTER DRAWINGS 

LONDON—Old Master Drawings is 
the title of a new quarterly magazine for 

and collectors, of which Messrs. 
Limited, will publish the 

The periodical, 
a &; Batsford 

which will deal with European drawing 

from its beginnings to the XIXth cen- 

The 

Flechtheim Polynesian 

Sculpture Collection 

shown im 

May at the Flechtheim Gallery, Ber 
lin, Luetzowufer. June at the Art In 
stitute (Kunsthaus), Zurich. August 

at the lechtheim Gallery, Dusseldorf 

Illustrated catalogue with preface 

by Karl Einstein, just out. 

matter of | 

JAMES MINGAY, a By GEORGE ROMNEY 

tury, excluding Oriental and contempor- 

ary work, is designed to meet the increas- 

ing recognition of the value of the mas- 

ters’ sketches and studies. Each number 

will have 16 or 20 half-tone reproduc- 
tions, printed on one side of the page 

only, and about 12 pages of letterpress. 

Andrea del Sarto, Guardi, Van 

Kneller, and Durer, 

Raphael, 
Dyck, 

are among the masters whose drawings 
will be 

Rembrandt, 

the first number. 
The editor of the magazine is Mr. K. T. 

Parker; and Mr. Campbell Dodgson, Mr. 
A. Paul Oppé, Mr. Arthur M. Hind, 
and Mr. A. G. B. Russell from the con 
sultative committee. The annual sub- 
scription is 2s. 

discussed In 

'COURSES AT PERUGIA 

| FOR FOREIGNERS 

PERUGIA ie accordance with the 
wish ot the National Government a 
new Educational Institute has been 
started in Italy where foreigners will 

|have the opportunity of studying, not 
| only the language, but the art, the 
| literature, the science and the politi 
}cal and economic institutions of the 
| country. The Royal Institute for 
Foreigners has its seat in Perugia by 
the side of the old University of glor 
ious traditions, but it will be entirely 
independent of that body. 

Perugia in singularly adapted as a 
centre for such an institution by its 
quiet, its genial hospitality and by its 
climate, as well as by its rich collec 
tions and galleries, its monuments of 
various civilizations from the Etrus 
can to the medieval. For the last five 
years courses in Italian and literature 
have been held here which have been 
largely attended by a numerous and 

| varied public. But now this series of 
|studies has been enlarged, and from 
May to October of each year foreign 
ers will be welcome to carry out the 
program of study. 

A number of distinguished 
will give lectures and the 
offers a variety of most interesting 
subjects. The students who come to 
Perugia will be taken to the other 
cities in the neighborhood where they 
will have every opportunity of seeing 
all the works of art and the most im 
portant monuments in connection with 
the lectures and lessons. 

Anyone interested may take 
the courses of study in art, literature, 
history or science, and diplomas will 
be given to those passing the necessary 
examinations.—K. R. S. 

XV CENTURY FRESCO 

FOUND AT ROVIGO 

scholars 
program 

VENICE—A marvelous fresco rep- 
the “ 
to light in the 

resenting Virgin of the Birth” has 
just come Cathedral of 
Rovigo 

Special workmen have been sent 
from Venice, and Doctor Fogolari, Su 
perintendent of Fine Arts, has accom 
panied them. As soon as the fresco 
is cleaned it will be transported to 
Venice. It is in a splendid condition 
of preservation, and is a work of the 
XVth century. Its author is not yet 
recognized, but there is no question as 

j to the value of the find—K, R. S. 
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BROOKING 
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REMEMBER THIS NAME WHEN YOU GO TO MADRID 

AVENIDA PENALVER 17 

MADRID 

SILVERSMITH 

AMERICAN CONSULATE 

JAN KLEYKAMP GALLERIES 

CHINESE ART 

3 AND 5 EAST 54TH STREET NEW YORK 

arm is skilfully indicated or rather 

GALLERY MATTHIESEN 

| Berlin W.9, | 

| Bellevuestrasse 14 

PAUL GRAUPE 

BERLIN W 35 /LUTZOWSTR. 38 

RARE BOOKS 
AND MANUSCRIPTS 

ETCHINGS & ENGRAVINGS 

PAINTINGS 

| FRENCH | 

_ IMPRESSIONISTS 

| OLD MASTERS 

R. RIESSER 

ANTIQUES 

of various Periods 

Reproductions of 

TAPESTRIES 

and all kinds of Old Needlework 
Frankfort o/M, Friedensstrasse 6, 

near the “Frankfurter Hof” 

QAVPS Tihs G 

39 Pearl Street, New York City 
London Paris 

“OLD MASTERS” 

IN THE FINE ART OF 

SHIPPING 

Experts for fifty-four years in pack- ing and transporting works of art, exhibitions, antiques, household effects and general merchandise. 
New links of intercity haulage by 
motor truck now added to complete 
our chain of service at reasonable 
cost for forwarding, Customs Brok- erage, storage, trucking, marine 

insurance, 
Representative will gladly 

upon request. 
call 

Phone ) Cable Address 
Bowling Green 7960 Spedition 

HARMAN & LAMBERT 
Established in Coventry Street 

During Three Centuries 

BY APPOINTMENT 

DEALERS IN 

ANTIQUE SILVER 
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OLD SHEFFIELD PLATE 
ETC. 
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Wildenstein&Co. 
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WORKS OF ART 
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Paris: 57 Rue La Boetie 
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e 
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Frans Buffa & Sons 

Fine Art Dealers 

MODERN MASTERS 
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by 

William H. Singer, Jr. 

| Amsterdam 

| 

Finest examples of 
Dearth and Dessar 

Agent, THOMAS DEFTY 
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| 

| 
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ee 

Frank T. Sabin 
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PAINTINGS 
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DRAWINGS 
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EXHIBITIONS OF | 

THE PAST SEASON | 

(Continued from page 1) 

to an ensemble of singular happiness. 
There were just the right number of 
paintings on the walls of just the right 
quality. But the jades carried the day. | 
A show case full of jades. The exhibi- | 
tions at Yamanaka’s were more fcrmal, | 
emphasis being laid on a few individual | 
heads of surpassing quality. The IXth | 
century Khmer Buddha remains vivid in 
the memory as one of the finest examples 
we have ever seen. In Chinese sculpture; 
the two finest pieces shown were the pair | 
of Bodhisattvas, wood painted and gilded 
of the Southern Sung, which Mr. Kley- | 
kamp had in his galleries. With these 
might be linked the Tang head in dried 
lacquer which Mr. Higgs showed, a su- 
perb head from the finest period of 
Chinese portraiture. The Bodhisattvas 
lack something of this power and direct- 
ness, or rather it is present beneath an | 
exterior of the utmost graciousness. In 
Chinese bronzes nothing has been shown 
in recent years to compete with the superb 
series which Mr. Parish-Watson showed 
a few years back, but the Yamanaka 
show contained several of superb quality, 
and the Han coin box from the collection | 
of Tuan Fang shown at Mr. Higgs’ was | 
of its own kind perfect.. In Near East- 
ern art Mr. Kevorkan held the field alone. 
Unfortunately the exhibiticn was crowded 
so that few can have realized how superb 
were some of the manuscripts, miniatures 
and sculptures shown. 

“IN GOYA’S DAY” 

Courtesy of The Grand Central Galleries 

By F. LUIS MORA, N.A. 

possesses a common, human vigor of 
which Sargent never dreamed, and in the | 
field of portraiture the early Thayer 
shown appears to us an infinitely finer 

| thing, 
Old Masters 

Loan Exhibition of Dutch XVIIth cen- 
tury masters—Knoelder 

Drawings by Old Masters—Mrs. Stern- 
er’s Gallery 

J. H. Fragonard—Wildenstein 
Paintings by Old Masters—Gainsborough 

Galleries 
Venetiar Paintings—Reinhardt Galleries 
Engravings and Woodcuts of the XVth 

and XVIth centuries—Knoedler 
Diirer Prints—Knoedler 

Nothing that New York has seen dur- 
ing the last season can obscure the mem- 
ory of the litthke Vermeer which was 
shown at the Loan Exhibition of Dutch 
Paintings at Knoedler’s. Its incredible 
eayvcty upset all one’s ideas about Ver- 
meer. We have been so beaten by the 
Bostonian conception of Vermeer that we 
had almost forgotten what the real thing 
looked like. We thought him placid, 
faultless, an  etherealized Pieter de 
Hocch, with the juice watered down into 
an inoccuous consommé, and here he 
comes along gay, witty, brilliant, in color, 
coifing his lady with a red feather hat 
at a most daring angle and setting it 
down as boldly as though he had a whole 
wall to fili, Another landmark of the | 
season was the group of early Italian | 
drawings from the Pierpont Morgan col- 
lection which were included in the loan 
exhibition held at Mrs. Sterner’s Gal- 
leries. 

American Classics 

Galleries Sanctum—Meontross Gallery 
Sargent Memorial Exhibition—Metro- | 

politan Museum 
An Epoch—Rehn Gallery 

Despite the throngs which visited the 
Sargent Memorial in London, Boston and 
at the Metropolitan in New York, we 
could not find the exhibiticn anything 
but profoundly disheartening. Despite 
brilliance, despite mastery, despite all the 
epitaphs that one may bestow upon this 
modern master, his canvases. breathe 
weariness. The life that was in them was 
rather a life of the fingers than of the 
whole body. His mind was fundament- 
ally destructive. With time and the pal- 
ing of color, even the brilliance has de- 
parted from his canvases so that his sit- 
ters look down from the walls with the 
air of sad and disillusioned ghosts. A 
finer exhibition of Americans of a past 
day was rather that which Mr. Montross 
picked out from his Gallery “Sanctum.” 
Ryder, essaying the half lights, charged 
with romance as he was, is yet substan- 
tial. A work such as his “Resurrection” 

Foreign Moderns 

Modern Classics—Wildenstein 
Quinn Memorial—Art Centre 
Quinn Selection—Brummer Gallery 
Trinational—W ildenstein 
French Moderns—F. Valentine Dudensing 
French Moderns—New Gallery 
Maillol—Brummer Gallery 
Brancusi—W ildenstein 
Degas Bronzes—Ferargil Gallery 
Konenkov—Reinhardt 
Bourdelle—Grand Central Gallery 
Berthe-Morisot—Durand Ruel Gallery 
Degas Drawings—Durand Ruel Gallery 
Fernand Leger—Societe Anonyme 
Max Jacob—Brummer Gallery 
Modern Decorative Art—Seligmann Gal- 

lery 
From the point of view of quality the 

group of XIXth century paintings which 
Wildenstein shcwed me was by far the 
finest general show of the season, though 
the Quinn Memorial had greater scope. 
If the latter circled around Rousseau and 
Picasso honors in the former were more 
evenly divided. Several canvases are un- 
forgettable, then Renoir, “Head of a 
Lady,” challenging the Courbet portrait 
at the other pole of expression, yet from 
an equal peak of excellence. Here too, 
re-appeared the Seurat “Le Crotoy 
\mont,” and the early Degas, “Cotton 
Gin.” Here was Berthe Morisot, 
witty as though she had stepped right out 
of the grand siecle and the age of earn- 
estness were not upon her. 

Almost every phase of modern sculp- 
ture was covered by the exhibitions of 
the past season. At the one pele, Bran- 

too, 

icusi, filing his material down to its least 
possible denominator in a supreme effort | 

Maillol, | at simplification; at the other 
letting his material grow beneath his 
fingers into forms the most voluptucus. 
In between Bourdelle, destroyed by his 
own ambition, hesitant whether he will 
operate through line, through volume or 
through the breaking up of light and 
achieving nothing. Kenenkov _ playing 
with his material, letting it take its own 
forms. Degas, tapering his volumes 
in the direction of motion. The season’s 
verdict swings in the direction of the two 
first—Brancusi, the perfect traditionalist, 
at one point sustained and another frus- 
trated by his own knowledge, and Maillol, 
continually amazed at the multiplicity and | 
complexity of life, and striving to re- 
create it in simple terms. The large 
bronze torso in the Brummer show is the 
greatest. piece of modern sculpture that | 
New York is likely to see in many a year. 
If anycne wishes an insight into the way 

ORIENT 

34, rue Lafayette and 

| BRIMO ve LAROUSSILHE 

ANTIQUITE 

MOYEN AGE 

48, rue Laffitte, PARIS 

|this astonishing man works, let him com- 
pare Mr. Goodyear’s bronze with a bronze 
of the same subject which was shown at 
the Tri-National. The latter is as it 
came from the caster; the former has 
been entirely remade by Maillol’s chisel. 

Modern American 

Guy Pene du Bois—Kraushaar Gallery 
Joseph Stella—F. Valentine Dudensing 
Charles Demuth—Intimate Gallery 
Maurice Sterne—Scott & Fowles 
John Martin—Intimate Gallery 
Charles Sheeler—Neumann Gallery 
Childe Hassam—Durand-Ruel Gallery 
Jonas Lie—Macbeth Gallery 
|Max Bohm Memorial—Milch Gallery 
| Yasuo Kuniyoshi—Daniel Gallery 
| Alexander Brook—Daniel Gallery 
| Georgia O’Keeffe—Intimate Gallery. 
| Arnold Friedman—Bourgeois Gallery 
Robert Laurent—F. Valentine Dudensing 
Salons cf America—Anderson Galleries 

| The progress of the modern move- 
ment in America has been one of gradual 
clarification. From another angle, it has 
been one of elimination. The influx of 
new names in any season rarely balances 
those which fer one reason or another 

| pass out of the picture. This is a healthy, 
\if painful process. No more than six 
years ago a critic, asked to name the most 

| prominent moderns might have listed a 
|matter of fifty, all hopefully, none with 
any degree of certainty. Now he would 
be hard put to it to find twenty for such 
a list, but he would name those twenty, 
or it might be fewer, with a degree of 
confidence. Of the firmly established 
men, Maurice Sterne’s exhibition at Scott 
& Fowles brought the most encourage- 

;ment. He has grown gayer, lighter, 
|surer in his touch, while Marin has grown 
|}calmer and more resonant. Sheeler and 
| Demuth, arrived at perfection in a field 
by its very nature restricted, struggle 
painfully to breaden their scope. 

The younger men are more happily 
placed. In mest they have been 
spared the chaos which resulted after the 
Armory Show, when what appeared to 
be new gospel was let loose on America. 
In others, they have beaten through. 
Whatever the cause, their work wears an 
ease and happiness that was unknown a 
few years 2°09 in American art. Then the 
typical exhibition presented the aspect of 
a free fight, one canvas shcuting at the 

;next, violent contrasts everywhere. Now, 
one could a dozen pictures from 

ithe recent exhibition of the Salons which 
would present the appearance of almost 
classic simplicity. Of Friedman’s exhibi- 

|tion at the Bourgeois Galleries THe Art 
| News wrote at the time: 

“After the color orgy of Impressionism 
}and the formal orgy of Post-Impression- 
|ism—suddenly and without warning hap- 
piness again, radiant. Neither self-pity 
nor self-consciousness exaltation. but 
natural upwelling happiness, freedom, 
ioyousness. These pictures sing, as it 
were, without effort and their effortless- 
ness is a measure of the strain and strug- 
gle to which we have grown accustomed.” 

This is true not of Friedmann only, 
but of the whole modern movement 

cases 

choose 

LONDON, W.., 217, Piccadilly 

A splendid collection of Old English Clocks 
is now being shown in many beautiful 
and representative types ranging from 
the late 17th to the end of the 18th Century 

Old English Walnut, Mahogany and 

| Satinwood Mantel, Bracket 

and Tall Clocks 

ENGLISH FURNITURE - PORCELAIN 
SILVER - POTTERY & GLASSWARE 

NEW YORK: 10 and 12 East-Forty Fifth Street 

erma 

BARBIZON SCHOOL 

MARCEL BERNHEIM & Co. 

2bis RUE DE CAUMARTIN, PARIS 

(Half way between the Opera and the Madeleine) 

MODERN PAINTINGS 

CONTEMPORARY SCHOOL 

MRIS RRR sO 

IMPRESSIONIST SCHOOL 

NAZARE-AGA 

Persian Antiques 

3, Avenue Pierre Ier de Serbie 
Paris 

L. CORNILLON 

Mediaeval Art 

89 Rue du Cherche-Midi and 

21 Quai Voltaire, PARIS 

| BOIN-TABURET 

Fine objects d'art 
of the XVII & XVIIIth Century 

11 Boulevard Malesherbes, Paris 

J. FERAL 

Ancient Paintings 

7 RUE ST. GEORGES 

PARIS 

J. CHARPENTIER 

OLD PICTURES 

WORKS OF ART 
——aeemee ae 

76 FAUBOURG 8ST. HONORE, PARIS 

Chas. Kaufmann 

Ancient Tapestries, Point Old 

Paintings, High Antiquities 

23 Fauborg St. Honoré, Paris 

KALEBDJIAN BROS. 

Classical Objects 
of Art 

12 Rue de la Paix and 21 Rue Balzac 
PARIS 

CHARLES POTTIER 

Packer and Shipping Agent 

14, Rue Gaillon, Paris 
Packer for the Metropolitan Museum, 

New York 

R. LERONDELLE 

Packer and Agent 

for the Carnegie Institute, Pittsburgh, 
the Art Institute of Chicago, etc. 

76, Rue Blanche, Paris IX. 

Galerie Granoff 

MODERN PAINTINGS 

R. G. Michel Gallery 

17 QUAI 8ST. MICHEL PARIS V 
Original Engravings and Etchings by 

Béjot, Buhot, Mary Cassatt, Corot, Daumier, 
Degas, Delacroix, Gauguin, Forain, Lepere, 
Manet, MAtisse, Méryon, Millet Od. Redon, 
Renoir, Whistler, Zorn, etc. 

Catalogues on ap{ lication 
166 Bd. Haussmann, Paris 

M. & R. STORA 

Gothic and Renaissance 

Works of Art 
Paris, 32 BIS Boulevard Haussmann 

J. MIKAS 

Greek, Roman & Egyptian 
Sculpture 

229, Rue St. Honort, Paris 

BING @!CO. 

Modern Masters 

| 20 bis, Rue la Boétie, Paris 

MARCEL GUIOT 

4 Rue Volney Paris 
(near the Opera) 

RARE PRINTS 

by old and modern Masters 

LE GOUPY 

Rare Prints 

Drawings—Paintings 

5, Boulevard de la Madeleine, Paris 
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cian one of the stumbling blocks in the 

way of the younger painters has been 

removed 
P . 

(oincident with the rise of contem 

| porary art has come the decline of what 

| may be termed the “middle period,” th 
- 

With 

possible exception of the finest works, the 

| Barbizon and the Victorian. the 

| great majority of the productions of that 
| | time which have come up for sale have 

| shown a decrease from the peak of from | 
' — . ‘ 
twenty-five to fifty percent in value. Here, 

(again, is evidence of the application of 

an esthetic qualitative standard 

The 

apparent 

same collecting attitude has bee 

in many ways. It has brought 

abcut an added appreciation of the real 

beauties of the lesser arts and to it may 

be attributed the growing interest in th 

Subway Entrance Basement | {inest examples of the art of the East 

WASHINGTON | Collectors, however, are not alone in the 
ee F and 12th St., NW : | 

BOSTON expression of greater discrimination. The | 

Vendome News Co,......-- 261 Dartmouth St | American museums, and particularly those 
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LOS ANGELES | purchased quality 
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The Art News..... ..2+17 Old Burlington St. | lects is seldom one which also produces 
aw'S....- ent tevessee ceesee 4 Leicester St. ; 

Leicester Sqr. W. C. 2| that an interest in the old precludes one 

PARIS lin the new. The past season indicates 
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Sl a tage tata 97 Avenue de I’Opera| that there will be in America an era in 

— | which the date of a work of art will be 
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THE.PAST. SEASON 

the been | 

The 

The hegira 

One by one galleries have 

closed, or summer shows installed 

great auction sales are over. 

of the dealers.is almost complete. The 

geason is dene. 

It has-been—a season quite as-notable 

jor its undereurrents as for its spectacles, | 

The spectacular side is chiefly concerned | 

with sales, which, both in velume and scale 

of prices, have surpassed anything in re- 

cent years/.< Less: obviows, ‘but equally 

important, are the evidences of changing 

tastes in collecting and of an increase in 

relatively unimportant, in which the fine 

thing, whether of today cr centuries agt 

will win its proper place. 

{RT NEWS MONTHLY THROUGH 

SUMMER 

The next issue cf THE Art 
of June 19th, will bring to a Close the 

most successful season that the publica 

‘tion has enjoyed.’ During the summer 
and early fall THe Arr News will be 
published monthly, cn the following Sat 

urdays: . 
July 17th, August 14th, September 18th, 

Weekly publication will be resumed with 

of October 9th. 

The publishers take this opportunity 

tie issue 

appreciation of quality in art. 

One of the surest signs of this ines 

is the more general interest in the work | 

of the less famous primitive masters and 

the greater realization of their place in| 

art. -Naturally, this interest is not the | 

product of one season; it is the result of 

many years of research, of the discrimin- 

ating collecting of a comparatively few 

the slow evolution connois 

seurship from that which attempts to be 

men, of of 

purely factual to one in which esthetic 

evidence is also admitted. During the 
past season there has been more insistence 

upon qualitative standards among collec- | 

ters and the pedigree has come to be) 

regarded as something less than final. 

Two other important changes in the 

add | attitude of American collectors 

weight to the thesis that quality is be-| 

coming a determining factor in picture 

buying. One of these concerns the paint- 

ers who belong to what used to be called 

the modern school. A few years ago the 

the Post- 

Impressionists in America as the begin- 
men who hailed the advent of 

ning of a great period in art were either 

bitterly denounced or laughed at. There 

were, during the past season, more ex 

hibitions and, the 
more important exhibitions than ever be- 

fore of this same “modern” art. There 

has come, quite naturally, an increase in 

both prices and sales. Further, among 

the contemporary painters the fact that 

since Armcry Show, 

the necessity for shocking the public into | 

attention is no longer present has had a 

most salutary effect. Now that an artist 
may go about his work quite as uncon- 

cernedly as though he were an academi- 

“0 thank-the many readers-of Tue Art 

News who have- expressed ‘their appre- 

ciation of the standards set by the paper 

cur‘ng the past season. 

OBITUARY 

HUMPHREY WARD 

With the passing of Humphrey Ward 
retires a personality which in its time 
stood for all that was scholarly in the 

realm of art criticism His articles in 

“The Times” formed an attractive fea 
ture to art-lovers for more than forty 

years, and although his journalistic activ- 
|ities were by no means confined to paint 
ing, his specialized knowledge on this 
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THE COURT LOUIS XIV, CARNAVALET, PARIS 

Madame de Sevigne and the Hotel Carnavalet 

News, that} 

itime has rightly 

By H. 

Without pretending to assert that the 

Marquise de Seévigné much read 

the Neailles .or 
Madame Colette, or even that she is read 
at 

Is as 

today as Comtesse de 

all, one may state with certainty that 

she is one of the most popular among 
literary women, a title to which she has 

a double right although she never pub 

lished anything 
While Madame de Lafayette, the author 

of the best novel of the XVIIth century, 
known to of 

Mile 

novels 

is only students literature, 
de Scudéry, whose historical 

ot 
and 

were one the successes of her 

and 
let 

fallen into oblivion, 

Ninon 
icrgotten, and her memory lives 

to 

while de Lenclos’ charming 
ters ar¢ 
only thanks her amorous career and 

to the legendary length of her empire 
the fact that she was loved by Henri de 
Sévigné, husband of the Marquise, and 

later 
will 

twenty-eight years by Charles de 

some idea of 
The mem- 

Sévigne, his son, give 

the duration of her charms. 
Madame de 

a prestige sé 

ory of 

ht ol 
Sévigné has the bene- 

universal that those 
| who know nothing of her illustrious con- 

|temporaries, often not even their names, | 

subject caused his name to be more closely | 
identified with this subject than with any 

great daily. One cf his most compre 

apart from his 
purely journalistic work, was the publica- 

hensive achievements, 

tion of an exhaustive volume on Romney 

with a catalogue raisonné.—L. G.-S. 

DR. AARON EMBER 

BALTIMORE 
noted 

Dr. 
ot 

University, died on June 1, 

\aron Ember, 
Hopkins 

from burns 
before when his wife, 

Egyptologist Johns 

received the day 

six-year-old son and a maid lost their 

|other in the minds of the readers of the | 

lives in a fire which destroyed the Em- | 
| ber home. 

| Friends said Dr. Ember, believing his 

wife and Robert, the ‘son, who could 

|not walk because of a spinal affliction, 

to be safely out of the house, had at- 

|tempted to save from his library a manu- 

He 
was driven, fatally burned, to the roof of 

a sun porch, from which he was rescued 

script representing years of research. 

fact that she is 
still 

The greater part also know that 

the 
letters 

are not of 

the 
lamous 

ignorant 

authoress otf which are 

she had a daughter, Mme. de Grignan, 
and that she loved her with a love that 

was exclusive, almost idolatrous; it was 
the this 
woman whose conduct was always exem- 

only unreason of reasonable 

plary, a thing rare enough in a society | 

attaining to the 
followed in the next cen- 

tury, had nevertheless great freedom of 

which, though never 
license which 

manners. Her wisdom is the more to her 
credit as she was left at twenty-four the | 
widow of a dissipated husband who had 
given her no satisfaction. Pretty and 
agreeable and favored by fortune, she 
had the right to console herself with one 
of the many admirers who begged for 
the honor of her hand, among whom may 
be counted, beside the witty and ironic 
Bussy-Rabutin who greatly desired to 
marry his beautiful cousin and long bore 
her a grudge because of her refusal, men 
as well known as the Maréchal de Tu- 
renne, the Prince de Conti, and the Surin- 
tendant Fouquet. 

\lthough the Hotel Carnavalet where 
she lived for twenty years has outwardly 
changed little since the XVIIth century, 
and the Quarter of the Marais where it 
is situated remains one’ which can still 
evoke the aspect of old Paris of the time 

S. CIOLKOWSKI 

1t Louis XVIth, the Marquise de Sé- 
vigné wouid have some difficulty in rec- 
ognizing it tcday, f while remainmg for 
the nucleus of the Historical Museum ot 
the City of Paris it has been enlarged to 
four times its former extent. The last 
additions, finished in 1925, have, I be- 
lieve, definitely settled its physiognomy, 
for not how it could be 
further enlarged except by adding to its 
height. This would be a real detriment, 
ruining the harmony of an ensemble 
which has remained homogeneous not- 
withstanding its alterations, thanks to 
the care taken the architect and 
builders in keeping the new buildings in 
the style of the XVIIth century. On 
the ccmpletion of the work, coinciding as 
it did with the three hundredth anniver- 
sary of the birth of Madame de Sévigno, 
M. Jean Robiquet, the distinguished Cura- 
tor of the Museum, had the happy idea 
of profiting by the inauguration of the 
new Rooms of the Museum to organize 
an exhibition of pertraits and souvenirs 
of the Marquise. This charming exhibi- 
tion has had an unprecedented success. 
All Paris, and all friends of Paris, have 
paid their visit. 

one does see 

by 

Her lovely portrait by Mignard, lent 
by the de Lucay family for the occasion, 
had the honors of the exhibition. It 
shows her near her forty-fifth year, her 
hair fashionably dressed “a la hurlu- 
berlu,” witty, gracious and smilling; it 
is much better than the portrait by Nan- 

|teuil belonging to the Museum, which 
gives her a sort of heavy majesty, for 
it justifies her reputation for beauty and 
the admiration of her contemporaries. 
Another delightful portrait by Baubrun 
shows her in all the brightness of her 
youth, and the freshness of her fair com- 
plexion. Naturally, several unknown por- 
traits of Mme. de Grignan figured in the 
exhibition, but the interest of visitors 
centers much less on this unsympathetic 
person than on the souvenirs of Mme. de 
Sévigné, arranged with art in the rooms 

| turies, 

which were her own, particularly in the | 
corner room of the Hotel giving on the 
rue des Francs-Bourgeois, that room 
which was her salon and in which were 
assembled many times—one cannot think 
of it without a thrill—Corneille, La Fon- 
| taine, Sossuet, the grand Condé, Bourda- 
jloue, the Cardinal de Retz, President 
Lamoignon, and many others. 
Among the most precious souvenirs I 

|remarked several letters written by the 
| Marquise herself in the tall, elegant 
| handwriting of women of fashicn of the 
day; a charming small lacquered secre- 
itary in gold and black, and an inkstand 
jin red lacquer decorated with Chinese 
designs, for she used an inkstand although 
|Mme. Rosemonde Rostand has recently 
been inspired to affirm that “it was in 
her heart that the Marquise de Sévigné 
dipped her pen!” 

The Carnavalet Museum has this ibout 

it that is really charming—it is the secret 
of its success—what it offers satisfies at 
the same time the lover of beautiful 
things and these who feel only a senti- 
mental curiosity Founded in 1880 by 
Jule Cousin, considerably developed later 
by George Cain, of whom it may be 
said that he knew the history of every 
house in Paris, the Historical Museum 
vf the City of Paris has found in M, 
Jean Robiquet, its present Curator, the 
man best fitted to pursue the work 
well begun. Under the direction of this 
learned connoisseur and art critic the en- 
largement of the old Hotel has increased 
the number of rooms from 32 to 80, and 

sO 

the Carnavalet has become a_ great 
Museum 

Built in 1545 by Pierre Lescot for a 
President of the Parliament of Paris 
Jacques de Ligneries, the Hotel Carna- 
valet is a fine example of private archi 
tecture of the time of the Renaissance 
\s was the rule in that day when osten- 
tation was not admissable, the facades 
oft the buildings giving on the street were 
much more soberly decorated than those 
giving on the interior ccurts and the gar- 
dens. But once inside its gates the visi 
tor who penetrates into the coyrt of 
honor is struck by the fine proportions of 
the architectural ensemble The 
facades giving on this court, which is also 
known the 

- tou 

as court of Louis XIV_ be 
cause of a superb statue of the Roi So- 
leil by Coysevox which stands in the 
centre, are ornamented by fine sculpture 
ittributed to Jean Goujon, the famous 
ccllaborator of Pierre Lescot, who also 
made use of his talents in decorating the 
facade in the court of the Louvre, whicl 
he built at about the same time 

The widow of Francois de Kernevenoy 
an equerry of Henry IT, a Breton 
birth, was the second owner of the Hotel 
This name of Kernevency, corrupted | 
Parisian pronunciation into Carnavalet 
was thereafter to designate the 
Hotel, which has known no other since 

\bout fifteen years before the Mar- 
quise de Sévigné established herself it 
it, a certain Claude Boiléve, commissary 
for the army, who bcught it, had 
architect Mansard make certain altera- 
tions which gave the building its fina! 
‘*haracter. 

by 

used 

the 

On one side of the old buildings runs 
a gallery, constructed at the end of the 
last century, and in which have been in- 
corporated important fragments of an- 
cient architecture, enclosing the charming 
gardens formed of “parterres de 
ertes” in the style of the XVIIth century 
In the centre of the garalius rises 
Pavillon de Choiseul, the remains of the 
Hotel Louis XIV, flanked by two gal- 
leries connecting the two buildings 

The buildings surrounding the garden 
as well as those giving on the court of 
Henry IV gave the opportunity of adding 
forty new rooms to the Museum where 
various collections have been installed 
notably that of Parisian costumes from 
the XVth century to the time of the sec- 
ond Empire, which forms one of the. at- 
tractions of the museum for the 
public. In the first story of these new 
buildings have been set some fine wood 
paneling which M. Jean Robiquet has 
collected from the old Hotels of Paris 
whose demolition was made necessary 
sometimes by the cutting through of 
new streets like the Boulevard Hauss- 
mann, sometimes by the widening of old 
streets like the rue Matignon. These 
Hotels of the XVIIth and XVIIIth cen- 

from which Carnavalet has been 
able to save some precious material, are 
among the glories of French decorative 
art, and it is a matter for congratulatio: 
that the city of Paris has been able t 
preserve such important fragments. Th« 
care and taste with which these panelings 
have been adapted to wainscoting the 
halls of the Museum for whose colle 
tions they make a living and harmonious 
setting, is such that they give the 
pression of being in the rooms for which 
they were originally executed. 
Among the happiest restorations we 

must mention the charming panneling in 
the style of the Regency, coming from 
the Hotel Brulart de Genlis on the Quai 
de Conti, where the young Napoleon 
Bonaparte was a guest, but in the atti 
when a pupil at the Ecole Militaire in 
1775. 

The most recent and perhaps the most 
charmine wood carving which the Car- 
navalet has saved from disappearance are 
from the Hotel Fersen, the name under 
which the ancient Hotel de Breteui!l was 
known, situated on the rue Matignon and 
demolished in 1923. Count Alex de Fer- 
sen, the gallant lover of Queen Marie- 
Antoinette, lived in it during the Revolu- 
tion, and it was from it that he left, dis- 
guised as a coachman, to drive the royal 
carriage which was to be so disastrously 
stopped at Varenne. 

Six halls have been decorated by these 
panelings, which are real marvels, in 
particular those of a small circular 
room, masterpieces of delicacy 
whose motives were 
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“EMPEROR'S CARPET” | High Holborn, 

Austrian Government by the Directors| wishing to express in eloquent form 
‘ o! 
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“THE EMPEROR'S CARPET.” PERSIAN, XVITH 

Courtesy of Messrs. Cardinal & Harford, High Holt 

London. Originally 
woven at Ispahan in 1550, when the 

NOW IN LONDON (#oancient craft of carpet-weaving may 
; % y 'be said to have reached its zenith, and 

=e ito the order of Shah Safi, it was used 
LON DON.—A carpet that has twice|by him in his Palace and was later 

s history been the gift of monarchs|conferred as a gift upon Peter the 
known “The Emperor’s|}Great (Tsar of Russia) by the con- 
recently acquired from the|temporary sovereign. In 1698 Peter, 

as 
arpet.”’ 

Messrs Cardinal and Harford of|his appreciation of the hospitality of 

$$ — 

JIAMARIN 

RARE ART-WORKS & OLD MASTERS 

15, AVENUE DES -CHAMPS: ELYSEES | 

( ANCIEN HOTEL OV OUC DE MORNY> 

PARIS 

——— 
7 

| cedure which eventually saved it from|orate border is a rich and brilliant 
State confiscation with the rest of the|green; that of the centre is best de- 
Russian imperial treasures. For many scribed as a fine purplish red, between 
a year it hung proudly, like some fine|the two is a strip of delicate yellow, 
|tapestry panel, on the walls of the| woven with an inscription descriptive 

\grand staircase in the Austrian resi }of the theme of the carpet design end 
| dence at Schonbrunn, near Vienna | expressing praises to the monarch for 
| Since the Austrian Revolution it has|whom the carpet was woven. Expo- 
| been shown in the Vienna Museum |sure to the light has in parts gradated 
| fiir Kunst und Industrie. \the original coloring of the carpet to 

his historic carpet, which measures |some slight extent, an effect which 
|25x11 feet, is carried out in parti-col- {rather adds to than detracts from its 

ored wool and silk; its pile is rich, its | interest. 

tone brilliant, its condition exceptronai. | rhe value of this exceptional piece 
No doubt its sheer beauty has saved | 0! work has been estimated as being 
it the wear and tear that fall to the|in the neighborhood of £100,000, and 

lot of less splendid examples. Dating 
trom the middle of the XVIth cen 
tury, it represents the apex of Persia’s 
achievement in carpet Show- 
ing to some considerable extent the 
influence of China, its arrangement ot 
flower and animal forms is graceful in 

\the extreme; a wealth of symbolism 
|is expressed with grace and imagina- 

design. 

|there is no doubt that the price paid 
for it by Messrs. Cardinal and Har 
ford’s representative, Mr. Maurice Be- 
har, must have been a very high one. 

\It was in fact due to the low ebb of 
Austrian finances that it was decided 
to part with it, and it was probably 
a matter of either selling this single 
treasure or a host of minor ones. The 
sale was effected with the consent of 

tion, while the technical skill is re-|the Reparations Committee and under 
lmarkable. The various forms are|seal of the British Legation in Vienna. 
treated with an ingenuity which ap Hope has been expressed in many 
| pears to know no limits, and there is| quarters that the carpet may be kept 
'a fascination in the inventiveness which|in England, for the Victoria and 
|causes a blossom to appear at one|Albert Museum possesses no _ such 
|moment as an animal’s head, while|example. Her Majesty Queen Mary 
|scrolls that seem at first to be merely 
|part of a formal patterning aferwards 

herself, who has studied the carpet at 
Buckingham Palace, has voiced the de- 

a | hs ¢\ to ) bs | 
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|take on the appearance of something|sire that it should remain in_ the 
‘animate. The fertility displayed seems |country, but so far nothing definite is 
well nigh inexhaustible. known as to its ultimate destiny.— 

The predominant color in the elab-| L. G.-S. 
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MADAME DE SEVIGNE 

AND CARNAVALET 

(Continued from page ©) 

flower and leaf of the poppy, standing out 

in white from a background of Wedg- 

wood blue. 

It is time, perhaps, after describing 

the setting, to speak of the collections 

which it contains. In their ensemble they 
sum up i” a manner at once picturesque 

and sentimental, the last four centuries 

of the history of Paris. In addition to 
the section of the Museum devoted to 
the history of costume, several rooms 

contain 
street signs, others have views of Paris 

| 

| 
and relief maps, among which | most | 

mention the great relief map of the Island 
of the Cité in the XVIth century, by | 
Hoffbauer, presented to the Museum by | 

Mr. Rodman Wanamaker. 
Fourteen very interesting 

devoted to portraits of the XVIth to the | 
XVIIIth centuries, and several others to 

the history of the Revolution, The 

Souvenirs of Marie-Antoinette and the 

detention of the Royal Family in the 

Temple are among the most moving. But | 
it is impossible to enumerate, even though 

a whole collection of ancient 

| 
rooms are} 

| 

one were to confine oneself to mentioning 
the most important, the numberless ob- 

jects of art, curiosities and historical 
relics which make of the Carnavalet one ! 
of the most attractive of Museums, not 
only for Parisians, but for every lover | 
of the past and the present Paris. 

ARTS LEAGUE TO 

HAVE OUTING 

Charles J. Duveen, President of the 

Antique and Decorative Arts League, has 

invited the members of the organization 
for an outing at his home in Hastings-on- 
the-Hudson. Members have been asked 
to meet at the Madison Hotel at 11 
o'clock on Saturday morning, June 26th. 

The invitation which has been sent out 

reads: 
“If you have a buggy-wagen hitch it in 

front of the Madison Hotel at 11 A. M. 

sharp. 
“If you have no buggy-wagon come 

early and bum a ride. The parade starts 

up the river at 11 AMDST, arriving in 

time for lunch. 
“Antique delights and entertainment 

furnished by Louis XIVth in person!” 
Members are requested to inform the 

Secretary, J. P. Montllor, of their in- 

tention to come. 

PAINTINGS STOLEN 

ithose Jan Steens; yet, how 

| (about £29), and felt himself to be so 

FROM FERARGIL 
ea 

Fifteen small paintings, the work of 
Gustav Cimiotti, which had been on ex- 
hibition at the Ferargil Galleries were 
stolen from the galleries just after they 

had been taken from the walls. 
of the pictures, all of them 7%”, 8” or 
8%” x 10%” made it possible for the 

thief to carry them out unnoticed. All 
of the paintings were landscapes, most 

of them of Vermont scenes near Mr. 

Cimiotti’s home. A reward has been 

offered for their return. 

The size 

=~ 

A.S. DREY 

te 

Old Paintings 

and 

Works of Art 
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THE JAN STEEN °° 

TERCENTENARY 

(Contmued from page 1) 

women, and song.” It may have been 

his occupation as innkeeper, too, that 

indulging | 
himself in accordance with the nature 
gave him the reputation of 

of his profession. But he seems to have 

been rather wronged in that respect by 
Arnold Houbraken, a distinguished Dutch 
artist of the following century, who pub- | 

lished his great work called “De goote | 

Nederlantsche Konsts- 
childers and Schilderessen” (“The Great | 
rheatre of Dutch Painters and Paint- 
resses”). For, considering that Jan 
Steen lived not more than 53 years, he 
must have been reasonably sober and un- 
usually industrious to have produced the 
200 pictures with which he has been 
credited by T. van Westrheene. To-day 
what a fortune is represented by all | 

little they | 
earned for that merry artist! On the| 
average he received not more than 20} 
guilders (£1 13s 4d) for a picture valued | 
today at about £20,000. Jan Steen never | 
had the luck of Adrian Brouwer, who 
was once paid for a painting 100 ducatons 

Schouborgh der 

rich that he strewed the money on his 
bed and rolled himself in the silver coins. 
When in i649, Jan Steen married a 

daughter of the Dutch landscape painter, 
J. van Goyen, who is supposed to have 
been one of his mentors, he was unable 
to support her by his art. His father 
supplied him with a brewery at Delft, | 
where his frolicsome nature led to the | 
following incident: One day, asked by | 
Madame Steen to make the brewery “a | 
bit lively,” he went to the market, came | 
home with some quacking ducks, and put 
them into a brewing copper filled with 
water. In accordance with this story, | 
a noisy scene is still called in Holland | 
“life in the brewery.” Several other | 
Dutch sayings have helped to immortalize | 
the brewing artist. A confused and | 
boisterous home is called ‘a Jan Steen | 
household.” That is not a reflection on 
his own home life, but refers to some | 
of the typical scenes he depicted. Jan 
Steen had a keen sense of humor, he 
bubbled over with fun, found life 
thoroughly enjoyable, and revelled in his 
own work. He was twice married, the | 
second time apparently to a_ butcher’s 
daughter. When one of his fellow-artists | 
showed him a painting of that lady Steen 
found something lacking in it. He im- 
mediately picked up his brush and gave 
the female figure on her right arm a 
basket filled with sheep’s heads and legs, 
such as Madame Steen the Second form- 
erly had retailed. Life’s comedy strongly | 
appealed to him, and whether his subject | 
was a Wedding, a Village Fair, a Quack | 
Doctor, a Sinterclaus Evening, a Family | 
Party, or a Carouse, he always invented 
a wealth of humorous theme. No paint- 
ings of the old Dutch school can rise 
so many smiles and put the onlooker in 
so good a humor as do those of Jan 
Steen. He still brightens life with what 
represents a true mirror of Dutch life in | 
a time when the strenuous cares of a| 
long war were replaced by an enjoyment | 

lof the wealth of the East that streamed | 
into Holland. It was the merry period | 
of Netherlandish history, and it discover- 
ed in Jan Steen an unrivalled comic com- 
mentator. He must have had a tender 
corner in his heart for children and for 
pet animals, who figure largely in his 
pictures, the vivacity of which accorded 
well with his lively colors. He also 
proved himself a master in dealing with 
Biblical subjects, but he remains par 
excellence the painter of the life of the 
humble. 

A Dutch critic, Busken Huet, expresses 
in his work “The Land of Rembrandt,” 
the opinion that after that great master, 
“no other Dutch painter of the XVIIth 
century showed so much flexibility of 
talent as did Jan Steen.” Sir Joshua 
Reynolds compared “the beautiful style” 
of his art with Raffael’s. Dr. Bode 
found that Jan Steen owed more to the 
influence of Frans and Dirk Hals than to 
the art of van Ostade, who, however, 
is generally named, with Knupfer and 
van Goyen, as his mentor. He can hard- 
ly have been, as is commonly thought, 
a pupil of Adrian Brouwer; for the lat- 
ter, who was born in 1618, after having 
been badly exploited by Frans Hals went 
about the year 1832 to Antwerp, and 
died there in 1840 in consequence of a 
dissipated life. At that time the merry 
Dutch artist was only 14 years of age. 
The last of Jan Steen’s numerous pic- 
tures is dated 1678, one year before his 
death. He died poor but happy, much 
as he had lived, and much as he depicted 
the creatures of his imagination. Happily 
he was spared the fate of Hobbema, who 
came to rest, after the completion of 

JAC. FRIEDENBERG, President CHAS. FRIEDENBERG, Vice-President 

his now invaluable work, in a pauper’s 
grave. 
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FRANCE 

PARIS 

St. OMER 

Works by Greuze, Lépicié, Boilly, Brouwer and Ter- 
borch are shown in a fine setting of ancient paneling. 

LOUVRE 
BEAUVAIS rf 

Acquisitions eleinp 

Portrait of King Jean Le Bon, painted in England dur- MANUFACTURE NATIONALE 
ing the captivity of the printe and attributed to Gérard Exhibit; 
d'Orléans. Formerly in the Bibliotheque Nationale. xhibition 

“Resurrection of Lazarus,” attributed to Nicolas Fro- “The History of the Chair” from the XVIIth century 
ment. Purchased at the Castiglione sale. to the present day. Open all summer. 

“Nativity” by Lucas von Leyden. Gift of Frangois een aia een ae cine 
Kleinberger. . . 

Sketch for the “Martyrdom of St. Erasmus” by Pous- RHEIMS 
sin; “Cour de Ferme” by Corot; ‘‘Femme:au Lit” by . 
Renoir; Landscapes by Sisley, Pissarro and Claude Restoration of the Cathedral 

Monet; Sculpture, ty. Copserin, Carpenux, Mercié Me, Recheflier‘s gift of fom. millon francs 4 bela 
a : * . used to repair the roof. The nave will be entirely 
[wo portraits by Ricard. covered by the end of 1926. 
“The Circus” by Seurat, legacy of John Quinn. asciceneescecsantaciediemdiaeatiitt 
Portrait of “My Mother” by Whistler, formerly in the a ‘ De 
Luxembourg. j STRASBOURG 

“View of Saint-L6” by Corot. an 
“Portrait of a Man” by Degas. MUSEE. DES BEAUX ARTS 
“Landscape” by Renoir. 
Two granite statues of King Senousrit III (XIIth The collection of local sculpture of the XV th and XV Ith 

dynasty). Excavations of Medamoud. centuries ts complete. A number of modern paintings 
Two Buddhas in gilt bronze, Chinese, dated 518 A. D have recently been acquired. 

Collection A. Peytel. Pe 

a as MUSEE DES ARTS DECORATIFS 
T T 

LUXEMBOURG Important collections of iron work, jewelry, earthen- 
Installations ware, porcelain, both local and of Ilemish and Italian 

origin, together with a fine collection of Far Eastern 
Reopened a month ago after complete reorganization, decorative arts, are now installed in the Chateau de 

the Luxembourg is in fact a new museum, Many Rohan, a nobleman’s seat of the XVIIIth century. 
mediocre works have been discarded and the master- “PORTRAIT OF LAURENT FROIMONT” an 2 ee 
pieces of the Impressionists, Monet, Cézanne, Renoir, By ROGER VAN DER WEYDEN C 
etc., have been installed in the places of honor. Many Pre) ie 
works of living artists for cohich no room could be In The Royal Museum, Brussels OLMAR 

found are now shown. iaeaianiiatatemetaaiiieaainaiines amici is Famous Gruenewald altar-piece is now shown in the 
nga 2 museum. 

JEU DE PAUME VERSAILLES SS 

Installations rence DIJON 
| CHATEAU pate 
Like the Luxembourg, the Jeu de Paume has been com- : 

pletely reorganized. At present an exhibition of mod- Restorations Installation 

are Coden Garmin & Samy See ere, A great deal of restoration work has been carried out The Museum Dijon, after the Louvre the most im- 
in the last year, thanks to Mr. Rockefeller’s gift. The pees pea - im patty a ae 

1 re -_ terraces of Louis Philippe have been replaced by the tion and wil soon be increased to doudle its sise. 

MUSEE DES ARTS DECORATIFS grand stairway as it existed before 1837. The Thea- Spannie 
Installations tre de la Reine at Trianon, which was falling in ruins, Acquisitions 

has been restored both mside and out. The ground 1 wad el > ie a ae 
kos : . te The collection David, 1,800 pieces in all, including 40 Two new rooms containing the collection bequeathed by floor of the Chateau has been cleaned of its gilt and C lesitives, Coma Witz Ceseend Snaeen ond 

Mlle. Grandjean have been opened. Precious objects restored to its appearance at the end of the XVIIIth rinks ll eiogev ‘ry sages oo — ee oe : dP : works by the Master of the Carnation. 
from all the ages, ranging from medieval ivories to century. : —— 
XIXth century jewelry. Special Exhibition during ——- 
month of June devoted to Italian book-making. broke BoURG 

Acquisitions 

— Portraits of the Ségur family by Vigée-Le-Brun and The museum of Bourg, notable for its rich collection of 
MUSEE CARNAVALET Gérard. XV Ith century furniture, has been installed in the 

Acuilattiens The Gazier collection, bought from the heirs of the his- Priory of the Augustines. 
‘ torian of Port Royal. This collection contains a num- —_— —__——_— 

Portrait du Marechal de Saxe by Latour. ber of important pictures by Philippe de Champagne | ee 
Bust of Claudine Houdon, by Houdon. and his school, including a study for the famous “Mere sYON 
Drawings by Ingres, Delacroix, etc. Gift of Mme. Agnes Arnauld.” ey 

; Aurore Sand. ieee Installation 
Portrait of Greuze as an old man, attributed to Ducreux. 
‘The body of J. J. Rousseau in State in the Jardin des 
Tuileries” by Hubert-Robert. 

The museum is in process of a reorganization. A large 
gallery of French masters and a small hall, devoted 

—_—— to modern decorative arts, have just been opened. 

CHATEAU — 

Installations Exhibiti Acquisitions 
ibitions ere ae er iiiads ide = 

In the last year the Musee Carnavalet has been com- a es P — : . : Plaster bas-relief by Chinard. S rch SOF ” geeneeeer ver ae Dis roses tallies Pgh ete coll Exhibition of paintings, drawings, prints and sculpture for the fagade of the Hotel de Ville, never executed. 
pl tely transformed and enlarged. Complete interiors relating to racing in France, closing July 20. Sketch for “La Defense des Gaules” by Chassériau, gift 
have been installed with excellent wood paneling. ike of Baron Arthur Chassériau. 

ear Bust of Rodin. 

Exhibitions (COM PIEGNE Paintings by Bonnard, Flandrin, Valloton, Charlot, etc. 

Exhibition Madame Sevigné. MUSEE. DES ARTS DECORATIFS 

Hall in memory of George Sand, gift of Madame Aurore . : . 
j New museum inaugurated June 20, 1925. Remarkable 

MAISONS LAFITTE 

PALAIS NATIONAL 
Sand, granddaughter of the celebrated novelist. 

i Acquisitions ensembles of furniture, tapestries, ceramics, wood 
| carving, armor, etc. Five halls are devoted to lace. 

PETIT PALAIS ‘“Scénes Chinoises,” ten Aubusson tapestries, woven about ae 

MUSEE DES TISSUS 
1750, after Boucher. 

Acquisitions , ; : ; 
. Finest collection of Oriental silks, ancient brocades, 

products of modern industry, etc., in the world, Twelve tapestries from the ateliers of Paris, Aubusson MUSEE DE LA VOTTURE 
and Flanders, the gift of Mr. Auguste Gurnee. 

Pastels by Guillaumin. 

TROCADERO 

Acquisitions 

Museum of comparative sculpture has been enriched with 
several reproductions of Rheims 

! sculpture. 
An important XIVth century ensemble, 

| portal of the cloister of Saint-Wandrille, has been in- ; : 
stalled in one of the halls. 

} 
} | _— 
/ 

Exhibitions 

| BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONAL 

Masterpieces of Italian Art, manuscripts, 
medals, bronzes, etc., XIIIth-XVIth 
July 1. 

Exhibition of ancient coins and medals 
Mazarin. 

including the 

Exhibition of coaches, etc., and a series of 700 prints 
relating to the history of traveling. 

Projects 

Installation of a second Empire Museum. 
Reconstruction of Napoleon’s billiard room. 
Assemblage of the complete set of the “Chasses de Louis 

XV,” tapestries after Oudry, of which the museum 
owns at present two of the set. 

NorTH OF FRANCE 

The principal paintings in the cities of Lille, Douai, 
Valenciennes, etc., were carricd away by the Germans 
during the war, and at the armistice were left in Brus- 
sels and collected in the museum. Since then, the 
works have been taken to their proper homes and the 
northern museums thoroughly reorganized. By far the 
richest and most important ts that of Lille. At Valen- 
ciennes may now be seen the famous terracottas of 
Carpeaux. 

GRENOBLE 

Acquisitions 

The Museum of Grenoble is the only museum in France 
where one can study modern French art in all of its 
manifestations. Fourteen paintings of Henri Matisse 
and other modern masters in proportion, 

Portrait of a man by Velasquez (Bredius). 
Sculpture by Rodin, Bourdelle, Despiau, Joseph Bernard, 

Chana Orloff, Zadkine, Lipchitz, etc. 
Paintings by Claude Monet, Gauguin, Signac, Modigliani, 

Picasso, R. de la Fresnaye, Derain, Bonnard, Vlaminck, 
Dufresne. Matisse, L’Hote, Friesz, Valentine Prax, 
Rouault, Vuillard, Van Dongen, ete. 

Exhibitions 

Exhibition of drawings ‘ 
Retrospective exhibition of the work of the water color- 

ist Daniel Dourouze 
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BorDEAUX 

MUSEE D’ART ANCIEN 

Daniel Astruc collection of XVIIIth century prints 
recently acquired 

BAYONNE 

MUSEE BONNAT 

Small paintings and drawings by old masters, Flemish 
and Italian primitives, Rubens, Rembrandt, Delacroix 
Ingres, etc. Very rich in drawings. Left to thi 
by the painter, Leon Bonnat. 

foun 

MONTAUBAN 

MUSEE INGRES 

Collection Henri Lapauze. Fine portraits by Ingres and 
pictures by modern masters. The museum contains a 
collection of Italian primitives purchased by Ingres on 
his trip to Italy, amongst these a  Masolino 
( Berenson ) 

MARSEILLES 

rhree paintings by Greuze, recently acquired 

NANTES 

MUSEE DES BEAUX ARTS 

Important Collections of old and modern masters. Works 
by Borgognoni, Bronzino, Canaletto, Guardi, Caravag- 
gio, Fiorenzo di Lorenzo, Guerchino, Moroni, Perugino, 
Piazzetta, Sacchi, Solario, Strozzi, Tintoretto, Murillo, 
Ribera, Juan Ricci, Brueghel, Rubens, Covert, Flinck, 
Rembrandt, Boucher, Greuze, Lancret, Lenain. Nattier, 
Rigaud, Watteau, Gericault, Courbet, Delacroix, Corot 
and the famous Portrait de Madame de Senonnes by 
Ingres, 

CHATEAU DES DUCS DE BRETAGNE 

Modern Appiied Art, from June 19 to September 30. 

BIBLIOTHEQUE 

Book making, from the XVth to the XIXth century 
Vay 1 to September 15. 

ITALY 

POMPEII 

Professor Majuri, director of the excavations at Pom- 
peu, nas given in a recent interview some interesting 
particulars in regard to the latest work executed in the 
iong buried city. He says that he hopes during the com- 
ing autumn to open to the public the so-called Via dell’- 
Abondanza, where for the present but a limited number 
of visitors have been permitted. 

The most important excavations now going on are 
those in the houses of Praequio Proculo and of Lorcio 
Tiburtino. From what has come so far to light, it is 
believed that Paequio Proculo was a rich merchant and 
a man of fine taste. As in other Pompeiian houses, his 
dwelling has a peristyle with a garden. It was in this, 
in fact, that the last important discovery was made, that 
of the Efebo or youth, which bore two supports for 
lamps, evidently intended to illuminate the banquets given 
during the summer. A series of interesting frescoes 
in good condition was found along the wall, and among 
these the usual group of Venus and Mars, and in the 
smal] garden a hunting scene. Other hunting scenes 
decorate the summer triclinio, and the dressing room 
contains a bronze basin set on an inclined plane in such 
a manner as to simplify the manner of drawing off the 
water. The house is entirely intersected by a system of 
pipes for water, which surround also the flower beds 
in the peristyle. 

During the work of excavation, besides the bronze 
figure of the youth, there have been found various vases 
in bronze, and utensils for domestic use in terracotta and 
glass, all well preserved. 

The reconstruction of the cave of the Cumaean Sibyl 
are progressing. The excavations, which are fatiguing 
and laborious, have reached to-day three-fourths of the 
cave. The enormous amount of material is being carried 
away by the “decauville” railway. 

It should be observed that in the time of the Goths, 
the inhabitants of this place, in order to defend them- 
selves from the siege of Narsete, blocked the access to 
the cave with enormous masses of rock and earth. In 
the passing centuries other masses of earth fell down 
across the openings which connected the vault with the 
outside, and in this débris have been found precious 
statues of the period and fragments of the temple of 
Apollo. 

The cave is two hundred metres long and twenty wide; 
along the walls may be seen the names of some of the 
priestesses who took part with the Sibyl in the sacred 
rites. In other parts are carved out in the tufo the tools 
of the work which was carried on in the arrangements 
of the enormous subterranean temple. 

It is hoped to bring to light also the altar on which 
the Sibyl and the priestesses sacrificed. The reconstruc- 
tion of this veritable jewel of archeology, which is of 
world-wide importance, is being carried out with the 
most scrupulous and accurate care: the entrance, freed 
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MASK FROM NEW GUINEA 

Inclided in the exhibition of Polynesian Sculpture 

at The Musewm of the City of Zurich, June. 

from the masses which have rendered the access so diffi- 
cult, will be protected by a grove of bay, as Virgil him- 
self described it in his poem. es 

FLORENCE 

Continued ) 

BARGELLO 

Acquisition 

Portr ait in wax of Bianca Capello by Benvenuto Bellini. 

Porcelain and Silver Objects, shown in new rooms. 

MONTALCINO 

*xhibition of a large number of important works of 
Sienese art from all the towns and villages in the neigh- 
borhood. There are fine examples of the Della Robbia 
school, sculptures in wood, some good pottery, and 
a number of valuable pictures, besides various other 
objects of artistic and historical interest 

_ 

GOYAS AND VAN DYCK 

ADDED TO THE PRADO 

MADRID—The famous Museo del Prado Art Gal- 
lery has just been further enriched by the addition of 
four portraits by Goya and a portrait by Van Dyck in 
fulfilment of the terms cf the will of the late Don 
Alonso Alvarez de Toledo Caro, eleventh Count of 
Niebla. 

The earliest of these works is a portrait of Dona 
Maria Antonia Gonzaga Caracciolo, daughter of Don 
Francisco, Prince of the Holy Roman Empire and First 
Duke of Solferino. The head of Dona Maria is par- 
ticuiarly well executed, and already reveals the great 
artistic power that Goya expressed in his later master- 
pieces. In the seccnd portrait Goya has succeeded in 
transferring to the canvas the true nobility and genuine 
culture of his subject, Don Jose Alvarez de Toledo y 
Gonzaga. 

The most valuable of these portraits shows the full 
figure of Dona Tomasa Palafox y Pertocarrero, Mar- 
chioness of Villafranca, as she is seated painting her 
husband. The semi-profile of the Marquess, as seen 
in the Marchioness’s canvas, suggests a_ personality 
which united strength of character with the attributes 
of a philosopher and poet. The outstanding feature of 
this work is, however, the inscrutable smile that plays 
around the full lips and lurks in the deep and penetrat- 
ing eyes of Dona Tomasa. 

The Van Dyck portrait is of Thomas Howard, Earl 
of Arundel, and his son, though during the XVIIIth 
century, when it came into the hands of the Count of 
Niebla, the figures were held to represent Guzman the 
Good and his son. It is stated that the portrait was 
originally in the possession of Charles I. of England 
and of the Duke of Buckingham. 

All four of these portraits are in a state of good 
preservation. The colors are still clean and vivid, and 
there are few if any traces of the ravages of time. 
Whilst carrying out some excavating work in one 

of the main streets of Verges (North-East of Barce- 
lona), in preparation for the construction of a tunnel, 
the workmen unearthed a stone statue about ten feet 
in length. It is reported to be a fine specimen of an- 
cient sculpture, and that it formerly belonged to one 
cf the Roman Emperors. The statue is in good condi- 
tion, except that the head and hands are lacking. 

‘THE REARRANGEMENT 

OF THE LUXEMBOURG. 

PARIS—The Musée de Luxembourg 

has thrown open its doors to a large and 
appreciative crowd after a rearrangement 

of its treasures which raises it nearer the 
level that a French Tate Gallery should 

touch.. The entrance hal] has been clear 

some of its more cumbrous and 
tasteless statuary; the magnificent works 
of Bourdelle (the heads of Beethoven 
and Hercules) and those of Rodin (the 
St. John the Baptist and the Age of 
Bronze) stand out more clearly, as mas- 
terpieces should, although the room still 
contains plenty of monstrosities. 
One of the two small rooms on the 

right has been set aside for one-man 
shows; the works of Charles Cottet, an 
agreeable painter of Breton scenes and 
landscapes, although of the second rank, 
inaugurate this excellent scheme; they 
will be followed by shows of Lautrec and 
Jules Chéret. To the other have been 
delegated a quantity of pleasant medio- 
crities, mainstays of past Salons; Lucien 
Simon, with a big canvas of bathers; J. 
E. Blanche, brilliant and facile as ever; 
Helleu, Guirand de Scevola, Aman-Jean, 
René Menard, Prinet, and Dauchez. 
The changed atmosphere, however, 

makes itself felt from the first big room 
onwards. In the center of the room the | 
gilded “Herakles” of Bourdelle, bent | 
back, with crude, angular arms and feet 
strained in the bow-drawing, seems to | 
typify the arrival of a directer and saner 
attitude towards the art of today. Round 
it are grouped painters such as Fantin- | 
Latour, grave and fine in big flower- 
pictures, but ponderous in his “Atelier 
des Batignolles”; Bastien-Lepage, with 
his conscientious and solid “Les Foins” ; 
Ziem, a French Turner; Carolus-Duran, 
seen now as a gifted portrait-painter 
(“LaFemme au Gant” and a _ man’s 
head); and last, and most noteworthy, 
the tender and imaginative Puvis de 
Chavannes (“Le Pauvre Pocheur,” “L’- 
Espérance,” and a study for the Pan- 
théon frieze), and Gustave Moreau, en- 
sconced in his ivory tower of dreams, 
but a fine craftsman, especially in his 
small canvases (“Orphée’’ and “Edipe’”). 
Of the solid old-stagers, Bonnat, whose 
“Madame Pasca” and ‘Robert-Fleury” 
epitomize a whole epoch of bourgeois 
prosperity, and Benjamin Constant strike 
a weighty note which recalls the old 
obfuscated condition of the museum. But 
remembering Detaille and Cormon and 
their immense commonplace story-telling. 
now happily put in reserve, we should 
not complain that a few solid portraits 
of the old type should still be left. 

The next three rooms prepare one for 
a bold move on the part of M. Masson, 
the director, and a fresh proof that time 
can undermine the most obstructive 
officialdom. The first brings us to 
Carriére and his “Maternités”; he is a 
painter of contained force and imagina- 
tion, and his “Verlaine,” “Alphonse 
Daudet,” and self-portrait represent him 
worthily. Gradually we proceed through 
the dawn of painters like too-little-known 
Ricard, the competent Harpignies, 
Gervex, and James Tissot, to Raffaelli, a | 
good chronicler of banlieue scenes. Near 

ed of 

|him shine out, first, the bitter but ad- 
mirable Forain, the vulgar but interest- 
ing Besnard, and Dégas, with a number 
of splendid canvases (dancers, portraits 

|of brother-artists, and especially the love- 
ily “Les Malheurs de la Ville d'Orléans” 
and “Semiramis”’). But it is the first 
Monet which strikes the new note in the 
central room; there once for all the im- 
pressionists and their followers occupy 
the niche which they should in “the 
antechamber to the Louvre.” Round 
Manet’s glorious “Balcon”’ and Renoir’s 
“Bal du Moulin de la Galette” and as- 
sembled Van Gogh, with his charming 
“La Guinguette,” Berthe Morisot, Camille 
Pissarro, Seurat, and a host of superb 
Renoirs, “Les Bords de la Seine,” “La 
Balancoire,” ‘““Mme. X.” “Mme. Charpen- 
tier,” “Le Moulin,” two of his buxom 
girls, and “Les Nymphes.” Monet’s “Le 
Déjeuner” and “Dans un Jardin” offer 
perfect examples of his early and later 
manner, and are a joy to the eye; Sisley 
has a lovely “Alée,” and Bazille a big 
family scene. Thus the Luxembourg has | 
installed, tardily but magnificently, a | 
school that met with small honor in the | 
days of its youth. | 

The rest brings us to most recent times, | 
through Lautrec and Gauguin (not oa 
well represented) and the Post-Impres- 
sionists (Cross, Signac, and Guillaumin), 
“independents” like Odilon__ Bedon, | 
Maurice Denis, X. Roussel, Vuillard, and 
Bonnard, to Matisse (a beauty), March- | 
and, Marquet, Vlaminck. Utrillo, S. | 
Valadon, and other painters still active, 
like Friesz, Dufrénoy. Favory, Asselin, 
Waroquier, and Van Dongen. Two of | 
Charles Dufréne’s excellent animal draw- 
ings are welcome. 

(From the London Times) 

| thought. 

'one of the floor cases. 

jsome 30ft, and about 30ft, high. 

ithis is now changed. 

|*Droseshout” likeness. 

B. M. HAS SHOW OF 

CHINESE PAINTINGS 

LONDON .—The 
hibition 

ment of 
British 

present special ex- 
in the gallery of the Depart- 
Prints and Drawings at the 

Museum consists of Chinese 
paintings, partly from the collection pre- 
sented by Mrs. Bateson in memory of 
the late Dr. William Bateson, who was 
a trustee and benefactor of the Museum, 
and Japanese screens. Two things in 
particular distinguish these works from 
the productions of contemporary West- 
ern art: complete freedom from anxiety 
about the means of representation, and 
the capacity to make a sweepino stai 
ment without departing from essential 
truth to nature. Their value to us, then, 
apart from their decorative beauty—a 
beauty which was a consequence rather 
than an aim—is as a corrective to the 
fussiness about means, which has _ pro- 
duced its own beauty and interest in 
Western art, and to the undue particu- 
larity in representation which has been 
rashly regarded as necessary to truth, 
As in a sense these paintings are deco- 

|rative so in a sense they are realistic; 
but the realism is that which comes of 
the calm acceptance and mastery of a 
traditional technique. 

Being mostly of the Ming and later 
|periods these paintings do not sound the 
deepest emotions of Chinese art and that 
perhaps makes them all the more profit- 
able to us—as waiving the profound dif- 
ferences between Eastern and Western 

We are shown portraits, land- 
scapes, and animal and flower studies 
executed with perfect taste and certainty 
of hand. Examples which deserve spe- 
cial attention are the “Portrait of a Gen- 
tleman,” in a black cap, late Ming; the 
long horizontal roll, in triptych form, 
of “Lichens, Flowers, and Birds,” of 
about the same period; and the group 
of “Horses,” of the XIIIth century, in 

Included in the 
Bateson gift are two superb color prints 
of women by the Japanese artist, 
Utamaro. 

SHAKESPEARE PICTURE 

GALLERY RE-HUNG 

LONDON 

Gallery at 
The Shakespeare Picture 

Stratford-on-Avon has been 
entirely rearranged and is now open to the 
public. The gallery is a room 60ft by 

Previ- 
ously its walls were coated with an ugly 
maroon color, and its pictures a chaotic, 
crowded, and very disorderly array. All 

The double-glass 
skylight admits sunshine, revealing treas- 
ures in pictorial art that even the gov- 
ernors scarcely knew they possessed. 
Rubbish and doubtful canvases have been 
removed into storage. Walls are now 

tinted a dove-grey, relieved by brown 
oak rafters. Under the skilled guidance 
of the Director of the Birmingham Art 
Gallery (Sir Whitworth Wallis), this 
gallery is now rehung with judgment, 
taste, and esthetic acumen. 

As one enters the vestibule the portrait 
of that typical Englishman, Charles 
Flower, meets the eye, and reminds one 
of how great a service his energy and 

| generosity rendered to the nation and the 
memory of Shakespeare. His wife 1s 
portrayed upstairs in a_ special place. 
Passing through the charming balcony 
corridor one notes an attractive collec- 
tion of choice water-colors by famous 
artists depicting scenes from the plays 
and Warwickshire cameos. On the left, 
on entering the gallery proper, portraits 
of world-renowned actors and actresses 
adorn the wall: Peg Woffington, Mrs 
Stirling, J. P. Kemble, Charles Kemble, 
W. H. W. Betty, Mrs. Young, William 

| Farren, David Garrick, Edwin Booth, W. 
A. Conway, Sir Henry Irving, Sir ] 
Forbes-Robertson, Mary Anderson, Violet 
Vanbrugh, Sir F. R. Benson, Genevieve 
Ward, Lady Bancroft, Arthur Bourchier, 
Lewis Waller, Lillian Neilson, Priscilla 
Horton, Helena Faucit, Ada Rehan, and 
others. In the above beyond a dozen old 
Shakespeare portraits of varying merit, 
age, and interest surround the precious 

Grouped near by 
are Van Somer’s great canvas of Shake- 
speare’s patron, the third Earl of South- 
ampton, flanked by Ben Jonson, Cole- 
ridge, Mathilda Blind, Moliére, and 
others. On the opposite wall are scenes 
from Shakespeare, in oils, by celebrated 
exponents of art such as Reynolds, 
Romney, Zoffany, Wheatley, James 
Ward, Opie, Smirke, Harlow, Fuseli, 
Sir John Gilbert, Etty, Ford Madox 
Brown, and a rare example of Mather- 
Brown, Sir Godfrey Kneller and 5if 
Peter Lely are also represented. One 
of the hitherto unknown gems brought 
to daylight is G. Carter’s “Apotheosis of 
David Garrick,” exhibited at the Royal 
Academy in 1784. 

eo ee 
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= 
The British Antique Dealers’ Associa- 

reason to congratulate itself on 
secured fcr the trade immunity | 

from the tax on silks, imposed by last 

spring > Budget, so tar as antique tapes- 
and velvets, more than a century 

tion has 
having 

tries 
in age, are concerned, | Another type 01 

antique that Is likewise to be exempt 
from customs duties 15 the clock, and also 
the violin of similar length of days, so 

that the business which has of late some- 

what languished in these directions may 

he expected speedily to revive. The effect 

of the duties has undoubtedly been to re- 
duce activities of the London dealer? 
as middleman and to promote the sale 
ef such objects direct to American 

buyers trom the countries in which they 
were be found. Comparatively little 

in the way of famous tapestries remains 

in this country for good, although the 
quantity Which up to 1925 passed through 

hands was extraordinarily large. 
Phe High Court of Justice,” or Court 

of Appeal instituted by the Association, 
not alone for the assistance of the dealers 
themselves but also for the private buyer 

the 

our 

who may have cause to think himseli 
dissatistied with his purchase, has amply 
justified its existence and done splendid 
work, and the Wise arbitration which it 
has dispensed has created a wonderful 
confidence in its integrity. 

: h-hh OS 

[he difficulty of locomotion during the 
eriod of the general strike naturaily 

had the effect of curtailing the number 
of visitors to the Royal Academy, and 
consequently of the sales, but neverthe- 
less quite a respectable number of the 
smaller works have met with purchasers, , 
especially among those of which the price | 
was not fixed at a too ambitious figure. | 
The highest price paid so far is the £630} 
given under the Chantrey Bequest for | 
Greiffenhagen’s “Dawn,” which goes to 
the Tate Gallery at the close of the show. 
Queen Mary has bought a bronze by 
Allen Howes, which reflects her well- 
known predilection for the art of China, | 
since this figure of “The Madonna of 
the Lilly” has been treated by the artist 
very much after the style of the tradi- 
tionat Buddha. The figure ts seated} 
cross-legged upon a lotus pedestal and 
the attitude and expression suggest that 
ineffable repose which constitutes the 
essential charm of the Eastern figures. 

It is amusing to find a portrait of Lady 
Diana Manners occupying the place where 
formerly hung the now-banished “Break- 
down.” The authcr of the latter is plain- } 
tively asking how many other committees | 
and boards will have to be consulted in 
future before a debatable canvas is to 
he exhibited. It is the Colonial Office 
this time; will it possibly be the Min- 
istry Health next time? He suggests 
that to cut it up and sell it in sections 
represents the only way cut of his diffi- 
culties. 

* ok ok *k x 

There are quite a number of minor 
exhibitions at present of no little interest, 
though perhaps not of great artistic im- 

portance. One is that held by “Orovida,” 
which pseudonym hides the personality 
of the daughter of Lucien Pissarro, 
Camille’s granddaughter. She etches and 
paints on silk to very rich effect, laying 
on her gold and silver leaf and adding 
her color to wonderfully glowing ends. 
At the Redfern Gallery she shows some 
panels that suggest a real originality in 
the direction of decorative ettects, but 
her technique is not yet fully developed. 
She is especially intrigued by the prob- 
lem cf expressing the essential character- 
istics of animal life, and with a further 
study of Oriental methods in such 
themes, should go far. 

* a * cs 

[If Walter Sickert were to contribute 
to the Royal Academy canvases as ful 
of vital interest some of those now 
to be seen at the Savile Gallery (a new- 
comer amcng galleries) the general pub- 
lic would probably be better able to un- 
derstand the international reputation 
which this artist has made his own, But 
apparently it intrigues this eminently per- 
verse personality to “pay out” the 
academic body for its temerity in having 
elected him to the rank of academician | 
and the academic body retaliates by stow- | 

as 

ing away his werk in the most obscure | 
corner available. And it is difficult to | 

. : ee } blame it. However, in Savile Row he | 
shows what he can do with a scene drawn | 
from contemporary French life, wherein | 
he invariably finds something to draw 
out his best powers. Just as in his 
various views of the open-air cafés in 
Dieppe, he has prcnounced in paint “le 
mot juste,” so in his “Dieppe Races” he 
conveys the whole soul of the gay scene, | 
welded into a whole that is almost his- 
torical in its sense of the actual. 

s* ¢ + € ®@ 

The continued rise of small galleries 
in or about Bond Street, surely seems 
tc indicate that the habit of buying works 
of art is growing among the general 
public, as distinguished from the much 
smaller public that “goes for” the big 
names and the big prices. It indicates 
also a growth of judgment since the 
new galleries for the most .part are out 
to introduce new artists, and would not 
long be able to continue their enterprise, 
were it not a tact that there is now a 
good proportion ot buyers who rely on 
their own taste and judgment to discern 
unadvertised work of real merit. One 
effect of the depreciation of the currency 
of certain nations on the continent has 
undoubtedly been to stimulate among their 
people the desire to invest money in pic- 
tures that hold out a chance of appre- 
ciation cf value, and this tendency must 
make itself felt elsewhere than in their 
own country. The total of over £250,- 
000 spent during the strike fortnight in 
London’s auction rooms is extremely sig- 
nificant. 

* * * *k x 

I hear that Jacob Epstein is to have 
a show at the Leicester Galleries this 
June. The excitement caused by his 
“Rima” having now subsided, it is pos- 
sible that he has more in store for us 
at the one-man exhibition —L. G.-S. 

VIENNA 

Financial difficulties of Vienna's 
nowned art and crafts undertaking, 
“Wiener Werkstatten,” throw light upon 
the precarious situation of all kinds of 

de luxe productions in Austria. The lia- 
bilities amount to 15% thousand million 

paper crowns against 5,000,000 ,00O 
Austria's best artists of 

re- 

crowns assets. 

the last two decades are connected with 
this enterprise, which has done much for 
the applicaticn of a modern taste in art 
and crafts productions. The black and 
white square ornament, so characteristic 

‘of all creations owing their origin t 

this source, has conquered the world and | 
answers in its cubic and c.ean-cut form 
to the mouern tendency teward pure pro- 
portions. 

the modern spirit has often been marred 
its 

sulting in productions which are inade- 
both 

said that 

by a misunderstanding ot aims, re- 

quate and 
It is 

esthetically 
the 

practicaliy 
present situation was 

brought abcut by an insuffic.ent tinanciat | 

basis and  unbusinesslike 
which, since the foundation ot the enter 
prise, have been the handicaps. Private 
influences have meddied in the affair, 
until now 
lock. An 

offered to the creditors. 

matters have come to a dead 
arrangement ot 329‘. has been 

a * a 

Hungary claims from Austria the res 

titution of several valuable art cbjects, 
asserting her right on reference to the 

Versailles. treaty of The most important 
among these items is Charlemagne’s 
sword, which belongs to the imperial 

crown jeweis of the Roman-German 

Vienna from 
Aix-la-Chapelle at the time of 
II. 
ot 

empire and was brought t 

Francis 
Opinions are at variance on the place 

origin’ ot this valuable example oi 

medieval craftsmanship. Hungary upholds 
the opinion that it is a work of the Avars 
and bases her claim on that, while ex- 

perts believe it to be cf oriental descent, 
probably of Harun al Raschid’s time, who 

Mathias 
Corvinus’s (the Hungarian king) famous 
manuscripts illuminated with miniatures, 
now one of the greatest treasures of the 
*Nationalbibliothek,” are also in danger 
ct being lost for Austria. Further, the 
socalled “Bocskay” manuscript adorned 
with miniatures; Stefan Bocskay’s Tur 
kish crown, richly set with pearls and 
precious stones, armors, swords and so 
on are demanded. Austria hopes to be 
able to prove her legitimate rights to this 
property. 

sent it as a present to Germany, 
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MADRID 

The Nationa! Exhibition of Fine Arts 
is held in Madrid every two years. That 

of 1926 has just been inaugurated with 
all due pomp and splendor. 

The exhibition in itself is disconcert- | 
ing, as there is an almost total absence | 
of all the ultra-modern and _ ultra-| 
futuristic tendencies that have been so 
much in evidence in Spain these last two | 
years, The old academic formule had 
been so merrily abused with rare unanim 
ity, and every fresh tendency that struck 
a loud note acclaimed with so much fer- | 
vor, that it was confidently expected that 
the 1926 exhibition would be a box of 
surprises, full of the most wonderful 
and unexpected pictorial theories and 
achievements. 

Instead of that revolutionary outburst 
we find a placid and harmonious demon 
stration, made up of pictures which could 
only be the work of perfectly sane} 
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painters, and it is hard to believe that 
out of all the glamor and noise to which 
one had become accustomed, there should 
only be left a few timid notes which are 
hardly audible above the discreet sym- 
phony of the remaining works. If this 
exhibition is characterized by an almost 
wearisome uniformity, the average is one 
of exceedingly good quality. 
Two pictures in which a perfect tech 

nique has brilliantly achieved the simplest 
effects are contributed by Cristobal Ruiz, 
an artist of very marked personality. 
They are possibly the most outstanding 
in the exhibition. . Julio Moises has two 
nudes of remarkable beauty, perfectly 
realized, dignified, and of excellent com 
position and coloring. The landscapes 
of Rusifol, although no better than his 
previous works, fully correspond to the 

| best achievements of this excellent mas 
ter. Joaquin Mir has three beautiful 
\landscapes in his peculiar style. 

The dramatic note is, as usual, struck 
by Solana with his morbid presentment 

A beautiful picture 
Pifiole. It is 

of a boxing match. 
is presented by Nicanor 

lentitled “The Fountain,” very harmonious 
in coloring and of high decorative value. 
Eugenio Hermoso has three pictures, two 
nudes in which the high quality of this 
painter's work is carried a step further, 
and a group of girls which are a repeti- 
tion of a favorite and successful subject. 
Several women artists contribute 
their work. One might choose perhaps 
Perez Herrero’s landscapes of Bruges, 
whose restful atmosphere reveals a deep 
sensibility and great technical skill 
Marina Roeset in her portraits a 
very modern and daring technique and 
applies it with an unfaltering hand and 
excellent results. Eliseo Meifren, the 
veteran artist, has three wonderful land 
scapes of remarkable coloring and in 
tensity. 

Vazquez Diaz, a painter of exceptional 
merit, insists in his well-known methods 
in his picture, “The Monks,” which is 
full of concentrated mysticism. Marce 

also 

uses 

lino Santamaria, the favorite portrait | 
painter, has three remarkable ones, 4s | 
tine as any he ever painted. “The Peas- | 
ant Girls” of Rodriguez Jaldon is a 
beautiful picture full of luminosity. 

| Perhaps everything else has been sacri- 
ticed to this effect; but it is certain that 
not even Sorolla has given a better ren- 
dering of sunshine. 

If there is no picture of extraordinary | 
merit, the work of two sculptors is really 
magnificent. Asorey has two figures in 
polychrome wood, “Nude of a Peasant 
Girl” and “St. Francis.” Of great orig- 
inality and completely opposed in their | 
meaning, they both have the same power | 
and are an altogether new departure in 
the art of sculpture. The other is San- 
tiago Bonome, the young wonder whose 
first exhibition in Madrid last year, as 
already reported in THE Art News, was 
such a revelation. Here he exhibits a| 
portrait bust and a portrait group in 
carved wood which are practically throb 
bing with life —E. T 

| visit it. 

PARIS 

The Salon of the Tuileries has opened 

at the Porte Maillot in the Palais de 
Bois. Without prejudice one may say 
that it is by 

the 
far the best of the Salons 

of year. In its ensemble is found 

{the best summing up of modern paint- 
ing, and whoever wishes to form a just 
idea of the tendencies of art today should 

If he is disappointed, he will 
at least know what they are, for the 
best French painters of today, with some 
few exceptions, are showing here, 

The impression given by this exhibi- 
tion as a whcle very restful; one 
has a feeling that most of the artists 
have found what they sought for, that 
they know where they are going and 
work with confidence. Yet in saying 
that an artist “has found what he wants” 
one feels a_ slight uneasiness for the 
future, for nothing is more dangerous 

is 
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than satisfaction, and if the artist ceases 

to strive and has attained the summit 

of his perfection, or believes himself to 

have done so, he is dangerously near a 

decline. For summits are not places 

where one can rest. 

One can now see clearly what have 

been the great influences on painters of 

this day. T'hat of Courbet and of Dau- 

mier are plainly visible, as well as of 

Corot; that of great Flemish painters, 

Rubens and Joerdens, is seen on others, 
while Impressionism, with the exception | 
of Césanne, 
less perceptible and who was not prop- 

erly speaking, an Impressionist, one sees 
surviving in an altogether sporadic 

manner. 
Before giving an account of this salon 

[ wish to correct a statement which ap- 

peared in THE Art News several weeks 
ago, Which might have been taken as 
implying that the Paris Salons contained 
many indecent exhibitions of nudes. 
Whoever possesses the most elemen- 

tary knowledge of art knows that in all 
times the nude has been considered, at 
least in Western countries, as something 
worthy of reproduction. The only 
schoc] where it was not in favor, dur- 
ing its classic period, was the Spanish. 
This lack was probably due, on the one 
hand, subconsciously, to Arab influence, 
which forbade the representation of the 
human figure, on the other to the bigotry 
of a fanatic clergy. Whoever knows 
how to look upon a work of art from 
the point of view of an artist and with 
a healthy mind knows that the represen- 
tation of the nude human form is in 
itself no offence. William Blake, who 
cannot be accused of either frivolity 
or lasciviousness, has truly pointed out 
that “the nakedness of woman is the 
work of God.” 

Certainly this salon contains a great 
many nudes, and the criticism might be 
made that certain among them are not 
models of beauty, but one may be sure 
that, with very rare exceptions, they 
present nothing questionable. 
Who could possibly find objectionable 

the nudes so richly expressed by Asse- 
lin, Picard le Doux, Ottman, Favory, 
Kvapil, in the pure classic tradition, and 
the glories of the salon. Who would 
dare to say that the charming, almost 
chaste, nudes of Jean Berque, Detthow, 
Gimmi and Boshard—by the latter the 
back of a woman standing, of extreme 
delicacy—have not a reserve, a perfect 
discretion; that those of Mela Mutter 
moving as life itself, of Gondoin noble 
as poems, of Savreux, O’Connor, Fou- 
jita, Despujols, Riou, Crissay, Barbey, 
Vera Rockline, Rétif, have been painted 

whose influence is less and|this artist; the 
| 

with the least arriére pensée? I grant 
that the composition of M. Dreyfus- 
Sterne is not perhaps as pure in its 
intentions as in its lines, but it is an 
exception, and besides, it is a very fine 
piece of painting. 

It would also be most unjust to 
imagine that this subject forms the ma- 
jority of the 2,200 works exposed; quite 
the contrary, they are in the minority 
and would scarcely form a tenth. Many 
artists remain faithful to pastoral sub- 
jects, among the most successful I would 
mention the “Shepherdess” by Charlot, 
treated in the noble manner habitual to 

“Spinner” by Dupont, 
and the “Reaper” by Coubine. Georges 
Desvalliére and Maurice Denis have 
each ccntributed religious paintings un- 
derstandingly treated. The ‘“Plaidoirie” 
of Yves Alix is a vigorous evocation, 
and the “Féte of Doellan” by Pierre 
Bompard is a broad and _ suggestive 
work. 

The still-lifes make an imposing con- 
tingent in the production of painters of 
today. It is at the same time an exer- 
cise for them and a proof of skill. For 
if there is nothing easier than to paint 
a banal still-life, there is nothing more 
difficult than to make an interesting one. 
The arrangement of the subject counts 
for as much as the execution. Several 
artists are real virtuosos, one of the 
most astonishing is Vlaminck, but Kon- 
rad is also a master of this genre, as 
well as René Dubreuil, Ladureau, Waro- 
quier, Chavenon, and Durey. There is 
also the figure painter. I have not in- 
cluded M. Matisse among the painters 
of nudes, because this year in his com- 
position the figure plays a role subordi- 
nate to the background. Chagall has 
shown this year three figures, three por- 
traits, which are perhaps the most re- 
markable in the salon by their decision, 
their breadth and their power of ex- 
pression. But we must also mention 
Charles Guérin, Barrey, Jeanes, Marval, 
Quelvée, Flandrin, Hébuterne, Berthold 
Mann, Rondenay, Heléne Marr, Fuss- 
Amoré, Kisling, Survage, Herman, 
Mané-Katz, Lewitzka, Sorine, Shou- 
kaiéff, and a very fine composition by 
Théophile Robert. 

The conservative artists, who form 
one of the elements of the salon, hold 
their place well. The two compositions 
by Albert Besnard, “On a Stairway, 
Benares,” are finely presented. Aman- 
Jean, Prinet, Blanche, with interesting 
portraits, Jaulmes, Frieseke, are well 
represented. A large decorative com- 
position destined for reproduction as a 
tapestry by M. Rey Legueult, called 
“Franche Comté,” is a very noble and 
skilful decorative piece. The four por- 
traits by Boznanska are excellent, as 

CARTER OPENS SCHOOL 

FOR COLLECTORS 

Mr. J. Purves Carter, the well known 
English art expert and restorer of paint- 
ings, sailed on Saturday for Florence, 
Italy, to spend some time at the Villa 
Torrigiani, Quinto, Florence, where he 
has established an art school for collec- 
tors which combines the essentials of a 
schcol for painters and a school for 
connoisseurs. Art training with an end 
to appreciation and not to production 
is the aim of this institution and for 
more than ten years Mr. Carter had 
been working on a plan which would en- 
able him to open an art school for his 
many American friends who repeatedly 
expressed their desire to spend six months 
or a year in studying antique paintings 
and then do their own picture buying. 
A year ago Mr. Carter purchased the 
Villa Torrigiani, a XVth century build- 
ing surrounded by a park of more than 
fifteen acres and converted the 120-room 
mansion into such a school. 

Just before he sailed Mr. Carter ex- 
plained the object of the school as fol- 
lows: 

“To understand art, and _ especially 
antique art, and more particularly the 
connoisseurship of the great masters, a 
lifetime is hardly sufficient. There are 
hundreds of Americans and English who 
want to know art and have time to study 
art seriously. Why not give them an 
opportunity? Let the collector get the 
full amount of pleasure out of his art | 
collection by doing the buying himself 
and knowing what he is purchasing. An 
art school not for artists especially but 
for those who wish to know art has 
been the dream of my life.” 

well as that by Tristan Klingsor, repre- 
senting the poet Louis Payen. 

I have kept the landscapes for the 
last, and they are probably in the ma- 
jority. It is a real landscape salon, rep- 
resented by the best artists of the day. 
I believe an exhibition that would com- 
prise, en bloc, all the landscape painters 
represented here would have an enor- 
mous success in America. I can only 
mention the names of Dézireé, Main- 
sieux, Roland Oudot, René Dubreuil, 
Osterland, Waroquier, Othon Friesz, 
Vlaminck, Déverin, Brabo, Urbain, 
Thorndike, Blot, Clairin, Lacoste, 
Rameau, Reneé Blum, Daragnés, Ceria, 
Deltombe, Frelaut, André, Laprade, Ba- 
lande, Klingsor, Ladureau, Martin-Fer- 
rieres, who count among the best, and the 
most representative of the art of the 
present time.—H. S. C. 

RIEFSTAHL SAILS 

FOR ANATOLIA 

Professor R. M. Riefstahl of the De- 
partment of Fine Arts of New York 
University sailed on June 7th on the 
Fabre liner Roma for Beirut to lead an 
expedition under the university’s auspices 
for archeological research in inner Ana- 
tolia. 

Dr. Riefstahl will investigate the re- 
mains of early Turkish monuments with 
the intention of making a complete sur- 
vey by photography and architectural 
study. He will touch several cities with 
important monuments which have never 
been thoroughly investigated and which, 
according to the reports of early travel- 
ers, rank among the most important 
monuments in the Seljuk period. 

Dr. Riefstahl’s staff will consist of 
Eccles D. Everhart, architect, and Selim 
Bey Nuzhett, Professor of Turkish in 

|Robert College, Constantinople. The ex- 
|pedition is to stay in Anatolia for about 
|two months. The results will be the ob- 
| ject of a publication to be entitled “Turk- 
ish Architecture of the Seliuk and Otto- 
|man Period.” Friends of the Department 
of Fine Arts at New York University 
who are interested in research work in 

| the field of medieval Mohammedan art 
have made the expedition possible through 
gifts for this special purpose. 

FINE ARTS CLUB 

OPENED IN MADRID 

MADRID.—This month will see the 
opening of the new premises of the Fine 
Arts Club of Madrid. The building, 
which stands in the heart of the city, 
has been conceived and executed on the 
grand scale. Being primarily devoted to 
the cultivation of art, its main features 
will be the exhibition galleries, which 
will be constantly at the disposal of 
artists for the exhibition of their work 
The initial exhibition will be that of 
Zuloaga, who had never previously ex- 
hibited in Madrid. There will also be 
free classes in painting, sculpture archi- 
tecture, decorative art, engraving, pho- 
tography, music and literature. The five- 
story tower that surmounts the building 
is divided into five well-appointed 
studios with living quarters attached; 
these will be let free for two years at a 
time to those artists who by their work 
make themselves worthy of such encour- 
agement. These is also a concert hall, 
a large theatre with a seating capacity 
of 3,000 and which alone takes up four 
stories of the building, and a luxurious 

STUDIO NOTES 

Felicie Waldo Howell has closed her 
Sherwood studio and gone to Gloucester 
for the summer. 
Gladys Brannigan will sail on June 29 

for a two-months’ trip to England and 
the Continent to paint and sketch. 

Jane Peterson will leave town on the 
10th for her summer home in Ipswich, 
Mass. 

L. Scott Bower, who is in Quebec 
painting, will go to Gloucester in a few 
weeks for the rest of the season. 

Carolyn C. Mase has gone to Ogunquit 
where she has had a studio for the last 
three seasons. 

Winthrop Turney and Mrs. Turney 
(Agnes Richmond) have re-joined the 
Gloucester Art Colony after an absence 
of several years. 

James Weiland has opened his sum- 
mer place near Lyme for the season. 
He will not close his Sherwood studio, 
however, until later in the season. 

Lillian Genth, who was deported from 
the fighting zone during the recent Rif- 
fian war, is still in Morocco painting. 

Eugene Higgins has opened his house 
at Lyme for the season. 

George Elmer Browne is preparing 
to leave soon for Provincetown for the 
summer. 

Alice Judson will leave town on the 
12th for her home in Beacon and later 
will go to Gloucester. 

A. Conway Peyton and Bertha Menz- 
ler Peyton left this week for Gloucester 
where they have a studio in the Reed 
Building. 

William J. Fosdick has gone to East 
Gloucester for the summer. 

ballroom. The library is also very well 
stocked and has several private reading 
and writing rooms attached. 

The social side has by no means been 
neglected: besides a spacious restaurant 
there are several large billiard rooms 
and card rooms, and in the basement 
there is a cabaret. In the basement there 
is also a gymnasium, swimming pool, 
fencing room and skating rink. 
The architect, Don Antonio Palacios, 

has tried to avoid what he calls a “pro- 
visional” style, and his work is of a 
purely modern character, with the de- 
tails inspired in the Greek tradition. 
The interior decorations are in charge 
of the leading Spanish artists of today 
and it is aimed to make this a read 
Palace of Art. The building, which is 
135 feet high, is the tallest private build- 
ing in Europe. 

ART SCHOOLS 
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of the Fine Arts 
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Oldest Art School in America 
Instruction in Painting, Sculpture and 

Illustration. Send for Circular. 
BARBARA BELL, Curator 

HENRY B. SNELL 
Summer Painting Class 

BOOTHBAY HARBOR, MAINE 
from July 5th to August 28th. 

For catalog and information address 
GLADYS ATWOOD, Secretary 

64 West 96th Street NEW YORK 

The PENNSYLVANIA ACADEMY 

of the FINE ARTS 

SUMMER SCHOOL 
OPEN NOW 

at Chester Springs, Chester County, Pa 
INSTRUCTORS: 

Painting: Daniel Garber, Joseph T. Pear- 
son, Jr.; Illustration: George Harding; 

Sculpture: Albert Laessle. 
ro 

The Oldest 
Art School 
in America 

eli is SO eR SP, 
Open-air instruction. Drawing, Painting, 
Illustration, Sculpture (modeling from farm 
animals). High, rolling land. Beautiful 
and historic scenery. Tennis courts, swim- 
ming pool, croquet grounds, ete. No stu- 
dent will be accepted for less than two 
weeks. Limited student hst. Send for cir- 
cular. Reference required. 

Resident Manager, D. Roy Miller 
Box C, Chester Springs, Chester Co., Pa. 
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| FLORENCE, ITALY 

Historical Villa with Extensive 
Old Park, and small farm. Li- 
brary and picture gallery. Fif- 
teen minutes from center amidst 
splendid scenery. 

For particulars address “Proprie- 
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33 Haldenstrasse, LUCERNE 

ENGRAVINGS 

by OLD MASTERS 

XVIIIth Century PRINTS | 
| 

|\D. CALO & SONS NEW YORK 

W.Schnackenberg 

PRIMITIVES 

WORKS OF ART 

OLD MASTERS 

MUNICH 

Georgenstrasse 7 
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Scott & Fowles 

‘ae WORKS 

FRENCH & COMPANY 

OF ART 

GALLERIES 

667 Fifth Avenue 

Between 52d and 53d Streets 

NEW YORK 

ANTIQUE TAPESTRIES 

EMBROIDERIES 

6 EAST 56TH STREET, NEW YORK 

VELVETS 

FURNITURE 

es, 

Copley Square 

CARRIG-ROHANE Carved Frames 

559 Boylston Street 

ROBERT C. VOSE 

(Established 1841) 

PAINTINGS 

by Old and Modern Masters 

BOSTON 

Louis Ralston 

& Son 

18th Century English Por- 

WHOLESALE 

B. BENGUIAT 

RARE OLD FABRICS 

383 Madison Ave. NEW YORK 

traits; Barbizon Paintings 

and Modern American 

| NEW YORK EXHIBITION CALENDAR | 

* Ainslie Galleries, 677 
Modern masters. 

730 FIFTH AVENUE | Fifth Ave.—Old and 

NEW YORK Anderson Galleries, 
by Karl Freund, 
Decoration.” 

489 Park Ave.—Exhibition 
“The Horse in Art and 

Art Centre, 65 E. 56th St.—Fifth Annual ex 
hibition of adverising art to June 12. 

The Arden Gallery, 599 Fifth Ave.—Garden 
sculpture, garden furniture and decorations; 
photographs of gardens. C.T.LOO@CO. | 

34 Rue Taitbout . Paris 

559 Fifth Ave., New York 

Babcock Galleries, 19 East 49th St.—Paintings 
watercolors and sculpture by American artists 
during summer, 

Bachstitz Gallery, Inc., Suite 420 to 431 Ritz 
Carlton Hotel, 46th St. and Madison Ave.— 
Paintings by old masters and classical and 
Oriental works of art (from 7th century B.C. 

. to 13th century A.D.) 

Chinese Bonaventure Galleries, 536 Madison Ave.—Au- 
tographs, portraits and views of historical 

| interest. 

| 
| 

Antiques Brooklyn Museum.—Foreign picture books fo 
children; Berber and Arab weavings from 
Morocco. 

Butler Galleries, 116 E. 57th St.—Decorative 
| * paintings. 

Corona Mundi, 310 Riverside Drive.—Old mas- 
ters of the Italian, Flemish and Dutch schools. BRANCHES 

| SHANGHAI . . PEKIN 

SCHWARTZ GALLERIES | 

; 

| 517 Madison 

Daniel Gallery, 600 Madison Ave.—Exhibition 
of modern American artists. 

Dudensing Galleries, 45 West 44th St.— 
“Review exhibition.”’ 

Durand Ruel Galleries, 12 E. 57th St.—Exhi- 
bition of French paintings. 

Ehrich Galleries, 36 E. 
Mrs. 

57th St.—Old masters; 
Ehrich’s decorative arts. 

Ferargil Galleries, 37 E. 57th St.—Paintings 
PAINTINGS | and sculpture by contemporary artists. 

Avenue ETCHINGS 
NEW YORK ENGRAVINGS F. Valentine Dudensing, 43 E. 57th St.— 

| Group exhibition of modern American and 
- French artists. 

Gainsborough Galleries, 222 Central Park South. 
—Exhibition of old masters. MULLER ART GALLERY 

WE BUY: 
PAINTINGS, BRONZES 

BOOKS AND AUTOGRAPHS 

Grand Central Galleries, 6th floor, Grand Cen- 
tral Terminal—Paintings by uis Mora 
to June 17. 

P. Jackson Higgs, 11 East 54th St.—Chinese 
46 West 49th St., New York City bronzes, pottery, sculpture and paintings. 

Delephene:, Bryant «166 Hispanic Society, 156th St., Broadway—Exhi- 
bition of paintings of the provinces of Spain, 
by Sorolla. 

Josef F. Kapp, 910 Park Ave.—Exhibition 
JOSEF F KAPP of XVIIth century Flemish and Dutch 

o paintings. 

910 Park Avenue NEW YORK Kennedy Galleries, 693 Fifth Ave.—Prints by 
Currier & Ives. 

Knoedler Galleries, 14 E. 57th St.—Exhibition 
of landscapes by Diaz, Cazin, Isabey until 
July. 

Kraushaar Galleries, 680 Fifth Ave.—Paint- 
ings by American artists 

John Levy Galleries, 559 Fifth Ave.—Paintings 
by old masters. 

Lewis and Simmons, Heckscher Bldg., 730 
Fifth Ave Old masters and art objects. 

Macbe-h Galleries, 15 E. 57th St.—Paintings 
by Amer.can artists. 

Mitch Galleries, 108 West 57th St.—Special 
summer exhibition of paintings and sculp 
ture by American artists 

Montross Galleries, 26 East 
of selected paintings by 

56th St. 
American 

A group 
artis s. 

New Gallery, 600 Madison Ave.—Paintings and 
watercolors by modern American artists. 

New York Public Library, Fifth Ave. & 42nd 
St.—Jewish manuscripts. 

Pen and Brush Club, 16 East 10th St.—Sum- 
mer exhibition of paintings by members. 

Persian Art Center, 50 East 57th St.—Exhibi- 
tion of Persian art. 

Ralston Galleries, 730 Fifth Ave.—Paintings 
by ancient and modern masters. 

Rehn Galleries, 693 Fifth Ave.—Paintings by 
American artists. 

Reinhardt Galleries—Paintings by old and 
modern masters. 

Schwartz Galleries, 517 Madison Ave.— 
Prints, mezzotints, engravings. 

Scott & Fowles, 667 Fifth Ave.—18th century 
English paintings; modern drawings. 

Wildenstein Galleries, 647 Fifth Ave.—Exhibi- 
tion of important modern French paintings. 

Max Williams, 538 Fifth 
paintings and old prints. 

Ave.—Shin models, 

Yamanaka Galleries, 680 Fifth Ave.—Works 
of art from Japan and China. 

Howard Young Galleries, 634 Fifth Ave.— 
Selected paintings by American and foreign 
artists. 

Weyhe Galleries, 794 Lexington Ave.—Prints, 
drawings and watercolors by modern artists. 

AUCTION CALENDA 

P. JACKSON HIGGS 

Works of Art 

11 East 54th St., New York 

PAINTINGS, BRONZES, ROMAN 

AND GREEK EXCAVATIONS TAP- 
ESTRIES, CHINESE PORCELAIN, 

RARE RUGS, OBJETS d’ART. 

Durand-Ruel 
INC. 

NEW YORK 

12 East 57th Street 

PARIS (8£) 

37 Avenue de Friedland 

Dikran G. Kelekian 

Works of 

Art 

Bankers Trust Building 

598 MADISON AVENUE 
New York Northwest corner of 57th St., 

Opposite American Mission, Cairo 
2 Place Vendome, Paris 

Jacques Seligmann 

& Co., Inc. 

announce the opening 

of their 

NEW GALLERIES 

October fifteenth 

at 

3 East 51st Street 

New York 

Frank K. M. Rehn 
SPECIALIST IN 

American Paintings 

693 Fifth Ave. Ie © 
NEW YORK 

Messrs. | 

PRICE & RUSSELL | 

AMERICAN PAINTINGS 

TAPESTRIES and 

WORKS OF ART 

87 East 57th St., New York 

| 
FERARGIL | 

| 

Kennedy C& Co. 

Etchings by 

Old and Modern Masters 

Old English 

| Sporting Prints 

| Marine Subjects 

ons Fifth Ave., New York 

_ Arthur Tooth &Sons, Ltd. 

155 New Bond Street, London 

£ 

Fine English Portraits 

Modern British 

and French Art 

Fine é i oo - a eae = oS —— : is. 
Seppe jalleries, 16 E. 57th St.—Exhibitio 

DUTCH & FLEMISH a tg hat Poo — THE WALPOLE GALLERIES Daniel Gallery 

‘lei y : 25 Fifth Ave. —A 12 West 48th Street, New York 

MASTERS gem ne nd ite a Datel pa J une 14, atternoon Selected parts of the ee lg 0 by | 

of the 17th Century Kleykamp Galleries, 3-5 East 54th St.—Chinese Library and Dramatic ong Association Col- odern asters 
a SS ae paintings, bronzes and sculpture. lections of David Belasco. 600 Madison Avenue New York | 

HEINEMANN GALLERIES|CHAPELLIER ee” AN BSS 
Peking Shanghai 

LENBACH PLATZ 5 & 6, MUNICH GALLERY 

HIGH CLASS PAINTINGS 

ANCIENT and MODERN 

HANSEN GALLERIES, Inc.| 

SCHWEIZERHOFQUAIS, LUCERNE 

One of the Finest 

Continental Galleries 

PAINTINGS 

and WORKS of ART 

Catalogue on request 

62, rue de la Loi, 62 

BRUSSELS, BELGIUM 

YAMANAKA & CO. 

680 Fifth Avenue, New York 

—oO— 

WORKS OF ART 

FROM 

JAPAN and CHINA 

ARNOLD 

SELIGMANN & FILS 

Works 

of Art 

23 Place Vendome, Paris 

—o— 

Arnold Seligman, Rey & Co. 

Incorporated 

11 East 52d St., New York 

<— 
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“LA SERVANTE DE BOCKS” By EDOUARD MANET [1832-1883] 

Signed “‘ Manet '77°——Canvas, 38% inches by 31 inches—In the Courtauld Collection, Tate Gallery, London 

JUNE 12-1926 



OLD MASTERS 

IN THE FINE ART OF TRANSPORTATION 
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CUSTOM HOUSE BROKERS 

39 PEARL STREET 

NEW YORK 

Telephone .... Bowling Green 7960 

States Appraisers’ Stores, our 

new and larger warehouse at 

tiques and Household Effects are 

carefully unpacked and delivered 

in our padded vans. 

Foreign Removals 

| LONDON PARIS LIVERPOOL GLASGOW BRISTOL 

NEW YORK BOSTON PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO 

Packing and Shipping WO blocks from the United Outside Examinations 

Foreign Freight 601 Washington Street is ideally Trucking 

Contractors located for outside examination 

of your shipments from abroad. Insurance 

Forwarders ” 

Paintings, Works of Art, An- New York-Philadelphia 

Daily Freight Service 

OAKLAND 
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A magnificent Silver Gilt Steeple Cup 

and Cover made in London in 1602 

This Cup, which stands 16%4 inches high, is in 

perfect condition and is considered to be one 

of the finest examples existing today of the 

workmanship of the Elizabethan Craftsmen. The 

name of the maker, like that of many of the 

early English Goldsmiths, was lost in the Great 

Fire of London, but it is known that he made a 

well known Standing Cup, now one of the treas- 

ured possessions of Corpus Christi College, Cam- 

bridge and a pair of Beakers belonging to the 

Worshipful Company of Mercers, one 

of the London Guilds 

CRICHTON tt. 

Goldsmiths and Silversmiths 

New York~ 636, fifth Avenue (corner of 518 Street} 
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ESPONSIBLE AGENCY 

for the HANDLING 

of the more VALUABLE 

HOUSEHOLD PROPERTY 

and ART COLLECTIONS 

Among our clientele are the Our service to the American 

most responsible people in Art Galleries and the Ander- 

America, including many Art son Galleries for many years 

Collectors. is recognition of our service. 

FIREPROOF STORAGE WAREHOUSES 

Day & Meyer -- Murray & Young 

PACKERS. SHIPPERS AND MOVERS OF 
HIGH GRADE HOUSEHOLD EFFECTS AND 

ART OBJECTS 

3O4 - BOS ~- 307 EAST Gist STREET 

NEW YORK 

One of our warehouses... 

Dear Reader: 

The synopsis of our organization given here has perhaps 

left unexplained something you may wish to know and we therefore 

respectfully invite your inquiry on any phase of your reqirements. 

(onsiderations 

Highly commendatory expressions of satisfaction from our 

clients, for whom we handle property valued at millions of dollars, 

> annually are proof of our claim that we are best qualified in 

New York to take care of your shipments. 

Investments $600,000 

Plant area 100,000 square feet 

> Our special department for attendance of consignments to 

or from abroad with its numerous details of customs, documents, and 

Fire proof buildings for storage all necessary services in connection therewith, is in charge of an 

“ experienced executive. 

Fleet of modern equipped vans The dignity of our fleet of vans is characteristic of our 

service and is in keeping with the accustomed quality service of our 

> clientele. 

Highly skilled workmen Our packers are especially skilled in the construction of 

> receptacles in which valuable and delicate property is to be packed 

and prepared scientifically for shipment. 

Experienced staff of executives 

Private, fireproof storage vaults are at your disposal to 
+ 

place such property as you may select for temporary or long term 

Foreign Department personally storage. 

supervised We would deem it a privilege to add your name to our list 

6 of satisfied customers. 

Excellent banking connections Yours very truly, 

Cable: “DAMEMUYO.” 
Gay 7 ‘aa 

All codes used 

. 
President 

European Representatives 
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—~—FRED J. PETERS —— 

RARE 

AMERICAN ANTIQUES 

FURNITURE SHIP MODELS 

PRINTS GLASS 

52 EAST 56TH STREET + NEW YORK CITY 

{ One Door East of Madison Avenue } 
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Life Size Statue of Princess—Egyptian XVIIIth Dynasty 

BRUMMER GALLERIES 

WORKS OF ART 

27 East 57th Street 203 bis Bd. St. Germain 

NEW YORK PARIS 

cae Pega 

Senmneaae natn. canal 
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M:KNOEDLER & CO. 

Sslablished 1846 

“The Braddyll Children” (40% x 50% J. Hoppner 

PAINTINGS 

ENGRAVINGS 

ETCHINGS 

14 East 572 Street 

PARIS NEW YORK LONDON 

17 Place Vendome 15 Old Bond Street 



DUVEEN 

BROTHERS 

PAINTINGS 

TAPESTRIES 

PORCELAINS 

OBJETS D'ART 

NEW YORK 
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THE VER MEER GALLERY 

{ANTHONY F. REYRE} 

22 OLD BOND STREET, LONDON, W. 1 

Portrait of a Lady and Child [47 in. x 37 in.} Cornelis de Vos, 1585-1651 

FINE EXAMPLES BY THE 

GREAT MASTERS 

OF THE 

17TH CENTURY DUTCH AND OTHER SCHOOLS 
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‘Ohe Gallery of 

P. JACKSON HIGGS 

ELEVEN EAST FIFTY-FOURTH STREET 

NEW YORK 

OLD MASTERS 

TAPESTRIES 

CHINESE PORCELAINS 

BRONZES, SCULPTURE 

GREEK AnD ROMAN GLASS 

Special attention is called to masterworks by 

Rembrandt, Van Dyck, Rubens, Lawrence 

Raeburn and Gilbert Stuart 

Cable address: Pejayaitch 
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S.J. PHILLIPS 

1133 NEW BOND STREET, LONDON 

— 

Louis XV enamelled gold Bonbonniere. ‘En Enamelled gold box, with six “en plein” enamel Gold Box with six ‘ten plein” enamel plaques 

plein” grisaille enamel plaque after Watteau. plaques of domestic interiors, etc., after Eisen. after Boucher and Fragonard. 

Jean Jacques Prevost, Paris, 1767. Eloi Brichard, Paris, 1759. Eloi Brichard, Paris, 1760. 

Alfred de Rothschild Collection. Heckscher Collection and L. Neumann Collection. 

OLD SILVER 

FRENCH +. ENGLISH + GERMAN 

XVI TO XVII CENTURY 

FINE COLLECTION OF XVIII CENTURY GOLD ENAMEL SNUFF BOXES 

OLD DIAMOND JEWELS 

Gold Box, lapis enamel plaques, enamel on lid of Enamelled gold box, with six “‘en plein” enamel plaques Enamelled gold box, with six “en plein” enamel 

Louis XIV, by Petitot. of flowers and baskets. grisaille plaques. On lid a miniature of Marie An- 

Julien Alaterre, Paris, 1768. Eloi Brichard, Paris, 1755. toinette, signed “D™. 

W. Burns Collection. Alfred de Rothschild Collection. Jean Jacques Prevost, Paris, 1768. 

Duke of Cumberland Collection. 

SIX OF MY COLLECTION AT PRESENT ON LOAN 

TO THE MUSEE DES ARTS DECORATIFS, PARIS, 

IN THEIR EXHIBITION OF OLD FRENCH GOLD 

AND SILVER WARE BY GREAT MASTERS 
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F. KLEINBERGE! ESTABLISHED E. M. SPERLING 

Presiden! eo Vice President 
1545 

{ INC} 

“Old Woman Plucking a Fowl”’-—by Rembrandt 

HIGH CLASS PRIMITIVES 

OF THE ITALIAN AND 

FLEMISH SCHOOLS 

ANCIENT FURNITURE and OBJECTS OF ART 

TAPESTRIES . DUTCH PAINTINGS 

PARIS: 9 RUE DE L’ECHELLE NEW YORK: 725 FIFTH AVENUE 

Near Avenue de Opera Between 56th and 57th Streets 

29 
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‘Adam Rolland of Gask” {7242 x 58] Sir H. Raeburn 

Arthur Tooth & Sons 

{ Limited] 

155 New Bond Street 

London 
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LEVY GALLERIES 

ae 7 

i A eng ars “Portrait of a Man” (29% x 24%) Franz Hals 

PAINTINGS 

XV Ith Century Portraits, Barbizon, Dutch 

Modern French, American 1 

ee eee 

NEW YORK PARIS 

559 Fifth Avenue 28 Place Vendome 
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“Portrait of a Statesman” by Sir Antonio Mor 

in the possession ot FRANK T. SABIN 

172 NEW BOND ST., LONDON, W.1. 
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By Royal Appointment to a x H. M. THE QUEEN 

HARMAN ®&@ LAMBERT 

[HARMAN & CO., LTD.] 

Dealers in 

ANTIQUE SILVER AND JEWELLERY 

This Wine Cistern was presented by King George III. to 

the Earl of Huntingdon, his swordbearer at his coronation 

Made by A. PORTAL, A. D., 1761 

Measures 39 inches from handle to handle and stands 22 inches high 

LAMBERT NOW 

Established in 

COVENTRY STREET oi NEW BOND STREET 

During Three Centuries LONDON. W. : 

— eI 
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Contributors Contributors 

re > > 
4 we CONTENTS THIS SECTION , 
: R. R. TATLOCK PAGE W. W. WATTS, F. S. A. 

" The Courtauld Trust) is the editor "Tee © EGR oT GAtRE yo oe 04 Soo hal oak oe kes R. R. TATLOCK 3 (English Domestic Silver, 1702-1750) 
be of The Burlington Magazine and the eee : . rt. ae I ee 5 i : ; was, until recently keeper of the De- 
Hi art editor of the Londen Daily Form and Design in Kang Hsi Porcelain................. W. B. Honey 5 partment of Metalwerk in the Vic- 
; . - . , . . rin j » > >| . 
i Pelegraph. covnwrene heme Che BW. COM, cook edie divans dea ¥aekey eeeeee 11 toria and Albert Museum. He is the 
; ie eae ni author of Old English Silver, the 

; | W. B. HONEY Recent Discoveries in Italian Painting........... PAULINA Pope MILLER 14 standard work on the subject. 

a (Form and Design in K’ang Hest Por An Archaic Greek Goddess..../rom the German of PROFESSOR WIEGAND 19 WILLIAM T. WHITLEY 
te celain) is a member of the staff of nol; ) -  @ ="\0_17% - eA 4 oO » ~\ rer - >()} TTS ‘ . » wT rons. oprhaw ; 
{ the Victoria and Albert Museum. He English Domestic Silver, 1702-1750............. We We WENO: FP es n fi — ay oie cheng Reg ad h 
K is engaged in the preparation of 4 A Note on Sir William Beechey................ WitntiAmM T. WHitley 29 we — ed hates ‘yrs scat 
2 work on the Chinese collections there ‘ and a frequent contributor to import- 
5 rrewen Accnsswms So We LONI. so icc ca ccisvecseetaveneweesseceeve 30 ant art publications. 

¢ PAULINA POPE MILLER The Baranti Reonse Collection ...05.0065 os cnveessysdevcceeverseneasel 34 R. W. SYMONDS 

Es (Recent Discoveries ty Italian oy Beauties of Old English Furniture.................... R. \W. SyMoNDs 36 (Beauties of Old English Furniture) 
4 wg; % 8 pupt] and assistant of Dr. ; es : . is the author of The Present State of 
‘i taped finer under whose direction Att News of Enrone, Seamer, PEGs icin c ce vas cs ccusccdeoncdaeceeen 40 Old English Furniture, Old English 
i her article was written. “Harlequin” Ry Panto Picaseo 44 Walnut and Lacquer Furniture, etc. 

" PROF. KARL WIEGAND The material for Art News of 
; Europe, Summer, 19026, was contrib- bul : ° . "Cc ” ? 4 ’ - 

ite An Archaic Greek Goddess) is the PLATES IN COLOR uted by the foreign correspondents of 
* curator of the Classical Department Ter Act Mees: Gee © On 

of the Berlin Museum. The trans ROD isa) Maman GU RRND a eae By Enovuarp MANeEtr Cover don-Stables; Belgium and France, 
lation, by Miss Mary Morsell of TH we a £ Paul Fierens; Germany, Flora 
\rt News staff, is from his prelimi I orbs oa s's 6 0 sae ead kes ceeseie By PeEereR BRUEGHEL 2 Turkel-Deri; Spain, E. Terol; Italy, 
nary museum report on this figure. Y ‘ : a : i » K. R. Steege. 

ms ' ” La Corbeille de Ponmwmes”...... 600s ccevececnawsas By Paut CEZANNE 27 on 

The ART NEWS «4 Published by the AMERICAN ART NEWS COMPANY, INc. « 49 West 45th Street, New York 

S. W. FRANKEL President 
‘Gee > 

Regular editions published weekly during the Art Season, 15 cents a copy, $5.00 a year; $6.00 in Europe 

CHINESE | 

WORKS of ART 

PRIVATE COLLECTIONS 

AND SINGLE SPECIMENS 

PURCHASED 

An excavated Bronze Food Vessel, with inscription inside 

the lip, and an inlaid copper conventional design over the 

exterior. Early Han Dynasty 206 B.C.-220 A.D. 

JOHN SPARKS 

LONDON: 37 

CHINA: 103 

Duke St., Manchester Sq., W.1 | 

Road, Shanghai | 
| 

| 

Chao Tung 
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Canvas 45*58 inches 
4 By courtesy of Mr. A. L. Nicholson, 4 St. Alban’s Place, London, S. W. 1. 

“MLLE. DE CHAROLAIS” 

By J. M. NATTIER 

Among the many important pictures to be found at Mr, A. L, Nicholson’s 

is this very beautiful example of the work of the celebrated French Painter, Jean 

Mare Nattier who, almost more than any other Court painter, has immortalized the 

fashionable beauties of his langourous age. 

Of these beauties the famous Mlle. de Charolais (afterwards La Duchesse de 

Maine) was one of the most charming and beautiful. Nattier shows her here with 

her lovely piquant features, fresh complexion and cropped hair, quietly re- 

splendant in a dress of deep rose-coloured and black silk, her costly mandolin and 

her small delicate shapely hands delineated with exquisite strength and beauty. 



RITZ-CARLTON 

NEW YORK 

FRA ANGELICO DA FIESOLE 

8 x 11% inches [wood] 

CHSTITTZ 

INC. 

11 SURINAMESTRAAT 

LONDON THE HAGUE 
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“La BAIGNADE” 

THE COURTAULD TRUST 

By R. R. TATLOCK 

ITHIN the last ten years or so we have had an extraordinary 
number of histories of modern painting, so that today even the 

casual browser among books, magazines and newspapers knows 
the whole business off by heart: The difference between Impres- 
sionism and post-Impressionism ; the later rebellion against senti- 

mentality and the subject-picture and the attempt to popularize abstract 
patterns by putting them into gilt frames; the anxious search on the part of 
dealers and collectors among the younger painters of today in accordance with 
the notion that a genius must at all costs be discovered ; the stalemate that has 
by these movements come about. All that is the common talk of the street and 

the drawing-room. What we have never had is a history, not of modern art, 
but of modern collecting. At a time when books are written on every sort of 
subject, great and small, nothing has appeared that tells the bald and humili- 

ating story of the baffled enterprizes of those who have attempted to “support 
modern art.” The tale, if it is ever properly told, will be intensely interesting 

to American art lovers. And for this reason; that it was largely the entry of 
the United States into the market that caused a revolution in the attitude of 

the old world to the art of modern France, 
Only a very few years ago that solemn, compact body, the trustees of the 

Tate Gallery, London, (which is the modern section of the English National 
Gallery, were working out a settled plan, based on the theory that all good 

artists, ruling out the inevitable accidents, started at the Slade School of Art 
in Bloomsbury, and then joined the New English Art Club, For years the 
new acquisitions at the Tate Gallery consisted either of pictures painted by the 
trustees themselves and by their elderly friends, or else by young men and 

women who had been taught by one of these elderly friends. Professor Henry 

Canvas 7134 inches by 144% inches 

Tonks of the Slade School, and who had subsequently become regular exhibi- 

tors at the New English. The whole scheme was intensely national in 
character, the theory being that English art should work out its own salvation 
at home and through its own institutions, without reference to the activities of 

the most creative, neighboring people—the French. Argument was in vain. 
We critics spent sleepless nights and wasted pints of ink in the endeavor to 
convince the authorities that modern conditions of international intercourse 
rendered the thin procession passing so steadily from the Slade, through the 
New English and into the Tate, every year more ludicrous and more pathetic. 
The Isolationists were badly defeated in the English press when they at- 

tempted, as a necessary consequence of their defence, to decry not only all 
living foreign artists but even the founders of post-Impressionism, Cézanne, 

Renoir, Van Gogh, Seurat and the rest. 
sut defeat in print caused only a slight shudder of apprehension among the 

well entrenched ranks at Millbank, It was necessary that some more tangible 
harbinger of disaster should appear. There is something very humbling in the 
circumstances that led to a reform. In a word, they consisted of a rising 
market. Very largely indeed because Americans came over, and in their 
emphatic way, began to buy up Ceézannes and Renoirs, aloofness turned to 

suspicion, suspicion to anxiety, and anxiety to something a little like panic in 
the conservative breast. Others whose habit of mind is more alert then saw 
their chance. They saw that the policy of the Tate Gallery had been deter- 
mined by the transference of political patriotism to the field of art, that the 

trustees were incurable in this respect and that if a change were to be brought 
about, it would be due to patriotism overflowing its banks again invading yet 
another channel. So the cry was raised “America will buy us out.” That is 

By Grorces Seurat (1854-1891) 
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“Nu Dans L’Eav” Canvas, 2534 inches by 32 inches By P. A. .Renor (1841-1919) 

exactly how the so-called conversion took place. In my mind it is sym- 
bolized by the memory, now some six years old, of a burly American standing, 

feet apart and head thrust forward, before a Cézanne in a Paris shop and 
saying, ‘Well, so that’s Cézanne. I want to buy it.” With a thrill, under 

the circumstances not entirely pleasurable to an Englishman, I suddenly 

realized that Cezanne had become one of the sights for visiting tourists in 
Paris to exclaim over. 

It was this and similar circumstances that explain why the most con- 
servative art institute in London (except the Royal Academy ), the Burlington 
Fine Arts Club, organized an exhibition of post-Impressionist pictures, Its 
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“Ckz ANNE CHAUV E” Canvas, 135 inches by 10! 2 inches 8 2 4 
By Pau, CEZANNE (1839-1906 ) 

success created an English cult and an English market for French pictures. 

It was in vain for that inspired stalwart of the faith, that most articulate of 
die-hards, Mr. D. S. MacColl, to write stinging articles on ‘“The Nonsense 

about Cézanne” in the Saturday Review. With however uneasy a conscience, 
the good trustees began to admit that there was nothing like broadmindedness 

and that there were two sides to every question. 
Once the conversation was effected, something happened that has very 

often happened in the history of English collecting, Private individuals began 
to present works of art to the Nation. The first of these was Miss Gertrude 
Davies who after a bitter struggle had been fought on her behalf, succeeded in 

gaining admission to the Tate for her Cezanne landscape, a peerless master- 

piece that would hold its own in any room of old masters even in the 
National Gallery itself. 

After so much delay, prices had risen enormously, and it was clear that 
only very rich donors indeed could afford to make presentations, English 

galleries, national and provincial, on the whole fortunately, have according to 
American standards, approximately no money. But by an immense stroke 

of luck, Mr. Samuel Courtauld, who had always been interested in art, 

“PLAGE DE TROUVILLE” Canvas, 14% inches by 18 inches 
By CLraupeE Monet (1840-) 

decided to form two collections of the best modern French pictures that good 
taste could discover or money could buy, ne of these he used to embellish 
his private house, the other he presented piecemeal to the Tate Gallery. 
\nother wealthy business man, Sir Joseph Duveen, provided the Gallery with 

a large new wing which will be opened early in June by the King, whose 
appearance on the scene is significant of the fact that the left has now moved 

to the centre. 
The pictures in the Tate Gallery presented by the Courtauld Trust now 

number eighteen, and there is happily no reason to suppose that more will 

not be forthcoming from the same source. 
The collection is roughly divisible into works belonging to the French 

Impressionist school and examples of post-Impressionism, Taking pictures 

like Sisley’s “L’Abreuvoir’” and Monet’s “La Plage de Trouville” 
as typical of the first movement, and taking the exquisitely sensitive 
little “Cézanne Chauve’” and Bonnard’s “La Table” as _ representing 
the latter school, we see at once how very well Seurat fills the blank page 

appearing in the history of modern art between Pointillism and the other 
“isms” of the XIXth century and Cubism and the other “isms” invented by 

the restless minds of yesterday and today. Seurat’ “La _ Baignade,” 
which happens to be much the largest canvas in the collection, is an immensely 
important work from an historical point of view. Why, exactly, is this? The 
answer that comes instantaneously to mind is that it is one of the very few 
experiments in modern art that may have survived criticism. Pointillism itself 
(or as some call it, Divisicnism) was the discovery of brilliant minds who per- 

ceived the immediate problem of the day with unusual clarity ; but Pointillism, 
regarded as an isolated phenomenon, is already unmistakably dated; it has 
not stood the test of time as an independent means of expression and it is 

unthinkable that it can now be revived. Seurat’s discoveries on the other 
hand, are still a living presence and there is no sign that the very latest painters 

are showing any inclination to depart from the principles with which his name 
is associated. Indeed, the breakdown of Cubism, or purely abstract painting, 
seems to be resulting in a tendency to return to and to exploit once more the 
method of painting so aptly exemplified by the great Seurat painting in the 

Courtauld Collection. The problem of the immediate future is how to retain the 
firm construction that was insisted upon by the latter-day abstract designers, 
while at the same time expressing a definitely lyrical or literary attitude to 
nature. And as this was precisely the aim of Seurat, who now appears as 
an artist singularly well worth the close attention both of young artists and 
of those who are forming collections and studying modern painting, 

In “La Baignade” we see a very perfect example of the effective use of 
pure broken color. In that respect it is as brilliant as most of the other 
contemporary masterpieces in color organization, But the orchestration of 

color, to borrow a phrase from musical criticism, has its counterpart in an 
orchestration of form—of line and of space. That was, in its day, a great 
novelty. It was one of those novelties that were so complete that it did more 
than all the esthetical critics could do to criticize prevailing taste and practice 
and so to readjust them in relation to the art of the past. Every figure is 
placed on the canvas surface as perfectly as the figures in one of these Japanese 
prints that so greatly inspired Seurat and his associates. [But at the same time 

there is vividly depicted in terms of natural beauty an attractive and intriguit Is 

“SUNFLOWERS” Canvas, 36 inches by 28 inches 

By VINcENT VANGoGH (1853-1890) 
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“Les JEUNES SpPARTIATES S’Excercant A LA Lutte” 

scene, such as inevitably en- 

tertains and delights the eye 
both of the ordinary culti- 

vated person and the lover 
of the art of painting. Seu- 

rat, then, was the first of his 
school to realize a univer- 
sality of style such as we to- 

day hope to recapture. 
Keeping these ideas in 

mind, it is instructive to 

turn to what is probably the 
most important Impression- 

ist picture in the Collection 
—Manet’s large “Servante 

de Bocks” (see color plate 
on front cover). Here the 
scene before the artist is 

depicted with admirable 
dexterity and the audacious 
brushwork and charming 

drawing have endeared the 
picture to a very wide circle 
of admirers, It differs from 

the Seurat mainly because 
its forms are in many places 
arranged casually, as if by 
accident, so as to produce 

an effect of actuality, some- 
thing approaching an illu- 
sion of the physical presence 
of the workman in the blue 

blouse, of the man in the 
felt hat and of the beer girl 
in the apron. It would be 

hyper-critical to declare the 
picture imperfect in cons 

struction, but it is not so to 
point out that the Seurat ex- 
hibits a far more deliberate 

intention to design as per- 
fectly, as correctly and pre- 

cisely, as possible, even at 
the expense of a certain 
formality of style. 

These pictures are the 
clues to the whole collection. 
Quite broadly speaking, the 
others may all be appraised 
in accordance with what we 
are able to realize in them. 

The lovely study of Renoir, 
“La Premiére Sortie” 
is perhaps nearer in spirit 

Canvas, 43 inches by 61 inches By Epcar Decas (1834-1917) 

to the Manet than to the 
Seurat, but here if per- 

fection of design is obscured 
by brushwork so vivid that 
the eye at first can look at 
nothing else, it none the less 
exists. The Van Goghs are 
well known works and need 
not here be separately con- 
sidered. ‘hey, too, tend to 
formality, though of a dif- 
ferent, of a more turbulent 

order—if the phrase is not 
too paradoxical, The most 
modern of all the pictures 

in the collection is Pierre 

Bonnard’s “La Table.” 
Hlere we have a painter who 
is the greatest living expo- 
nent of the system adopted 
by Seurat and Cézanne, His 

manner is rather nearer that 
of the latter artist, as may 

readily be seen by compar- 
ing “La Table” with the 
“Cézanne Chauve.” There 

is the same apparent indif- 
ference in regard to the 

angle at which the subject is 
seen, an avoidance of the 
conventional view of the 

scene, We are looking half 
down at the table, in the way 

we all do every day but ina 
way that for centuries has 
been ruled out as unsuitable 
for the artist, Perhaps the 
effect of the camera had 
something to with this 

change in the artists’ way of 
looking at things. Snap- 
shots did undoubtedly sug- 
gest new ways of using per- 
spective, just as they re- 

vealed new facts hitherto 
unnoticed by artists, such as 
the fact that a horse does 
not jump with its feet stuck 
straight out fore and aft, as 

in an old English print, 

“La PREMIERE SoRTIE” 
Canvas, 25% inches 

by 1934 inches 
By P. A. Renor (1841-1919) 
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FORM AND DESIGN IN K’ANG HSI PORCELAIN 

‘By W. B. HONEY 

INCE the earlier Chinese wares have of recent years become known 
and admired in the West, fashionable opinion, which a generation or 
so back found the Ch’ing porcelains unsurpassable, is now sometimes 
heard to declare that the XVIIIth 
century wares show nothing but 

“mere sterile cleverness.” Wise collectors have 
never joined in this headlong change of opinion, 
and the attitude of those who thus follow the 
present fashion for the primitives is entirely 
uncritical, like much else without a genuine 
basis in esthetic experience, 

In the criticism and appreciation of the arts, 
he is the wisest who can, and will most readily 
adapt his point of view, and for the time being 
judge every age by its own standards. While 
reserving his final valuation of the very various 
legacies left us by the arts of the past, he will 
first learn their languages and know them all 
intimately for what they may be worth. To 

criticize the noble porcelain made in the reign 
of K’ang Hsi because it does not show the 
primitive strength and austerity ot the Sung 
wares is like blaming rococo for its extrava- 
gance and want of spiritual earnestness, and 
to miss entirely the peculiar gifts which these 
forms of decoration bring for our delight. 

What then are the unique qualities of the 
productions of the great “renaissance” of 
porcelain which began in the reign of K’ang 
Hsi? To consider them afresh in the light of 
our wider knowledge of Chinese art is not an 

idle task. We know now that the period, 
though the culmination of the technical de- 
velopment of Chinese porcelain, is no more 
than any other to be regarded as the highest 

in art, 
Late XVIIth and early XVIIIth century art 

was decorative, in the limited sense of the word, 

and the Chinese shared, to a surprising extent, 
the tastes and ideals implicit in European crafts- 

manship in that period, Elegance and charm, 
free from triviality, were characteristic of both. 
The circumstances of the renaissance of Ching- 
te-chén were propitious for just such an age of 
cultivated art-patronage as was beginning in 
France at about the same time with the reign 

of Louis XIV. By 1680, the date of the re- 
building of the Imperial factory at Ching-te- 

chén, the invading Manchu rulers had at last 

Ficure 11. Vase with YELLow GROUND, 

ENAMELED ON THE BISCUIT 

Height 8% inches 

Ficure 1. 

Figure 2. 

Ficure 3. 

PLATE PAINTED IN UNDERGLAZE RLUE 
Diameter 10% inches 

PLATE PAINTED IN UNDERGLAZE BLUE 

Diameter 8% inches 

PLateE PAINTED IN UNDERGLAZE BLUE 
Diameter 103% inches 

of settled government. 
brought order to the country, and had begun what was to prove a long period 

No other kilns but those of the famous town are of 
any importance in the history of the later porcelain, save only the brilliant 

exception of Tehtia in Fukien, where the blanc 
de chine was made, Ching-té-chén owed its 

monopoly to the rich deposits of the indispens- 
able kaolin and petuntse in the neighboring 
hills, 

We have in the letters of the Jesuit mission- 
ary, Pere d’Entrecolles, written from Ching-té- 

chen in 1712 and 1722, a vivid account of this 
industry. Technical details of the utmost in- 
terest were given by him with the hope that 
they would enable his countrymen to make the 
prized and mysterious substance. Perhaps the 
most astonishing passage in the Lettres Edi- 
fiantes concerns the organization of the indus- 

try. Division of labor prevailed to an extent 
scarcely outdone by the most modern systems. 
Throwing, glazing, and all the stages of paint- 
ing were the work of separate hands. The 
outlines of painted designs were drawn by one 
man to be filled with washes by another. Even 
the ring to contain the mark on the base was 
the work of one man whose part in the pro- 
duction was limited to that alone. All this, of 
course, made a free and personal style impos- 
sible. ‘That the decoration retained its fresh- 
ness may perhaps be explained by its traditional 
and calligraphic character. In classical Chinese 

painting, the representational element is largely 
subservient to a certain quality of brushwork, 
and the fact that the mere subject was a copy 
of another’s was no hindrance to the production 
of a work of art. At its least vital, the pro- 
duction of such craftsmanship as this, if still 
single-minded and uncorrupted by foreign dic- 
tation, would remain an art, and never sink to 
literal transcription of the facts of appearance. 
In addition to this emphasis on brushwork, 
there was of course that appeal of symbolism, 
rebus and allusion, which must almost always 

remain a sealed book to the foreigner. The 
western collector is wise to concentrate upon 

those esthetic qualities which alone will make 
a direct appeal to him without giving undue 
attention to the symbolism of another culture. 

To illustrate some of the characteristics of 
K’ang Hsi designs I have chosen a series of 

Figure 12. Vase witH CELADON GREEN GLAZE 

Height 9% inches 
1° Ire 
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Figure 4. PLate PAINTED IN UNDERGLAZE BLUE 
Diameter 1034 inches 

masterpieces, drawn, with one exception, from the great collection, now in 
the Victoria and Aibert Museum, of George Salting, a connoisseur whose 

| tastes were peculiarly in sympathy with those of the Chinese of the early 

Figure 7. Vase PAINTED IN CoppeR RED 

Height 18 inches 

Figure 6. PrLate PAINTED IN UNDERGLAZE BLUE 
Diameter 127% inches 

XVIIIth century. To most collectors the hall-mark of a piece of K’ang Hsi 
blue and white is its pure and vibrating color, and its wonderful harmony 
with the faintly greenish glaze. In the small plate (Fig. 1) with a freely 

Figure 8 VaAse PAINTED IN BLUE, Copper Rep AND CELADON GREEN 

Height 17% mches 
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Figure 5. Vase witH YELLOW GROUND WITH 

“ORANGE SKIN” SurFACE. DracGons In UNDER 
GLAZE BLUE. 

Height 26 inches 

could hardly be equaled. The noble large vase (Fig. 
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drawn design of pru- 
nus blossom, these 
qualities are used to 
the utmost advantage 

the white porcelain 

shines with soft bril- 
liancy amid the depths 
of the blue, and each 
enhances the other, If 
we knew nothing of 

the beauty of flowers, 
such designs as this, 
regarded only as ab- 
stract patternings, 
would stir us no less 
deeply. Equally lovely 
in design are two 

other plates (igs. 2 
and 3). That with the 
fish-dragon was once 
in Whistler’s collec- 
tion and is one of a 
series of four, all with 
variations on the same 
delightful theme. ‘The 
pine-tree plate is of 
rare beauty in its in- 
sistence upon masses 
of dark color, fretted 
by delicate pencilings. 

Closely in touch with 
Chinese traditions of 
painting is the gravely 
beautiful design of 
lotuses, on a large 
plate (Fig. 4) lately 
given to the South 
Kensington Museum 
by Mr. Sydney 

Vacher. A version of 
a Sung painting, it is 
conceived afresh in 
terms of blue and 
white porcelain, and 
for rhythmical beauty 
of line and expres- 

siveness of brushwork 
5), 26 inches high, is 

painted in underglaze blue on a ground partly covered with light Imperial 
yellow, with “orange skin”’ surface, 
Salting Collection, and a superb 
example of many terse and force- 
ful designs, suggestive of rapid 
movement. Last of this little 
series of blue-painted porcelains, 
I have given a dish which sums 
up in itself all the delightful 
qualities of the large class to 
which it belongs (Fig. 6). Pret- 
tiness is here raised to the level 
of beauty. The familiar ladies 

and furniture, fences and grow- 
ing plants, are by themselves, as 
in many others, delightful pieces 
of brushwork; here they are 

composed with the most subtle 
art to form an entirely satisfying 

design, 
Akin to the blue, and often 

associated with it, are the rare 

paintings in copper-red. Though 
a K’ang Hsi potter named Lang 

alone fully possessed the secret 
of the deep blood-red copper 

monochromes, the painted color 
of the time was often dull and 
clouded, and even black. These 
clouded reds, though technical 

failures, are the occasion of many 
artistic successes. One of the 
finest K’ang Hsi pieces I know 
is a large vase of the noblest 
form, illustrated in Fig. 7, The 
red painting is blurred and 
sprinkled with black, but the 
grandeur of the great peach- 

spray is in no way diminished but 
is even heightened by this. Many 
of these cloudy red effects were 

intentional, as when dragons are 
depicted fading into clouds, or 

fishes into water. Another mas- 

FiGcure 9. 

It is one of the chief treasures of the 

terpiece of this class (Fig. 8) is a vase of a distinguished form, and oi 
feminine grace. Here the familiar leaves, flowers and rocks are rendered in 
copper-red, blue, and pale celadon moulded in slight relief. 

The qualities of line appropriate to enameled decoration are entirely dif- 
ferent from those demanded by the matt and absorbent surface of the un- 

FAMILLE VERTE PLATE, ENAMELED OVER THE GLAZE 

Diameter 133% inches 

glazed ware upon 
which the blue and 
copper-red _ painting 
was executed. The 
characteristic delicacy 
of the red and black 
outlines of the famille 
verte is illustrated in 
the large dish (Fig. 
9) with the ever de- 
lightful lady and 
child, The skill of its 
graceful composition 
of related curves may 
be appreciated from 
the figure; the jew- 

eled brilliance of its 
transparent greens 
and blues can only be 
guessed at from a 
photograph. 

The great vases in 
the Salting Collection 
with black, green and 
yellow grounds are 
amongst the classics 
of K’ang Hsi porce- 
lain, Surprisingly few 
subjects are found in 
their decoration, but 
an immense variety of 
designs. The rich 

black ground washed 
over with green was 
one of the great in- 
ventions of the reign, 
and its possibilities 
were fully appreciated 
by the artist-potters. 

The famille noire vase 
[ have illustrated 
(Fig, 10), with its 
“solemn bird” and 

rocks, and great 
climbing branches Ficure 10. FAMILLE Noire VASE 

painted in dusky pur- Height 26% inches 
ple, green and yellow 
comes as near to poetry as the self-possession of the XVIIIth century would 
allow, Many of the others have so frequently been published that I need only 
recall the clustered white prunus shining magically on its black ground; the 

massed blossoms touched with 
red, or the sparsely strewn larger 
Howers with a few touches of the 
beautiful violet-blue enamel so 
rare and prized on these su- 

premely decorative vases. 
The designs of the famille 

noire are the lordly relatives of a 

class which includes some of the 
most charming things in Chinese 
porcelain, the san ts’ai or three- 

colored wares, emaillé sur biscuit. 
Without colored illustrations it is 
impossible to do justice to these 
charming small pieces, with their 
soft harmony of leaf-green, pale 

yellow and aubergine. I have 

chosen however a delightful small 
vase with ladies and child (Fig. 

11) as an instance of the freely 
drawn and sensitive designs so 
often found upon them. 

Finally, and by no means least 

important in this brief review, we 
have some very noteworthy qual- 
ities of form nowhere better seen 
than in the noble monochromes. 
It is a fact seldom appreciated 
that the potter’s craft is a branch 
of plastic art, legitimately ab- 
stract, and as authentically sculp- 
ture as the work of any modeler 
in clay, Form in pottery is more 
than mere profile, and mass plays 
an important part in it, To ap- 
preciate this fully necessitates an 
actual handling of the wares, and 
| know of no better instance than 

some of the white Fukien cups, 
whose peculiar charm depends 
upon the subtle relation between 
their outlines, and their weight 

and thickness, as much as on the creamy color and melting glaze of the lovely 

material, The profiles of K’ang Hsi porcelains show an indefinable family 
relationship, as every experienced collector knows, but it is rare to find a full 
appreciation of the beauty of their curves, and of the infinite variety shown 
by each of the few stock forms. : 
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DRAWINGS FROM THE E. W. COLLECTI 

“Erupe” (36x25 cm.) 

HE collection of drawings by old masters from which the illustrations 
on this and the two following pages have been chosen is that of a 

French artist, M.-E. W., of the modern school. It is further evi- 
dence, if such were needed, that in Europe as in America it is the 
so-called “modern” artist who has the keenest appreciation and most 

certain knowledge of the art, not only of the present but also of the past. 
Obviously the collector made his selections with quality the first con- 

sideration. Although the drawings are unusually well documented one is led 
to believe that the facts that most of the attributions are beyond dispute and 
that the masters to whom the drawings are ascribed include many of the 
great names of the Renaissance in Italy and the Flemish, French and German 
schools, with several examples of the XVIIIth century, are due to a practice 
of selecting from internal rather than documentary evidence, 

The four drawings which we have chosen for publication have been 
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By MICHELANGELO 

reproduced from the catalog issued by Frederik Muller & Co., of Amsterdam, 
in whose rooms the entire collection is to be sold on the fifteenth and six- 
teenth of June. These four drawings are typical of the discrimination with 

which the collection was gathered. 
Formed during thirty years the collection, which numbers three hun- 

dred and forty-eight drawings, was brought together piece by piece. The 

collector unearthed many of them in obscure shops, bought others at small 
auction sales. Several have been the means to the discovery or re-attribution 
of paintings for which they were studies. There is an unusual number of 

studies, quick records of an idea or form. To this group belong the four 
drawings illustrated here. 

In the page of drawings by Michelangelo both sides of the paper 
are drawn upon. In our illustration the torso whose tremendous vitality is 
suggested with great economy of means is a study for a kneeling figure in 



“ErupeE DE FEMME” (41x33 cm.) 

“The Sacrifice of Noah.”” The arm and hand are those of the figure of Adam 
in “Creation.” A page similar to this is in the British Museum. 

It would be difficult to find a drawing more representative of \eronese 
than this “Etude de femme.” Simple as it is it suggests his sumptuousness, 
his rounded, rolling forms; and it is magnificently drawn. There 1s a greatet 
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By Paoto VERONESE 

austerity in the Durer. Lines here are sharp and dramatic; there is hard, 
corded strength in the outstretched arms. In Rubens’ “Silenus” a figure com- 

pletely at variance with the other three is as finely rendered. The torso and 
arm of the Michelangelo drawing are Herculean, great muscular power is 
glorified: Veronese’s woman is a creature of firm, rounded flesh, a satis- 
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“ETuDE DE FEMME” 
(14x17 cm.) 

By Axprecut Direr 

factory mate for a man fashioned by Buonarotti. Nervous energy replaces in its folds with a cruel line, 
the physical in Durer’s drawing. Energy is absent in the Silenus. The great 
muscles have lost their strength, the flesh sags heavily and Rubens has bitten 

line more perfect. 
But in no drawing in the collection is the 

Although requirements of space prohibit more illustra- 
tions, mention should be made of the Hans Leu and Perugino drawings 

“ETUDE DE SILENE EN 
Marcue” (45x42 cm.) 

By Peter Pavut Ruspens 

end. ~ Sg See 
oe 
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“ADORATION OF THE Maal" 
> Collection of Maitland F. Griggs By Masaccio 

RECENT DISCOVERIES IN ITALIAN PAINTING 

By PAULINA POPE MILLER 

HE WHOLE sequence of Italian painting has always provided a 

tempting tangle of beauty and history for the esthetically curious, but 
in late years,a new manner of penetrating it has arisen. This is 
neither by ecstatic impression nor documentary research alone, but 
rather by a harmony of the two, where fact and sensation balance 

one another to the nearer vision of reality. As a result, an amazing number 
of lost or miscalled pictures, and of shrouded artistic personalities have come 

out again into the light of day. 
Some of these paintings may be seen publicly or privately, and a few of 

the articles upon them have not been forgotten. But, as is inevitable with a 
public which does not reread magazines, too many of them appear “like snow 

upon the desert’s dusty face, linger a little while, and then—are gone,” down 
into the neat oblivion of library files. Therefore it is well to call them to 

mind at times, and to notice again the sensitive patience or magnificent luck 
of the men who recognized them. 

Many of these treasures, émigrés, have settled in America, and among 

“THe JOURNEY OF THE MAGI” In the Kaiser Friedrich Museum 

the recent arrivals are two splendid examples of XIIIth century tempera 
painting, One is a strange aloof Madonna now in the possession of Mr. 

John Nicholas Brown of Providence, which has recently been attributed but 
awaits publication. ‘The other is the magnificent triptych published by Bern- 
ard Berenson as a “newly discovered Cimabue,” (Art in America, October, 
1922) and now in Mr. Carl W. Hamilton’s collection. 

An historically documented and so even more tremendous discovery of 
some ten years ago might also have been in this country. For the famous 
“Ognissanti Dormition of the Virgin” which Mr. F. Mason Perkins found 

in 1913 was offered to the Metropolitan Museum, and to have missed seizing 
such an opportunity means that a rare Giotto is forever lost to America. 
Dr. Bode of the Berlin Museum bought it in 1914 for a fabulous sum. So 
it now hangs in the Kaiser [Friedrich Museum, a most stately and moving 
last sleep of the Virgin, with saints and apostles to surround her and a 
strong gracious Christ to bear away her soul. 

Contemporary with Giotto in Florence was an influential painter whom 

By SASSETTA 



Suida began to establish in 1905 as the St. Cecily 
Master. Dr. Osvald Sirén recently published in the 
Burlington Magazine (June 1924), a newly discovered 
altarpiece by this graceful artist whom he identifies, on 
evidence which is still very inconclusive, with the genial 
3uffalmadco mentioned by Boccaccio. Vasari lists his 

works but now they are all either lost or in an un- 
recognizable state. This interesting panel which be- 
longs to George Wildenstein and is now in New York, 
represents the large figure of St. Catherine of Alex- 
andria and twelve scenes from her legend, in the tra- 

ditional altar-frontal form of the Florentine trecento. 
Recent researches on this confused period and that 

closely following it have succeeded in bringing some 
light to bear on the personality of another and younger 
contemporary of Giotto, Nardo de Cione. He had not 
been entirely distinguished from his brother, the great 

Orcagna, temperamentally dissimilar as he is, until Mr. 

Richard Offner’s analysis (Art in America, April 1924) 
which, with his addition of several important new 
works, reveals an artist of sensibility and great lyric 
expressiveness, trained under an unrivaled master of 

light and shadow modeling, of structural solidity and 
rich texture. The Goldman triptych of the Virgin and 
Child between St. Peter and St. John, two panels of 

saints in the Jarves Collection, New Haven, and three 
in the National Gallery, London, were all previously 

attributed to Orcagna, but Mr, Offner has recognized 
in them Nardo’s greater refinement and more gracious 
sentiment. In these panels as in the frescoes of Para- 
dise in Santa Maria Novella, the figures of male saints 
are less winning than that of the remote and tender 
Queen of Heaven or her attendants, for Nardo was 
preeminently a painter of women, and what in them is 
rhythmic grace is apt to become jerky nervousness or 
schematized repose in the representations of men. 

An elder contemporary of Nardo, a Sienese per- 
sonality lost and nameless through the scattering of his 
obscure works, was brilliantly identified a few ‘years 
ago by Bernard Berenson under the designation Ugolino 

Lorenzetti. The reconstruction was based on the stylistic 
study of a large Nativity in the Fogg Museum, Cam- 
bridge, in which are evident the derivation from 
Duccio’s pupil Ugolino, and the influence of Pietro 

Lorenzetti which explain the name, Among the most 
important of his works are a polyptych with three- 
quarter length figures and a predella of saints in the 

Santa Croce refectory, and a triptych of which the 
center panel, a similar Virgin and Child, is in Fogliano, 

and the side panels, the youthful saints Galgano and 
Ansano, are in the Siena Academy. Mr. Berenson 
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knew also a lost polyptych originally in the Church of San Agostino at San Gimignano, The 

charming little tabernacle ascribed to Pietro Lorenzetti in Mrs, Gardner’s collection in Boston, is 

also by this master, and two crucifixion scenes of the same combined narrative and dramatic fervor, 
one in the Louvre, the other in Mr. Berenson’s own collection at Settignano. There are also four 
saints from a scattered polyptych at Pisa, and a delicate Annunciation with eight saints on a pair of 

shutters in the Johnson collection in Philadelphia. These works all seem to fall between the years 

1324 and 1335. 
Ernest T. Dewald in a very penetrating article (Art Studies, 1923) has thrown further light 

on Ugolino Lorenzetti and his immediate milieu. In reconstructing the “Master of the Ovile 

Madonna” he observes the overlapping of this painter with Ugolino Lorenzetti through the dis- 
covery in the Bordonaro-Chiaramonte collection of the lost polyptych of San Gimignano, The 
considerable work of the Ovile Master, which includes two Madonnas (No. 76, 80), St. Gregory, 
and an Assumption of the Virgin in the Belli Arti, Siena, and the Grosseto Madonna, all for- 
merly attributed to Pietro Lorenzetti, is therefore linked with that of Ugolino Lorenzetti into a 
well-defined personality, near to Pietro, but possessed of unmistakable individual flavor, The 
inclusion of the Montepulciano Coronation of the Virgin, really by Giacomo di. Mino but disfigured 

by repaint, is the only error in this series of discoveries. 
Another Sienese painter of this period who has been too little known is Barna da Siena, whose 

lovely Mystic Marriage of St. Catherine in the Boston Museum is even now ascribed to Lippo 
Memmi. Yet fifteen years ago Count Umberto Gnoli recognized its graver strength to be that of 
Barna (Revue de l'art chrétien, 1911, p. 339), and George H, Edgell published it again in Art 
in America (February 1924). The other attributions made by Dr. Edgell in this article, and those 

by Dr. Van Marle in the Rassegna d’ Arte are less convincing, But the large Boston panel is singu- 
larly characteristic in conception and handling. The standing figures of the Saviour and the 
tremulous Saint are distant and abstracted against a pale gold ground; the predella scenes suggest 
that the panel was ordered to commemorate a happy reconciliation of the two brothers pictured in it, 

This symbolical preoccupation gradually changed in the course of the succeeding century to a 
more pictorial interest among the Sienese painters. Stefano di Giovanni, called Sassetta, is a 
peculiarly happy exponent of this tendency, and his little “Journey of the Magi,” acquired by Mr. 
Maitland F. Griggs, last year, is a delicious example of it, which we are fortunate to be able to 
reproduce. It formerly belonged to the Marchioness of Crewe, and was attributed to Paolo Uccello 
until Mr. Roger Fry published it (Burlington Magazine, December 1912), but bears all the signs of 
Sassetta’s pecularly individual story-telling style. The childlike playfulness and humor make the 

little procession of pilgrims, guided by a star which serviceably marches down the road instead of 
shining in heaven, among the most engaging conceptions of this very lovable master. 

The Chalandon Sassetas now in the hands of Sir Joseph Duveen are likewise a significant 

addition to American ownership, They are similarly intimate legends of the St. Francis cycle, and 
were published by Mr. Berenson in his essay on A Sienese Painter of the Franciscan Legend (1903). 
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THE VIRGIN AND CHILD WITH SAINTS” By DoMENICO VENEZIANO 

The altar piece of which the five predella subjects, reproduced on this and the following page, are here brought together for the first time. 

“THe ANNUNCIATION” In The Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge. Formerly ascribed to Ghirlandaio. By DomMeNIco VENEZIANO 
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“Sr. Francis RECEIVING THE STIGMATA” By Domenico VENEZIANO 

Contini Collection, Rome 

This period, the first half of the quattrocento, was dominated in Florence 
by the great figure of Masaccio, and that of his teacher Masolino, men whose 
works tradition has almost imextricably confused, but the hand of Masolino 

was acutely recognized by Mr. F. Mason Perkins in a fresco of the Madonna 
in St. Fortunatus, Todi, which he published in 1907, (Rassegna d’ Arte.) 

Berenson and Guido Cagnolo had likewise independently discovered it, and 
the further reconstruction of this shrouded personality has recently been 
augmented by important discoveries near Florence, 

The large figure of a saint which Mr. Offner found in San Giuliano a 
Settimo, and the predella panel discovered by Mr. Berenson in the Musée 
Ingres at Montauban, illustrating the parricide of San Giuliano, were evi- 
dently by the same hand, and one that revealed the intimate marks of Maso- 

lino’s style. These independent conclusions were published by Mr. Berenson 
and Mr. Offner in the same issue of Dedalo (March 1923). In July of the 
same year Signor Pietro Toesca published in the Bolletino d’ Arte a Virgin 

and Child closely related stylistically to these San Giuliano panels. He had 
discovered it in Santa Maria a Novoli shortly before it disappeared from there 
by theft. These three parts of the same altarpiece answer so completely to 

Vasari’s minute description of a triptych which, with his usual unreliability, 
he says Masaccio painted for Santa Maria Maggiore, that there can be no 

doubt of their identity. Masolino however, not Masaccio, is the author. 
An authentic Masaccio was discovered nevertheless, by Mr. Berenson; 

Mr. Arthur F. Sutton’s Madonna in Brant-Broughton which had long been 
attributed to Gentile da Fabriana. He recognized it as the central part of a 
polyptych painted by Masaccio for the Carmine a Pisa, which Vasari describes, 

and which disappeared after the dissolution of the monastery in the XVIth 
century. This able discovery leads to the reconstruction of the polyptych, for 
the entire predella is known in the Berlin Museum, an Epiphany, with 
scenes of the beheading of St. John the Baptist, and the crucifixion of St. 
Peter. A few other parts are known as well: a row of small saints in the 
Museum in Berlin, and two single larger figures of saints, in Pisa and Vienna 
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respectively. As this century approached its end in Florence the character of 
the painting changed with the spread of Renaissance joie de vivre, just as the 
technique altered with the popularization of oil as a medium, Consequently 
the portrayal of character, which a religious and idealistic society did not 
encourage, becomes increasingly alluring, especially as oil proved so much 
readier a medium for recording impression, Two very fine portraits of this 
period previously known but first published by Richard Offner, were ex- 

hibited in the amazing gathering in the Duveen gallery in the spring of 1924. 
One of them, a young woman by Pisanello, turned up about four years ago 

and is now owned by Mr. Clarence MacKay. It has a spicy worldly wisdom, 
and will give rare pleasure to those who enjoy quattrocento profiles of the 
proud young Florentines, overdressed and faintly dissatisfied as they seem. 

The other, the portrait of a Young Man by Castagna’in the Morgan 
Library, reveals an even subtler psychological: insight, instantaneously ex- 
posing the complex yet unambiguous character of the sitter, in a cool and 

masterly fashion that is free from nuances and yet of unlimited suggestive- 
ness. It was once in the collection of the Marchese Torrigiani in Florence, 
and then belonged to Rodolphe Kann. 

New York private collections have other magnificent examples of this 
same period in Tuscany and Umbria. There is in Mr. Carl W, Hamilton’s 

collection the last panel from the scattered predella of the altarpiece which 
Domenico Veneziano painted for Santa Lucia dei Magnoli, The discovery, 
by Mr. Berenson and Mr. Offner independently, of this little St. John the 

Baptist, was a momentous event of last year, and means that the altarpiece 
can at last be known in entirety again, 

Its central panel, an enthroned Virgin and Child with four saints, is in 
the Uffizi; the predella was known to consist of an Annunciation and scenes 
from the lives of the four saints. Dr. Bode first found the little martyrdom 
of St. Lucy in Berlin; the radiant Annunciation which Professor Yukio 

Yashiro recognized in the Fitzwilham Library, Cambridge, given to Ghir- 

“MartTYRDOM oF St. Lucy” By DomMENIco VENEZIANO 

In The Berlin Museum 
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landaio was also seen and published by Venturi 

(L’ Arte, 1925, p. 28). The scene of St. Zeno- 

bius is likewise in the same collection. Roberto 

Loughi found the panel of St. Francis receiving 

the Stigmata last year in the Contini Collection, 
Rome (L’ Arte, 1925, p. 31). The last discovered 

panel, that in the Hamilton collection, is perhaps 
the most romantic of the scenes. The space 
spreads gently about the figure of the young Bap- 

tist, who stands in luminous solitude among the 

sharp-edged rocks. 
In the article above mentioned Signor Longhi 

publishes a remarkable tondo, an Adoration of the 
Magi, which is listed in the Berlin Museum 

(where it hangs) as School of Pisanello, and 
which the sensitive recognition of Mr. William 
Rankin first retrieved for Domenico Veneziano. 

The attribution of a Crucifixion with two saints in 
Florence by Signor A. Chiapelli is less happy. 

However not all the discoveries of the cen- 
tury are Florentine. Much light has recently been 
thrown on Antonello da Messina, the amazing 
Sicilian who influenced and was influenced by 

Venetian painting, The almost geometrical con- 
structions and surfaces like chiseled marble which 

make him seem so strangely modern, are further 
revealed in every addition to his strangely un- 
sensuous work, The exquisite little Annunciation 
in Syracuse was discovered in 1907 by Lionello 

Venturi; the Benson Madonna in London which 
Mr. Berenson published six years later is even 
more masterly in the ordered simplicity of its 
curves and planes. And the portrait of a young 
man in Mr. Altman’s collection shows the same 
clear unfathomable look, the same smile, a 
straight-lipped mouth curving smoothly up at the 

corners. The fine Johnson portrait, which Mr. 
Perkins published in the Rassegna d’arte (1905, 
p. 130), shows similar breadth of design and dis- 
tinctive handling. The face is heavier and older 
than that of the Altman youth, but it is the same 

mouth, the smile slightly more subdued. 
Mr. Berenson’s recognition of this same hand 

in the ruined fresco of St. Sebastian in Verona 
was incredibly acute (Dedalo, June 1923). He 
also began the tentative reconstruction of the San 
Cassiano altarpiece which Antonello is known to 
have painted in Venice, with his discovery of a 
cut down fragment of its central panel. This was 

a Madonna in Vienna which had borne his own 
hesitant ascription to the Pseudo-Boccaccino. 
Venturi later discovered another fragment, the 
head of a monk who bears in his hand the model 
of a church very like the drawings of San Cas- 
siano (L’Arte, 1921, p. 71). Then Berenson 

found that a third head, that of a saint in Buda- 
Pesth which he had formerly thought by Calena, 
was likewise cut out of a larger work. The 
judicious cleaning of all these pieces brings to 
light again the distinctive marks of Antonello’s 
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“THE ANNUNCIATION™ In The Syracuse Museum By ANTONELLO DA MESSINA style, whether or not they are all really part of the ruined altarpiece. 

In spite of his power not all the young Venetians came under Antonello’s 

intellectual influence. Carpaccio lived his life quite apart, painting saintly 
legends in delightful genre, and long pageants tor the féte-loving 

Venetians. But a Venetian figure of more noble proportions than 

this has been coming into light through the researches of Mr. Berenson and 
others, The personality of Giovanni Bellini is more clearly defined now than 
ever before and has led to the restitution to him of a large number of im- 
portant works, long other-named, The magnificent Santa Giustina in Milan, 

hidden away in the Bagatti-Valsecchi collection, has long dignified the oeuvre 
of Alvise Vivarini, following Morelli’s ancient lead. Some thirty years ago 

Mr, Berenson himself, in a then fresh enthusiasm for Alvise, saw no question 
of the justice of the attribution; no one else apparently looked upon the 

rounded vibrant figure of the standing saint with unprejudiced vision until 
Berenson himself saw it again in 1916, and immediately reacted to it as only 

to a Bellini. If Alvise’s light is almost entirely snuffed out by the loss of this 
astonishing picture, Bellini’s fame is increased with its acquisition. 

There is also a Resurrection in Berlin which Mr, Berenson retrieved 
from the shadow of Venturi’s attribution to Bartholomeo Veneto (L'Arte, 

1906). And the last two decades have seen a number of important Madonnas 
added to the list of Bellini’s distinctive conceptions. They are due to the 
insight of various critics: J. P. Richter recognized the lovely Davis Madonna 
in Newport, under Morelli’s old label to Alvise Vivarini, and Roger Fry was 
first to publish the Madonna of the Metropolitan Museum (Bulletin, Oct. 

1908). The following year Venturi identified the memorable Huntington 
picture (L’Arte, 1909). Mr. Lehman’s Virgin with the charming sulky child 

was a discovery of Count Gnoli (Rassegna darte, 1911), and to the dis- 
criminating perception of William Rankin is due the gracious Winthrop 
Mother and Child. 

Bellini thus represents the most lofty and spiritualized side of the sensu- 
ousness that is so essentially Venetian. And in Florence the similar heights 
are seized by Botticelli, who conveys by a melody of motion and gracility the 

curious kind of mental sensuousness that is as essentially Florentine, 

I take this opportunity of expressing my gratitude to Professor Richard Offner 
who has kindly revised these attributions—P. P. M. 
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AN ARCHAIC GREEK GODDESS 

HIE most important recent discovery in the realm of Greek sculpture 
is the archaic statue of a goddess which was purchased last year by 
the Berlin Museum. Writing in the Amtliche Berichte aus der staat- 
lichen Kunstsammlungen of the Berlin Museum, Professor Karl 
Wiegand, Curator of the Classical Department, states : 

The subject of the figure will remain in doubt just so long as one is 
ignorant of the more important facts regarding its provenance, The pome- 

granate need not be interpreted as referring to the underworld. The Kori 
of the Acropolis also carry them, and in that case they refer neither to 
Demeter-Kore, nor to the worship of the dead. What other goddess could 
be considered? U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff suggests Aphrodite and 

one must grant that this goddess was regarded as the creator of the pome- 
granate tree. In the hands of a fully clothed archaic Attic Aphrodite, the 
pomegranate would be simply a symbol of fertility. However, connection 
with the grave is not thereby eliminated. Nor does the size of the figure 

forbid it, 
The statue is carved from a single block of finely crystallized marble 

whose bluish markings and light golden patina identify it as Attic and more 
particularly as Hymettic in origin, 

The total height of the sculpture is 1.95 metres; the height of the foot 
plinth is 9.5 centimetres, the height of the head from chin to the upper edge 
of the crown, 31 centimetres. The length of the face alone, from chin to 

skull is about 21 centimetres. It is therefore a trifle over life size. 
The condition is remarkable. There are no traces of disfiguring dis- 

integrations. The figure must have been buried in the sheltering earth at a 
very early date and preservation was particularly favored by the fact that 
the limbs and arms are sculptured close to the body. On the right hand a 
small piece has been splintered away since antiquity and small damages to 
the feet occurred at a much later date. The neck was broken and it can be 
observed that the broken surfaces have been fastened together, Before its 
acquisition, the figure was in three parts, the second portion going from the 

neck through the hips, the third through the thigh. The two horizontal fis 
sures which thus occurred have been filled in and can be observed in repro- 
ductions of the statue without being in any way disturbing. [ 

the sculpture still shows all the delicacies of chiseling. 
The surface of 

Clear traces of polychromy are found all over the statue. The long 

girdled garment was red with a broad, simple meander pattern running down 
from the centre in four stripes (blue, red, yellow, blue). A decorative 
meander border in vellow, blue, yellow red and blue, finished the neck of the 

dress. The straps and borders of the sandals are red. as is also the orna- 
ment of the cylindrical crown with meander border, above which is a pattern 

of alternating lotus blossoms and buds, The scarf was yellow, while the 
horder and tassel were red. The pupil of the left eye still shows a small 

trace of the original reddish brown color; there are also indications that the 
eyebrows were rendered in color, The same is true of the lips. 

The beauty of workmanship proves that this statue does not date from 
the very beginnings of Attic stone sculpture, but is the product of a com- 
paratively long development from still more primitive forms. Lacking re- 
liable information as to the place of its discovery, we are thrown back on 
stylistic comparisons for our information and these point consistently to 
Attica. One of the most important analogies with this figure is found in a 
marble head unearthed in the German excavations in the Dipylon of Athens. 
It has the same long face and high forehead with widely opened, evenly 
marked eyes which are pointed like arrows at the outer corners. It shows 
the subordination of the neck bone and the decoratively formed ear, set far 
back and extremely high on the head, In the Hydraphore of the limestone 
pediment of the Acropolis, depicting a scene from the story of Troilus, the 
eyes of the figures have the same shape, while the hair and red chiton are 
also very similar. The eyes of the throned Zeus are very similarly rendered 
in the pediment depicting the Induction of Heracles, 

As to the period in which our statue was made, we can only say that there 
are the closest analogies between it and the limestone sculptures of the Acropo- 
lis and that the figure cannot be much later than the oldest of the large 
marble figures of the Acropolis Museum, the “Calf Bearer.” If, as Schrader 

claims, the Kore, No. 679, was done in about 530 B.C. then it does not seem 
conceivable to me that the present statue can have come into being only a 
generation before and I would place the date a further generation back, into 

the first quarter of the \Ith century or even towards the end of the VIIth. 
This would be in agreement with R. Heberding, as he dates the closely 
related Hydrophere of the Troilus pediment about 600. 

Karly in 1924 this statue was offered to the department of antiquities 
of the Berlin Museum. For a long time the acquisition of the sculpture 
seemed impossible, due to lack of public funds. To raise the money through 
private donations seemed extremely difficult, as the archaic beauty of the 

statue had little appeal for the layman, However, after great exertions, in 

which the scholars Robert Zahn and Franz Studniczka were very active, 
sufficient money was raised, Men active in public affairs and a large circle 
of art lovers banded together and with the cooperation of the authorities of 
Prussia, Berlin and several Prussian provinces, gradually accumulated the 
large sum required, 

THE Art NEws is indebted to Jacob Hirsch of Geneva for permission to 
publish his superb photographs. 
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HE EARLY YEARS of the X\VIIIth century may be said to have 

ushered in the domestic period of silversmiths’ work, Before passing 
to the consideration of the objects with which this article is 
concerned it is useful to recall the 
circumstances which preceded this 

period. Art, and especially industrial art, is 
the reflection of the spirit and the fashion of its 
day; and so we find a period of extravagance 
and fussy display usually followed by a re- 
action in favor ot simplicity, ‘This is precisely 
what happened with the silversmiths’ art. lorty 

years betore the beginning of the XVIIIth 
century Charles 11—the “Merrie Monarch” had 
ascended the throne, and the stern spirit of the 
Cromwellian period gave way to a love of com- 
fort, leading to luxury and extravagance evi- 
denced by the pathetic reflection of John Evelyn 
in his well-known diary—‘to this excess of 
superfluity were we now arrived, and that not 

only at Court, but almost universally, even to 
wantonness and,profusion.” ‘lo this period we 
owe some of the regalia for the production of 
which the coronation of Charles I] had to be 
postponed, the sumptuous possessions of the 
livery companies of the City of London and ot 
municipal bodies throughout the country, and 

the massive plate still preserved by the nobility, 
not to mention silver furniture in the form of 

mirrors, pie-dogs, tables, and caudle cups 
( Plate 9), All of it is very elaborate and showy. 

the outward sign of the spirit of the age. 
But before the end of the XVIIth century 

there were signs of a change, and the exuber- 

ance of form and ornamentation in silver began 
to yield in favor of a re-action in the direction 
of simplicity. In domestic life the large side- 
board of plate, hitherto a prominent feature of 

the dining room, to a large extent disappeared, 
and silver for use and not for display was 
placed on the table in greater quantities than 
heretofore. There were other causes contrib- 
utory to this new move which must be taken into consideration. The most 
important of these was the introduction of tea, coffee, and chocolate. All three 
had appeared within a 

few years of each other, 
shortly after the middic 

of the XVIIth century. 

We find an early adver 
tisement Of tea in 1658 in 
the Mercurius loliticus, 

“That excellent and by all 

Physicians approved 
China drink called by the 
Chineans Tcha, by other 

nations Tay, alias Tee, is 
sold at the Sultaness- 

head, a Cophee-hcuse in 
Sweetings Rents, by the 

Royal Exchange, Lond- 

Prate 1. Tea Kerri 

time mentions this new 
drink more than once. Hle, like others, was not quite sure of its use: but 
at least his opinion was not that of a contemporary writer who character- 

PLATE 3, CrEAM JuG, SUGAR Bow. AND CorFrre Pot 
1722 1745 1728, Paul Lamerte 
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ized tea-drinking as a ‘filthy custom which no Christian family should admit.” 

WATTS, F. S.A 

nor of those magistrates and ministers who urged that the use of tea would 
result in “corruption of morals and debility of constitution.” Coffee also met 
with a gocd deal of opposition. An early coffee-house is mentioned in 1652 

and apparently such houses increased fairly 
rapidly, In 1675 Charles If made an effort to 
suppress them on the ground that they were 
dangerous centers of political agitation. Choco- 
late was advertised as early as 1657. All these 
three drinks quickly became popular, and by 
the beginning of the XVIILIth century, forme 
part of the everyday pleasures of the table. 
Incidentally it may be noted that the earliest 
silver tea-pot, perhaps also used for coffee, is in 
the Victoria and Albert Museuin, London; it 

bears the hall-mark for 1670. 
We must now notice two events which hap- 

pened towards the end of the XVIIth century 
and strongly affected the art of the silversmith 
in the period we are to consider. The first was 
the passing of a law in 1697 which enforced 
the use of a higher standard of silver: the metal 
was ccnsequently softer than before, and there. 
fore we find that hammered work gave way to 

cast work, and vessels are of a greater thick- 
ness. The second which profoundly influenced 
the English craftsman and for many vears 
almost dominated his art was the arrival in 
england of a large number of French silver- 
smiths who had been compelled to leave their 
ccuntry partly through religious persecution, 
and partly through the lamentable lack of work 
which followed hard upon Louis XIV’s extrav- 

agance, They were extremely able craftsmen, 
and their English brothers who had received 
them rather coldly, very soon began to admire 

the delicacy and finish of their work : thus their 
arrival resulted in a real stimulus to the art cf 
silversmithing in England. 

With these facts in our minds we can now 

turn to the consideration of the period with 
which we are concerned, opening with the reign 

of Queen Anne in 1702, The p ypular idea of Queen Anne silver is associated 

with work in which the prominent feature is that of gadrooned ornament : this 
is incorrect, gadrooned 
work of that kind be- 
longing to a generation 

earlier. The true Queen 
Anne work is character 
ized by simplicity of 

form, bold mouldings 

and facetings, plain sur- 
faces affording an cppor 
tunity for the play of 

light, and a full apprecia- 

tion of the natural beauty 
of the metal: there is a 
firmness and _— solidity 
which contrasts strongly 
with the somewhat friv- 

gE, Lampe AND STAND, 1735 

on.” Samuel Pepys, the f Pirate 2. Tea Cappits axp Pot olous work of a previous 

diarist-historian of his 1741, Paul Lamerie 1745 1736 173)) age. It gave the silver- 
smith an opening for 

another beautiful branch of his art, engraving, at first in the form of finely ex 
ecuted heraldry, and later of delicate ornament. Tea, coffee and chocolate had 
passed into everyday use, Teapots were mainly of two forms: the first was a 

Pirate 4. CoFFEE Ports 

1758 1738 1715 



PLATE 8. 

1728 1718 1713 

simple vessel of globular form resting on a 

moulded base: the spout is straight and the handle 
of wood in the form of a scroll (Plate 1). A sec- 

ond pot was pear-shaped either of round or poly- 
gonal plan with a curved spout: a rarer vessel was 
sjuare. Tea-kettles followed the same outlines: 
they usually rested on a scroll work frame which 

enclosed the lamp for heating. A globular ex- 
ample is shown in Plate 2, the beauty of which 

is enhanced by delicate engraving : a melon-shaped 
variation of this form is seen in a magnificent 
piece in the Royal collection at Windser Castle. 
Pear-shaped examples are not uncommon, either 

of circular or polygonal plan. Coffee-pots varied 
considerably : at first we find a conical vessel either 
circular or octagonal with a domed cover, almost 
entirely plain: the handle is sometimes at right 
angles to the spout (Plates, 3, 4). Later a new 
form appears of elongated pear shape: Plate 4 
shows two examples, both of them made in the 

same year, but one entirely plain, the other almost covered with decoration. 
The necessary adjuncts to these vessels are seen in the simple cream jug and 

the attractive, grooved 
sugar-bowl illustrated in 
Plate 3. Tea-caddies 
were also an important 
feature of the tea-table: 

they are usually found in 
pairs or threes, the for 
mer sometimes 
panied by a sugar-bowl 

and the whole enclosed 
in a wooden case, late 

1 shows three varieties 

two of them plain with a 
domed or flat cover, the 
third a more decorated 
piece. Complete tea-sets 
are extremely rare and 

silver tea-cups are not 
often met with, 

accom- 

1732 

in the handsome example 
illustrated in Plate 5. 

Sauce boats were a na- 
tural addition. Plate 6 
vives three examples, one 
quite plain but of uncom- 
monly pleasing outline, a 
richer piece with the un 

iisual feature of feur 
teet, and a third with a 
fine handle in the form of 
an eagle Our forefathers 
were rather fond of cruet 
stands: they consisted of 
a frame of scroll-work 
within which were con 
tained three casters of 

silver and two glass bot- 
tles. The casters have 
survived while the 
frames have mostly been 
destroyed. A group is 
shown in Plate 7: an 

early example of cylin- 
drical form belongs to 

the reign of William and 
Mary, the other three are 
pear-shaped and circular 

or polygonal with good 

1728, Jrish 

meuldings, typical pieces 

SALTCELLARS AND PEPPER Px IT 
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1740, Paul Lamerie 

PLATE 

Soup tureens became common during this period, 
plain like other vessels, they tended to become richly decorated, as may be seen 

5 

Pate 12. 

Soup TUREEN, 

1719 

1733 

BoaTs PLate 6. SAUCE 
1743, Paul Lamerie 

At first 

1707 

times with borders of delicately engraved work, 
the silversmith lavished his skill was the cake-basket, such as is illustrated in 

Lovinc Cups 

CASTERS 

1714 1691 1724 

PLATE 7. 

of the period of Queen Anne. Notice also the 
beautiful piercing ot the covers, an art which the 

silversmith had brought to a high pitch of perfec- 
tion. Salt-cellars of small size were provided in 

considerable numbers, The day of the great cere- 
monial salt-cellar which occupied the important 
place on the dining table had entirely passed away, 

and all that remained was the salt cellar of a few 
inches in length. These are not without merit: 

they are either circular or polygonal, and generally 
plain: a later variety is a circular bowl on three 

feet. Plate 8 also includes a very simple pepper- 
pot which seems to have little virtue beyond that 
of rarity which forces its price to an absurd height. 

Salvers show a great variety of forms, The 
most popular had a shaped rim in what is termed 

“Chippendale” style and was enscribed with a cen- 
tral piece of engraving in masterly style. Square 

and oblong varieties are common, with rounded or 
incurved corners, sometimes quite plain, some- 

Another object upon which 

Plate 10. It will be no- 

ticed that the craftsman, 
Paul Lamerie, has used 

on it nearly all the pro- 
cesses Of which he was 
master, casting, piercing, 
engraving, and chasing. 
A great variety of these 
objects are known, from 

the simple basket of lat- 
tice-work to the elaborate 
piece such as illustrated. 

Table candlesticks of 
the early years of the 
XV IIIth century are typ- 

ical of the Queen Anne 

style. Therforms, 
1745 

F largely influenced by 

I‘rench style. are quite the best to profit by the play of light from the candle: 
the facetings, the mouldings, the octagonal or hexagonal shape, the plain 

surfaces—all have their 
part in the production of 
an object absolutely the 
best for its purpose. 

The  inkstand _ illus- 

trated in Plate 11 is ar 
example of an_ object 
much in use at the per 
iod: it is simple and di- 
rect and of good outline. 
It is, of course, possible 

to find similar pieces with 
elaborate decoration, 

At banquets the punch- 
bowl was an important 
vessel. We illustrate in 
Plate 11 a simple, plain 

example: there were 
other varieties with a 

heavily-moulded foot and 
movable rim, but the 
well-known Monteith 
seemed to be passing out 

of fashion. Wine coolers 
of ample capacity also 

played their part. The 
loving-cup of the period 

may be seen in Plate 12. 
a vessel with two bold 
handles, the body divided 

1711 



Pirate 13. Ewer ann Disu, 1718 

by a central horizontal rib: they vary from the absolutely plain to the rich and 
ornate. 

It could hardly be expected that silversmiths who were expert in every 

branch of their art could remain satisfied with work whose chief beauty lay in 

shape and outline; They began to add ornament here and there, chiefly in fine 
engraving and chasing: nothing is more attractive than the productions which 
followed immediately upon the simplicity of the Queen Anne period where the 

Pirate 11. PuNcu Bowt, 1714. INKSTAND, 1737 

Prate 9, CaupLeE Cup ANpD Cover, 1671 

ornamentation is subordinated to the general effect as may be noticed in some 

of the pieces illustrated. And even in the richest examples (in Plates 4, 5, 6, 
12) there is still a wholesome restraint and a due balance between the plain 
and the decorated parts, It would have been well if the silversmith of the 

day had stopped at this: but he was caught into the vortex of the rococo style 
which originated in France in the year 1723 and within a few years much of 
his work, marvellous in execution and finish, lacked the stately repose of that 

of the opening years of the century. Into this period we have not entered: but 
we will finish with a reference to an unusually rich Ewer and Salver (Plate 
13) which exhibits the degree of excellence attained by the craftsmen, and 

retains a symmetry of arrangement which is missing at a later period. 
Of able craftsmen the number is legion. Prominent among them was 

Paul Lamerie who in a long life produced work varying from the very simple 
to the very ornate. His work is highly valued and rightly so: but it should be 

remembered that there were many whose work was no less wonderful and 
whose skill was no less remarkable. 

This period of early domestic silver embracing the first forty or fifty 
years of the XVIIIth century may be rightly considered as one of the most 

prolific in the history of English silversmithing and its productions will 
always hold a foremost place for their technical excellence and artistic effect : 
they are a witness to the possibility of imparting beauty to the common things 
of daily life. 

[ am indebted for my illustrations Plates 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 10, 12, to the kind- 
ness of Mr. S. I. Phillips; for Plates 1, 4, 6, 11, 13, to Messrs. Harmon & 
lambert, of New Bond Street, London, and for Plate 9 to Messrs. Crichton 
of New York, who have generously supplied me with photographs of some of 

the treasures in their establishments. 

Pirate 10. Cake Basket, 1741, Paul Lamerie 
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A NOTE ON 

SIR WILLIAM 

BEECHEY, 

R.A. 

By 

WILLIAM T. WHETLEY 

HE PAINTER of the fine group, reproduced 
on this page, of Mrs. Raymond Symonds 
and her children, of Mynde Park, Here- 
ford, was the contemporary (the senior by 
a year) of Gilbert Stuart, and of John 

I loppner, R. A. and, like them, received his art train- 
ing in London. Beechey, who was born at Burford 
in Oxtordshire in 1753, was educated at the Royal 
\cademy school, which he entered on the same day 

as Rowlandson the caricaturist. Hoppner too was a 
student at the Academy and there is an anecdote in 
Dunlap about Gainsborough which suggests that 
Stuart also worked there. But the young American 
never attended the school. Always independent and 
self reliant he worked at no academies, but picked up 
his art education how and where he could, and picked 
it up extremely well, However, all the three young 
artists studied amid the same general surroundings 
and influences, and it seems possible that at one 
period that there was some resemblance between the 
painting of Beechey and Stuart. For to Beechey for 
many years was ascribed the portrait of Mrs. Sid- 
dens by Stuart, now in the National Portrait Gallery, 
London. . 

Beecher’s progress as an artist was slower than 

that of Stuart, whose reputation was made quickly, 
though not until he had passed through a period of 
privation. Beechey, who married young, had also a 
hard struggle to maintain himself and was obliged 
to leave the metropolis for Norwich, where he man- 
aged to build up a modest connection, chiefly by 
painting small portraits, In 1787 he returned to 
london and sent sixteen of these small portraits to 
the exhibition of the Royal Academy. Only one of 
them was hung and the artist sent the rejected fifteen 
to the gallery of Vandergucht, the dealer, where the 
admiration they excited caused some ef the news- 
papers to protest against the alleged injustice of the 
\cademicians, The Morning Herald went so far as 
to say that jealousy was the cause of their being 
turned out, as they possessed “a merit over every- 
thing in that line of painting” then in the exhibition. 
Mr. William Roberts in his book on Beechey records 
this incident but does not give the reason for the 
rejection, which is to be found in an entry in the 
minutes of the Royal Academy, on April 13th, 1787: 

“Mr. Beechey having sent two frames containing 

several small pictures—Resolved: That he be ac- 

quainted that unless he chooses to alter them so that they may be separate 
pictures they cannot be exhibited.” , 

However, the artist, who had sent fifteen portraits in two frames, declined 

to alter their arrangement, and as by the rules of the exhibition each had to 
be framed separately, the Academicians could do nothing else but return them 

to him. But the rejection, caused only by Beechey’s obstinacy, was the turn- 
ing point in his fortune, The attention called to his work by the affair 
brought him hundreds of pounds worth of commissions and from this time 
he never locked back. He soon acquired a fashionable connection, and his 
appointment a few years later as portrait painter to the Queen still further 
improved his position, Although anything but a courtier, for he had little 
polish and a bluff manner, he was a great favorite with George the Third and 

his family, all of whom sat to him. In 1798 he exhibited at the Academy a 
large equestrian portrait of the King at a review, for which it is said his 
Majesty gave him more sittings than he had ever given an artist before. In 
the same vear he was made a knight—a distinction that no painter had enjoyed 
since the death of Sir Joshua Reynolds—and was elected a Royal Academician, 

In popular cpinion he ranked now in the first flight of contemporary por- 
trait painters, and some of the critics thought him to be at least as good as 

the best of his rivals. He is compared with them in the following note on 

the Royal Academy exhibition, published on May 20th, 1802, in the Courter, 

a prominent daily journal of the time: 
“No. 61. Portrait of H.R.H. the Duke of Cumberland. Sir W. Beechey, 

R.A. This is a fine and ably drawn figure, and very like the young Prince 

whose name it bears. We think that Sir William Beechey looks at his objects 

with a more accurate eye than either Shee, Lawrence cr Hoppner, who are his 

only competitors.” 

Beechey was at his best in the following year, when he painted and exhibited 

at the Academy the portrait group of Mrs. Symonds and her children that is 

the subject of our illustration. In some respects it was the most striking 

work in the exhibiticn of 1803; it was given the place of honor in the 
principal gallery and was the object of general admiration and flattering com 
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“Mrs. RAYMOND SYMONDS 
Canvas 102! 

AND HER CHILDREN” By Str WitiiAMm Beecuey, R.A. 
» inches by 71% inches. Courtesy of Messrs. Thomas Agnew & Sons, London 

ments in the press. Both the Times and the Morning Post put Beechey’s name 
first when mentioning the men whose work at the Academy had added to 

their reputation. The Times said, in reviewing the exhibition :—“Among the 
artists the names of Sir William Beechey, Opie, Lawrence and Hoppner hold 
the most distinguished rank. In the family group by Beechey there is truth of 
design and force of coloring. It is placed in the centre of the Great Room 

and is one of the very best of his works.” 
The Morning Post was equally appreciative, but tempered its praise with 

criticism by suggesting, in a notice published on April 30th, 1803, that the 

general coloring of the picture erred on the side of ostentation, The critic of 

the Morning Post, who seems to have believed that painters were influenced 

by his remarks, followed up his comment of April 30th by the following para- 

eraph, which appeared on May 3rd:—‘Sir William Beechey, with the candor 

that always accompanies true genius, has attended to the criticisms which we 

ventured to make upon his large picture. He was employed on Sunday at the 

Royal Academy in softening and mellowing the effect of the piece.” 

Looking today at the harmonious tone of this portrait group it is difficult to 

believe that its color can ever have been ostentatious, and in any case it 1s 

unlikely that Beechey weuld have been permitted to retouch his canvas on any 

day but those alletted to the Academicians for the purposes. The story of 

the Sunday painting was probably a journalistic invention. 

\lthough Beechey afterwards contributed many excellent portraits to the 

\cademy none of them attracted so much attention as this group of Mrs. 

Symonds and her children, which the critic of the Times in 1803 was fully 

justified in describing as one of the very best of his works. 

The spelling of “Symonds” in the original Royal Academy catalogue is 

incorrect. It should be “Symons.” Mrs. Symons, née Mary Chapman, was 

the wife of Thos. Raymond, who on succeeding to the estate of Mynde Park 

(Sir R. Symons, Bart.), assumed the surname of Symons. The picture was 

hought, presumably from the family of Asher Wertheimer about 1907, and 

was exhibited at Berlin in 1907 and at Copenhagen in 1908 as by Hoppner. 
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“FittetteE AssisE Dans UNE Nursery” By Tourouse-Lautrec (1864-1904) 

FRENCH ACCESSIONS TO. THE LOUVRE 

MONG the many treasures added to the collections of the Louvre in the 

years between 1914 and 1919 the five examples reproduced here are of 
particular interest. The Romanesque head, the Ingres drawing, the 

Courbet and the Degas and Toulouse-Lautrec represent peaks in four 
great periods of French art. 

“Fillette assise dans une nursery” by Toulouse-Lautrec was given to the na- 

tion, with a “Guingette” by Van Gogh, by Pierre Goujon in 1914. M. Goujon, 

who was an officer in the French army, made a will at the outbreak of the war 
leaving these pictures to the Louvre. He was killed in action. 

“La source” by Courbet was painted in 1868. It was bought by the Louvre 

from the sale of paintings, drawings and studies by Courbet from the artist’s 
studio, held at the Galerie Georges Petit in July, 1919. 

“L’Odalisque a l’esclave” by Ingres was a bequest to the Louvre of Roger 
Galichon, made in 1918, A large picture of this subject was painted by Ingres 

for M. Marcotte-Genlis in 1839 and probably worked over in Rome in 1840. 
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By Courpet (1819-1877) “La SOURCE” 

When it was first shown privately in Paris it aroused great enthusiasm and in 

1855 when it was publicly exhibited it was hailed by Gautier as one of the greatest 
works of the master. The painting now belongs to M. Gustave Pereire, 

Some years later, probably at the request of Emile Gallichon, Ingres made a 

new drawing of the subject. This, the drawing illustrated here, except for minor 
modifications follows faithfully the painting of 1839-40. 

i “Portrait de famille” by Degas was bought by the Louvre before the sale of 

work from the artist’s studio, in 1918. It is thought that the figure at the right is 
a portrait of an Italian uncle of Degas and that the young woman standing behind 
the children is one of his two sisters. This picture was shown in the salon of 1865 
and inaugurated the series of paintings of contemporary life which marked Degas’ 
break with historical painting, 

The “Head of Christ,” a gift from M. Jacques Doucet in 1918, is a fragment 

from a XI[th century crucifix and is slightly larger than life size. Similar works 
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‘L’Opatisque A L’Escrave” By InGres (1780-1877) 

in which the figure is complete, dating from the same period, are in the Louvre 
and Cluny museums. It is probable. however, that this head is from a figure 
earlier than any other in these museums. 

“PorTRAIT DE FAMILLE” By Decas (1834-1917) 



Wor »D XIItwH Century, FRENCH, 
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“PAN AND FIGURES” By Riccto 

THE BARSANTI BRONZE COLLECTION 

HE CATALOGUE of the Alfredo Barsanti collection written by collecting too late in the day to hope to compete with men like Gustav Dreyfus, 
Foulc or J. Pierpont Morgan. Wisely, therefore, he set his net wider 

than they. Where Morgan concentrated all his energy on acquiring a small 

number of important works by the greatest masters of the Renaissance, 
Barsanti, more daring, undertook to explore the workshops of these same 

men and of their followers, confident of finding among the less known and 

Ludwig Pollak, with preface by Dr. Bode, and sumptuously printed K. 
at the expense of the owner, is the most valuable document on the 
history of Italian bronzes that has appeared since the war. Contained 
therein are one hundred and nine bronzes, dating from the end of the 

X1Vth to the beginning of the XVIIIth century. Signor Barsanti started 

THREE LAMPS By Riccio 



ost 

“VENUS” 

in many cases unknown, masters of 
the Quattro- and Cinquecenti, works of 

high quality. The works he has found 
more than justify his temerity. For 

out of the mass of mediocrity which 
passes with the trade for the best that 
can still be gotten in Italian bronzes, 
with nothing to guide him save his 
own eye, he has assembled a collection 

in all respects worthy of the great 
epoch which gave it birth and rising 
in numerous pieces to the heights of 
the great art it represents, 

Nor does the fact that so many of 
the pieces are nameless detract from 

the collection. One such piece, a small 
candlestick, in the form of a seated 
heraldic lion with candle spike grow- 
ing out of the head, is not even cer- 
tainly Florentine, in spite of the family 
resemblance it bears to the Marzocco 
of Donatello, And an eagle on the 

same page is only with hesitation to be 
called Italian, yet both are bronzes of 
the first quality. The lion, especially, 
immeasurably big beyond its dimen 

sions, is of an architecture that sets it 
in the front rank of XIVth century 
bronzes. ; 

But it is in North Italian bronzes of 
the Quattro- and Cinquecenti that the 

Barsanti collection is richest and more 
especially in bronzes of the Paduan 
Riccio and his followers. One of 
these, a ram crowned with a laurel 
wreath, his head uplifted as though 

scenting danger, from the hand of 
Riccio himself, can almost be said to 
have founded a school, Replicas are 

in the Bargello, in Naples (one such is 
reproduced, Pl. 38 in Bode’s book) in 

Vienna, but none possesses the quality 

of the Barsanti example. Of this Mr. 
Pollak writes that it need fear com- 
parison only with the famous Greek 
goat in the Museum of Palermo. 

The examples which we reproduce 

“Venus.” Nortu ITALIAN, 
{ INQUECENTO 

NortH ITALIAN, CINQUECENTO 

show splendidly the quality and di- 
versity of this Paduan school, Espe- 
cially we would draw attention to the 
figure of Pan in the first plate. Some 
little power has been lost through the 
fracture and none too clever repairing 
of the right arm, but the silhouette of 

the legs and body has a verve and 
speed that is characteristic of Riccio 
at his best, a speed that is in no wise 
slackened by the rich surface of the 
hair, Nor, as examples of his inventive 
inspiration, are the lamps of inferior 

interest. Suggested perhaps by pas- 
sages in the Inferno, they typify the 

North Italian love of the grotesque. 
Nothing could be in stronger con- 

trast than the two Florentine examples 
of the Cinquecento, both the outcome 
of the Flemish Giambologna’s en- 

counter with the antique, in its reper- 
cussion on the Italian artist!’ In the 
long slender ‘‘Venus” the Northern in- 
fluence comes perilously near to over- 

turning the applecart. The artist in 
his sudden passion for angularity has 

gone to almost grotesque lengths, 
without ever falling over into the gro- 

tesque. And therein lies its fascina- 
tion, In the second, the Italian sense 
of balance reasserted itself. 

The collection is housed in one room 

of Signor Barsanti’s gallery in Rome 
and, according to a nephew now in 

New York, the collector regards it as 
one of his chief treasures and one 

with which he would be loath to part. 
It is reported that he has refused sev- 
eral tempting offers, The catalogue, 
from which our illustrations have been 
reproduced, is, both as to text and 
presswork, a tribute to the excellence 
and importance of the collection. 

It is a superb collection and Mr. 
Pollak is justified in regarding the cat- 
alogue as a first step towards a “Cor- 
pus of Statues, Statuettes and Pla- 
quettes in Bronze, which in its entirety 
will reveal another world of infinite 

beauty.” 
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EAUTIES OF OLD ENGLISH FURNITURE 

By R. W. SYMONDS 

O THE MODERNIST it is probable that this article will have no appeal there are certain broad axioms which, if memorized, will serve, if not as 

Yet who outside their revolutionary ranks will dare to compare infallible, still as fairly reliable guides, 
old furniture with that of the modern school? In point of fact \ piece should satisfy the eye as being neither too high for its width nor 

there is nothing so bad in modern too deep for either its width cr its height. 
art as modern furniture, Where \gain it is essential that the main construc 

it tries for originality it is annoying to the cul- tional lines should be left en evidence and not 

be obscured by surface decoration. In othet 
words the decoration of a piece should not 

challenge or interrupt the significance of its 
proportions, It is a true dictum that one should 
decorate construction and not construct dec 
oration. ‘That is to say the duty of ornament 
is first to relieve and then to improve upon 
the severity of structural design. In no case 

should the structure be regarded as the founda 
tion for a super-imposed mass of elaborate 
ornament. 

\nother point in connection with ornament, 
is the question of whether it is in keeping with 

the structural design, a light and delicate piece 
requiring light and delicate ornament, just as 
a massive piece needs decoration of greater 
relief and boldness. 

The XVIIth and XVIIIth century English 

furniture designers seldom failed in this re- 

tured eye and where its conception is based on 
an old design it succeeds in disappointing be- 
cause it recalls in all its shortcomings, the per 

fection of the old design upon which it has 

sought to improve. 
Real and intelligent appreciation of old fur- 

niture is a comparatively recent fact. If how 
ever, this appreciation has been tardy in arrival, 
the appeal that old furniture makes today 1s 
both wide and insistant, One result of this 
popular interest has been the publication of 

quantities of articles and of numerous books 

dealing with antique furniture. 
The majority of these writings approach the 

subject from an academic and historical point 
of view only, There are however, many other 
points of view that call for the earnest atten- 

tion of the collector. There is for instance 
the important question of design with which 

proportion is inseparably bound up; there is spect. They exercised the greatest taste in 
the color and surface condition of the wood to enhancing and enriching a piece with adequate 
be considered and the quality of the material and appropriate ornament. They understood 
and the skill of the workmanship displayed in 

using it, to be appraised. 
Collectors of furnitvre are today far more 

knowledgeable than they were fifteen years ago. 
The skill of the present-day faker has become 
such, that, constituting as it does a constant 

menace both to the dealer and the collector, 
knowledge of the subject is the only real safe 
guard against the purchase of spurious pieces. 

To assess correctly the merits of the design 

that there must always be a sufficiency of 
plain surface around the ornament to act as a 
foil to it and throw it up in proper relief, 

Kxcellence of design is characteristic of most 
old English furniture and the proportions of 
pieces, such as bookcases and cabinets belonging 

to the AVIIIth century, are especially note- 
worthy. In this connection it is interesting to 
note the conservative attitude of the cabinet 
maker of that period, and the absence on his 

of old furniture however, something more than part of excursions into the peculiar and the 
mere academic knowledge is required, Design Piare 1. Raee XVII Cenruny Watxur Buea unusual such as have produced the modern 
is an abstract quality that requires a certain types of furniture that exist today In the 
instinct or flair for its proper appraisement. NVIIIth century the cabinetmaker was closely ’ e 4 “ - ‘ "2 3 - " , , 4 . : : > : : ] But although it is true that there is no rule of thumb by which one can assert allied with the architect and consequently based his designs on architectural 
that such and such a piece is of good or bad design and proportion, yet proportions, a habit that prevented him from making mistakes, Thus the 

PLrate 2. Grorce I. WALNUT BUREAt PLATE 3. Narrow WaLNut Bureat Pate 4. Grorce Il Watnut Bureau Booxkcast 
BoOKCASE WITH MATCHED VENEER BooKCASE OF UNUSUAL DESIGN WITH Burr-\WALNUT VENEER 
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5 ‘ ‘i 75 , SARE ut C : Stanp, Circa 1725 
Piate 5. Irish MAHOGANY CENTRE TABLE, Circa 1750 PLATE 6. RARE WALNUT CABINET ON STAND, CIRCA 

major part of the furniture was influenced 

by architecture even when it was not de- 
signed by architects. Daniel Marot, William 

Kent, Sir Wm. Chambers, and Robert Adam 

all greatly contributed to influence the design 

of furniture, as is distinctly apparent in the 

examples that have survived, In the XLXth were. Me RXR XX 

century however, the cabinetmaker unfor- 1 a ie 

tunately forsook the guidance of the architect 

and allied himself with mass production and 

the ambitious projects of trade. With this 
secession the tradition of design was exting- 

uished and the wonderful inheritance of the 
cabinetmaker, unbroken since the middle 

ages, perished beneath the iron heel of com 

mercial enterprise, 

Before leaving the question of design it 
would be well to consider how ornament 
affects the value of a piece. That it does so 
in no small degree can be gathered from the 
fact that a piece decorated with carving or 
inlay may be worth ten or fifteen times as 
much as an identical example ot the same 
period that is without ornament. 

\nother aspect of design, and cf its rela- 
tion to value, is the question of the rarity 
of its conception, There are cases where a 

particular piece, of which numbers of sim 
ilar examples exist, differs in some slight 
degree from the standard design, and because 
of that discrepancy, has a value considerably 
in excess of its prototypes. lor example, 
the bureau bookcase was a favorite piece of 
furniture in the NVIIIth century, and num- 
erous examples of it have survived made of 

the standard width of three feet six inches. 
[here are some, however, only two feet in 
width and these, because of this. difference, 
are of a far higher market value. Rarity 
of design therefore has a merit of its own 
if only as a determining factor in respect 
ot value. 
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The same is true with regard to rarity in 
ornament, Walnut or mahogany furniture 
decorated with rare motifs such as lion 
heads, or masks or eagle heads, or any other 
bird or animal motif, have a greater value 
than similar pieces decorated with ordinary 
motifs such as acanthus foliage, or some 
other such conventional design. 

The question of patina and the coler of 
the wood, is to the informed collector a very 
important one, although to some people it 
nay seem rather fastidious and to dwell upon 
it to argue the affectation of a precious mind. 
Design and proportion are, it may be argued, 
the salient qualities to be sought for and 

PLATE 7. MAHOGANY WINé 
Bookcase. THIRD QUARTER 

oF THE XVIII CENTURY 
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view e is no question but that the surface of a 
ce of furniture acquires, owing to the effects of 

prolonged exposure to the light, and the usage of 
years, a beautiful additional merit. 

The action of light on wood has the effect of mel- 
lowing it. Walnut, which when new, is a dark 
greenish brown, turns to a light golden color, and in 
the case of mahogany a naturally red tone is mel- 
lowed to a nut brown. This alteration of color apart 
from its intrinsic beauty, has the added merit that 
time alone can have brought about the change. ‘The 
faker tries hard by means of acids to reproduce the 
color of old walnut in his modern productions, but 
his ingenious preparations become only too palpable 

when compared with genuine old furniture, 
The beautiful bronze-like surface in genuine old 

oak however, is not entirely due to time and the 

action of light but in part to the custom, prevalent 
in the XVIIth century, of polishing furniture with 
linseed oil. This sank into the wood and gives it 
today that peculiar dark tone which is so much to 

be desired, 
Unlike color, patina is the result not so much of 

years of exposure as of years of use. Exposure 
naturally plays its part, but the beeswaxing, rubbing 
and handling that a piece of furniture will have 
received in the ordinary way of usage, over many 
years, is an important contributory cause to the 
formation of patina. 

Patina was originally a word used to describe the 
surface condition acquired by old bronze, A certain 
resemblance between that and the surface condition 
of untouched examples of old furniture, has led to 

the term patina being applied to the latter also. It is 
a surface state that can only be arrived at after many 

years, but it can be immediately destroyed by French 
polishing. This is because the French polisher 
invariably cleans off the surface of the piece he is 
dealing with before he applied his new polish, In 
many cases this process also destroys the color of 
the wood. 

Patina and color are closely allied in their subjectiveness to the influence 
of time. For instance the carving on a piece having received more rubbing 

owing to its high relief, will be consequently lighter in tone than the back- 
ground where the dust and beeswax escaping the duster, will have been 

Similarly the arms and 
top rail of the back of a chair being much handled will be often lighter in 
absorbed and hardened into the pores of the wood. 

iffected by the surface condition of a piece. How then 
her a piece has acquired such and such a shade of color or 

whethe: o it has been polished? Nevertheless from an esthetic point of 
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No modern furniture, 
unique quality that only 

Pate 10. QuEEN ANNE WALNUt 

Hoop-Back CHuatr, Circa 1710 

or pine will have been 
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Piate 8 Gerorce I. Winc Arm CHAIR WITH CONTEMPORARY 

NEEDLEWORK COVERING 

tone in comparison with the other and less rubbed portions of the chair. 
faked or otherwise, can possibly lay .claim to the 
patina can confer, The would-be collector therefore 
should try and acquire as soon as possible a knowl- 
edge and appreciation of patina, not only because of 
its inherent beauty, but also because such a knowl- 
edge will prove his surest safeguard against the 
imposition of the spurious piece, the faker never yet 
having been able to make his imitation of patina 
proof against detection, 

The ability to recognize whether a piece possesses 
its original surface or not can be acquired without 
great difficulty by practice in observing the varying 
surface conditions that different types of old furni- 
ture present today. The glass-like surface and red- 
dish-yellow color of mahogany that has been scraped 
and French polished need only be seen once to make 
the difference between the mellow brown and clear, 
transparent surface of the untouched example 
abundantly plain. In the same way the golden brown 
of walnut or the pearly grey which has resulted from 
the fading effect of sunlight, are not difficult to dis- 
tinguish from the highly polished piece where the 
figure of the walnut has been obscured by coatings 
of stain. 

The question of the quality of werkmanship and 
of timber is a highly important one to which the 
collector of today is apt to pay too little attention. 

A piece originally made for a nobleman’s mansion 
was probably the work of some expert cabinetmaker 
and would naturally be of higher quality and of more 
valuable material than a piece made by the local 
joiner for the village inn, Grade in quality is dis- 
cernible not only in the cabinetwork but also in the 
wood used. An important piece would be con- 

structed either of expensive timber or with the 
carcase veneered with finely figured wood, whereas 
cheaper pieces would be made in the solid of less 
costly woods and for purely utilitarian purposes. 

Examples of drawer linings will help to determine 
the quality of a piece. Ona walnut example of good 
quality they will be found to have been made either 
of oak or walnut; on a mahogany example, of oak 
or mahogany; on a poor quality piece either deal 

used. 
The habit of examining old pieces will soon train the faculties to detect 

what is good and what is poor in quality of workmanship. The critical eye 

will soon learn to discriminate between a well made drawer of oak with dove- 

tailing finely executed, and a poorly made deal drawer with coarse dovetailing ; 
and between the fine crisply carved and blunt looking decoration executed on 

PLATE 9. ManoGANy Arm CHair, Minp-XVIIT Century 
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the spongy Honduras variety. This question of the quality of carving is an 
all important one in its relation to the value of a piece. Careful examination 
will soon disclose the varying qualities of carving that are to be found on oak. 
walnut, and mahogany furniture. It must be remembered that it is not the 
amount of carving that tends to make a piece valuable, but the quality of such 
carving as it May possess. 

A fine piece of furniture criginally made for a wealthy customer by a good 
cabinetmaker such as Chippendale would never be made out of inferior 
mahogany. Good quality mahogany is heavy in weight, and close in grain, the 
inferior type is open grained and light in weight. Veneered furniture when of 
good quality has finely figured veneer carefully arranged so that the figuring 

: of the wood matches and forms a complete pattern. The wood of poor quality 
pieces has little figure, and the question of matching the veneer is not taken 
into account, 

The illustrations reproduced show a selection of pieces of old furniture which have 
been chosen as examples of gocd quality, design and proportion in order to demonstrate 
to what a high standard the English Cabinetmaker of the XV 11th and XV IIIth centuries 
was capable of rising. l am indebted jor Plates , 4.9 and 11 to Messrs. M. Harris and 
Yous; Plates 3,12 and 13. to P. D. Griffiths, sq; Plates 5,6 and 8 to Basil Dighton, 
I'sq; Flate 1 to a private collector, all of these of Lendon, and for Plate 10 to Vernay 

of New York. 
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ART NEWS of EUROPE:
 SUMMER 

- 1926 

“VENUS AND Mars SurpRISED BY VULCAN” 

GERMANY 

BERLIN 

KAISER FRIEDRICH MUSEUM 

Recent Acquisitions 

Lucas Cranach “Mary and Child” (1507-8). 
Master of St. Bartholomew, “Death of Mary.” 
Swabian Master of the end of the XVth century, “St. 

Sebastian,” wood carving. 
Bavarian Master about 1400, “St. Agnes,” stone sculpture 
Hans Leinberger, “Seated Christ,” wood carving. 
Bassano, “Allegory of the Air.” 
Houdon, Marble bust of Baron Vittinghoff. 
Chardin, “Still Life.” 
Persian Ceramics of the Islamic period. 
Persian Manuscripts with miniatures of the XVth 
century, 

Persian Tiles (Gift of Mr. Filippo of New York). 

Exhibitions 

German mediaeval altar-pieces and panels, May-Sept 
\cquisitions of the Islamic department, May-Sept. 

ALTES UND NEUES MUSEUM 

Recent Acquisitions 

The “Attic Maiden”’ Greek sculpture about 600 B. C. 
Excavations from Tel El Amarna. 

Exhibitions 

Collection of Antiques and of Egyptian art. 
Excavations of Tel el Amarna, newly set up. 

NATIONAL GALLERY 

Recent Acquisitions 

\n important work by H. von Marees, ‘ Nocturno.” 

Exhibitions 

Alfred Rethel (1816-1859), (Summer). 

KRONPRINZEN PALAIS 
(Annex to the National Gallery) 

Recent Acquisitions 

About 12 works of the German modernists, especially 
Kokoschka. 

Exhibitions 

Swedish Exhibition, (Spring). 

IMPERIAL CASTLE, ART AND CRAFTS 

MUSEUM 

Exhibitions 

\ number of rooms. datine from the XVIIIth century, 
in their original state, with paintings by Tesne. Wat 
teau, etc. 

“CRUCIFIXION” GERMAN, XVtH CENTURY 
In the Kunsthalle, Karlsruhe 

In the Alte Pinakothek, Munich 

The Art News 
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OTHER BERLIN EXHIBITIONS 

Academy 

Contemporary art exhibition, paintings and sculpture, 
(Summer). 

Grosse Kunst-Ausstellung, Moabit 
group, “The Contemporary art, featuring a new 

Abstracts.” 

PRIVATE ART GALLERIES 

Changing exhibitions at Cassirer, Flechtheim, Gurlitt, 
Matthiesen, Nierendorf, Wallerstein. 

DRESDEN 

STAATLICHE GEMALDEGALERIE 

Recent Acquisitions 

\ltar-piece by Tiepolo. 
“Madonna” by L. Costa. _ 
Paintings by Degas and Van Gogh. 
Manet, “Lady in a Pink Dress. 

Exhibitions 

Collection of paintings and sculpture, ancient and 
modern. 

Other Dresden Exhibitions 

International Exhibition of Contemporary Art, includ- 
ing an American section, 750 paintings, 150 sculptures, 
(Summer). 

International Horticultural Show, (Swimmer). 
Siichsischer Kunstverein, Water colors. 

MUNICH 

ALTE PINAKOTHEK 

Recent Acquisitions 

Tintoretto, “Venus and Mars Surprized by Vulcan.” 
Goya, “Portrait of Don Jose Queralto.” 

Installations 

Rooms of Italian art rearranged and enriched by paint- 
ings hitherto hidden away. 

NEVE PINAKOTHEK 

Recent Acquisitions 

Menzel, “During the Ball.” 
Feuerbach, “Children Playing Boccia. 

NEUE STAATSGALERIE 

Recent Acquisitions 

Munch, “Lady on a Veranda.” 
Thoma, “Landscape. 
Uhde, “Summer Resort.” 

EXHIBITIONS IN MUNICH 

Glaspalast, International Art Exhibition, May-October. 
National Museum, Newly Assembled Collection of Mod 

ern Arts and Crafts, permanent. 
No-Jury Exhibition, 

October. 
Kunstverein, Galeriestrasse 10. “Die Wilden,” June 19- 

July 4; “Der Bund,” July 5-July 20; Comprehensive 
survey of Egger-Lienz, Sept. 1-30. 

Prinzregentenstrasse 2, June- 

EXHIBITIONS IN PRIVATE GALLERIES 

30hler Galleries, Old masters, sculptures, antiquities of 
diverse schools and countries, especially early Italian, 
French, German, English and Spanish paintings. 

Thannhauser Gallery, French Impressionists and Picasso, 
(Summer). 

Drey Gallery. Old Masters. 
Heinemann Gallery. 
Schnackenberg Gallery. 

Munich Festivals 

Wagner and Mozart Festivals, August 1-September 5. 

BADEN-BADEN 

FESTIVALS 

lestival Performance by the ensemble of the New York 
Metropolitan Opera, personally conducted by Mr. 
\rthur Bodansky, May 25-30. 

Richard Strauss Festival probably in October 

BREMEN 

BREMER KUNSTHALLE 

Acquisitions 

Max Liebermann, “Garden at Wannsee.” 
Julius Pascin, “Breakfast.” 



“SCENES FROM THE LIFE OF THE VIRGIN” By GHIRLANDAIO 

Courtesy of Don Juan Lafora, Madrid 

Arnold Boecklin, “Italian Landscape.” 
\uguste Renoir, “Still Life.” 
Maurice Utrillo, “Church at Villetaneuse.” 
Matisse, “Female Head.” 

BRESLAU 

BRESLAU MUSEUM 

Recent Acquisitions 

Lucas Cranach, “Adam and Eve,” about 1508. 
Unknown Master of 1840, “Praying Woman,’ wood 

carving. 

CASSEL 

Exhibitions 

“Art, Artistic Handicraft and Town Settlements” in 
the Orangery, June-August. 

DARMSTADT 

Exhibitions 

Three large art exhibitions, (Summer) 

IL) USSELDORF 

Exhibitions 

“Gesolei,” “Sport in Art” exhibition, paintings by Renoir, 
Liebermann, Slevogt, etc. May-October. 

Kunstpalast: Art Exhibition, 1926. 
Stadisches Kunstmuseum, permanent exhibition. 

FRANK FORT-AM-MAIN 

STAEDELSCHES KUNSTINSTITUTE 

Recent Acquisitions 

Small panel, German circa 1430. “Crucifixion.” 
Gaudenzio Ferrari, “Adoration of the Child.” 
Sebastiona Ricci, “Transfiguration of Mary.” 
Guiseppe Maria Crespi, “Holy St. Anthony.” 
Picasso, “Portrait.” 
(Chagall, “Winter.” 
Cézanne, “Small Portrait.” 
Wings of an altar piece from the monastery Altenberg 

a. d. Lahn, circa 1350, an especially rare example of 
early painting from the Middle Rhine. 

STADTISCHE GALERIE 

Recent Acquisitions 

Statuette of an 
8; <. 

Stone Goddess, Chinese, Tang dynasty. 
Fragment of a figural fresco painting, Chinese, Ming 

dynasty. 
Torso, French, end of the XIIth century. 

ARTS AND CRAFTS MUSEUM 

Recent Acquisitions 

Medieval objects in enamel, objects of the goldsmith’s 
craft, textiles. 

Porcelain from Meissen, Vienna, 
Venetian glass. 

Apollon, bronze, Greek, VIth century 

Jerlin, Irankenthal. 

The Art News 

Exhibitions in Frankfort-am-Main 

\merican Frankfort Show, arranged by the Frankfort 
Municipal Museum, formally opened May 2 by the 
American ambassador in Berlin. Documents and rec- 
ords on the relations between Frankfort and America 
especially during the Revolutionary War, (Summer). 

Exhibition of Photographs, especially for scientific pur- 
August-September. 

Conference and Exhibition 
September. 

Frankfort Museum, The Graphic Works of Rembrandt 
and his School, (Summer). 

poses, 
Color in Architecture, 

HAMBURG 

RECENT ACQUISITIONS OF THE 

MUSEUM 

G. B. Tiepolo, “Christ's Coronation with Thorns. 
Canaletto, “Castle-yard.” 
Delacroix, “Lion and Crocodile.” 
Manet, “Nanna.” 
Degas, “Before the Mirror.” 

Exhibitions 

Kunsthalle: Drawings by Old 
Liebermann, October. 

Masters, July, Max 

“THe Countess MONTEREY” By VELASQUEZ 
Courtesy of Don Jose Domingues 

By Rocer VAN per WEYDEN 
In the Prado 

“PieTA wiTH Donor” 

SE ER ce Re 

“Sr. MaurRICE AND His Comrapes” 

41 

By Ex Greco 
Courtesy of Don Juan Lafora, Madrid 

HEIDELBERG 

Public Exhibition of the Btirklin collection of paintings. 

KARLSRUHE 

RECENT ACQUISITIONS OF THE 

KUNSTHALLE 

School of the Upper Rhine, “Madonna and Child,” wood 
carving, late XVth century. 

German, middle of the X Vth century, “Crucifixion,” 
Lucas van Leyden, “St. Andreas.” 
Elsheimer, “Landscape with Tobias.” 
Master of the “Hausbuch,” “Crucifixion.” 

Festivals 

The Vienna Schubert Society, choir of 600 voices, July 
1-15. 

LEIPzIG 

LEIPZIG MUSEUM 
Exhibition of old and new glass, paintings, September. 

Festivals 
Music Festivals in the Theatre, August 29-September 24. 

LLUBECK 

St. Catherine’s Church, Exhibition of native art on the 
occasion of the 700 years memorial of the granting 
of Lubeck its charter as “Free Imperial City,” June 
and July. 

“Behn” house, Overbeck and his school (1789-1869), 
June and July. 

MANNHEIM 

KUNSTHALLE 

Recent Acquisitions 
Kokoschka, “Gracht at Amsterdam.” 
Utrillo, “Church.” 
Munch, “Landscape.” 
Viaminck, “Snowy Street.” 
Chagall, “Blue House.” 
Boecklin, “Female Portrait.” 
Hodler, “Landscape.” 

Exhibitions 

former Baroque Castle thrown open to the public as 
a museum, (Summer). 

Kunsthalle: Flowers in Art and Nature, (May-June) ; 
Japanese Woodcuts, (July-Supt.) ; International Ex- 
hibitions of Abstract Paintings (Fall). 

SALZBURG 

Reinhardt Festivals 

SELB, BAVARIA 

Porcelain Exhibition, July and August 

M “ryt , “ye 
STUTTGART 

Kunstlerbund Art Exhibition. May-September. 
Exhibition of Swabian Original Costume, September 

— 
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Imperial pened as a public museum, Summer. 
Land m, Exhibition of Thuringian Art, June 

r; Print Room, Lucas Cranach, (Summer). 
Belvedere of the XVIIIth century opened to the 

public, Summer. 

WIEBADEN 

Theatre and Music Festivals, May to September 

CASTLE MUSEUMS 

The following cities have- opened old castles as publu 
museums: Berlin, Breslau, Dresden, Kénigsberg, Mann 
heim, Munich, Neustrelitz, Oldenberg, Stuttgart, Weimar. 

SPAIN 

MADRID 

An Interview with the Duke of Alba 

By KE. Trot 
(Special to The Art News) 

The Duke of Alba is the leading light of the artistic 
life of Spain. Every move that has the advancement 
of art or culture as its object meets with his enthusias- 
tic and generous support. No wonder then, that he 
Should now occupy such an eminent position. He ts 
the President of the Governing Committee of the Prado 
Museum, the President of the Society of the Friends 
of Art, member of practically every learned Society, 
in short, he is everything. Fortunately, he is endowed 
with a boundless energy that enables him to fulfill the 
multitude of duties resulting from his exalted position 
Nobody better than he, therefore, to give the readers 
of Tue Art News a forecast of interesting events. 

“I am very pleased to see you,” said the Duke. “1 
was in America last year, and was greatly impressed 
by the great popularity of Spanish Art. I am pleased 
to be able to give Tue Art News readers some in- 
teresting information. To begin with, there are the 
caves of Altamira with their wonderful rock-paintings 
10,000 years old. You know these caves have been 
called “The Sistine Chapel of prehistoric art.” We 
are installing electric light, but, mind you, without in 
any way interfering with the primitive character of the 
caves. There will be sufficient light to see the paintings 
properly, but the source of light will be unseen. Hith- 
erto, torches were used and the smoke from these 
threatened to gradually obliterate the paintings. Those 
who wanted to visit these caves had to undertake some 
what of an Alpine excursion, but in order to make 
them of easy access, we are building a motor-road 
that will make the trip a short one from Santander, 
and we are also building an up-to-date hotel nearby. 

“Something similar is being done with the chapel 
of San Antonio, with Goya’s frescoes. The candles 
which for very many years had been darkening the 
frescoes with their smoke, are to be done away with. 
The place will be converted into a Goya Museum and 
the remains of the great painter will find there a 
permanent resting place. 

“Our work in the Prado is nearing completion. The 
old structure has been practically rebuilt; the old 
wooden rafters have heen removed, and iron girders 
substituted in their place, so that the building is now 
entirely fireproof. Two more wings have been added 
and the increased space has made possible a complete 
rearrangement of the pictures. Many priceless gems, 
which formerly were hanging in dark corners, are now 
properly exposed. Furthermore, we have acquired sev- 
eral first-class pictures and we are in treaty for several 
others. When we finish with the Prado Museum, we 
shall take in hand the Archaeological Museum in which 
a lot of useful work can be done. 
“We are now negotiating the purchase of the archives 

of Christopher Columbus. The owner had _ received 
many tempting offers from abroad, but he has gener- 
ously offered them to us for a much smaller price, 
and of course we have availed ourselves of this splen- 
did opportunity. These documents will be kent in 
Sevilla in the Archives of the Indies, together with 
all the documents relative to the discovery and early 
history of America. 
“Now | am going to tell you something which you 

are the first to learn. King Alfonso has started alter- 
ations in the Palace of Aranjuez in order to make it 
a Tapestry Museum. You know that the King’s tapes- 
tries have hitherto been more or less out of sight; 
only during certain court festivals a few of them are 
hung in the Palace, but now all of them (if not all, 
as they number over 1000 panels, at least the most 
important of them) will be permanently available to 
everyone. The Prado Museum is perhaps matched by 
the Uffizzi in Florence, or the National Gallery in Lon 
don; our Royal Armory could be compared with the 
armory in Vienna, but the Tapestry Museum at Aran- 
juez will be absolutely unique in the world. Only a 
few persons in the immediate entourage of the Kine 
know of this sensational development.” 

PRADO 

Acquisitions 

Altarpiece, school of Alonso Berruguete, ca. 1530. From 
Toro Hospital, province of Zamora. 

“Pieta with Donor in Landscape,” by Roger van der 
Weyden. Copy in Berlin Museum. Same object, 
with variations, in Brussels Museum and _ collection 
of Lord Powis. From Duke of Mandas Collection. 
(Illus.) 
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“St. Michael, Surrounded by Angels, Overcoming 
Satan,” by unknown master, akin to Pedro de Cordova, 
ca. 1480. From Hospital of St. Michael, in Zafra. 

NATIONAL MUSEUM OF MODERN ART 

Acquisitions 

Pictures and sculptures by the following artists 
Joaquin Sunyer, Fernando Valero, Jose Ficoravanti, 
Carlos Martinez, Alberto Venezuela, Jimenez Aranda, 
Jose Bermejo, Gomez Alarcon, Jose Alcoberro, San 
tiago Costa, Jose Clara, Agustin Querol, Gonzalez 
Ibasta, Victor Charreton, Jose Villegas and Antonio 
Gisbert. 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL MUSEUM 

Acquisitions 

Archaic Greek white marble statue, representing Het 
cules, end of Vith century B. C. Discovered in Al 
cala la Real (province of Jaen), 12 inches high. 
lhe arms and feet are missing. 

\ mosaic floor, several marble fragments and a life 
size bronze figure of a horse. All of the IInd cen 
tury B. C. From the excavation in Alcudia (Mal 
lorea). 

Several bronze figures including a man on_ horseback, 
a warrior, a woman with a cloak, and fragments of 
a large size figure of a man. From the excavations 
near the Iberian Sanctuary of La Lus, near Murcia. 

104 prehistoric objects and 59 of hispano-mohammedan 
art. From the excavations near the Castle of Montea 
gudo, Murcia. 

Prehistoric gold diadem made with a thick sheet of 
hammered gold. It is the earliest known piece of 
gold jewelry ever found in Spain; from Ceheguin 
(Murcia). 

\ collection of Visigothic objects from the necropolis 
of Campillo de Arenas (Jaen) including necklaces 
of glass beads, a copper bracelet and bronze brooches 
rings and pins. 

A stone capital and a marble pilaster, of the Vltn 
century, from El Carpio (Toledo). 

\ white marb!e slab with arab ornament, from Berja, 
(Almeria), period of the Calinhate. 

Tenlle, or lip ornament, of rock crystal: a necklace 
of rock crystal beads; and a fragment of a gola 
crown of an Aztec emperor, a unique specimen (ail 
these from Mexico). 

Collection of several hundreds of Visigothic objects. 
mostly jewels, from the 275 sepulchres explored in 
the Visigothic Necropolis of El Carpio, province of 
Toledo. 

\rab marble stela, with inscrintion in nesjies charac- 
ters, of the XI Vth century. 

ART DEALERS’ EXHIBITIONS 

Jose Dominguez Gallery, Plaza de las Cortes. 

lull length portrait of Countess Monterrey, by Velas 
quez. (Illus.) 
The Count of Monterrey was Spanish Ambassador 

to Rome during the reign of Philip IV. When this king 
sent Velasquez, his court painter, to Rome, the latter 
was entertained by the Atmbassador. Presumably, in 
gratitude for the Count’s hospitality, Velasquez painted 
this portrait of the Countess. It may be added that 
Countess Monterrey was the sister of the king’s all 
powerful minister, Conde, Duque de Olivares, who pro- 
tected Velascuez. 
When the Countess died, this picture was inherited 

by her nephew, Marquis de Leganes. who _ possessed 
the first art gallery of his time, and from which have 
come numbers of paintings, now in different museums 
and private collections. From Marquis de Leganes’ 
gallery, this picture went to that of his relative, the 
Count of Altamira, where it remained for several gen 
erations and from whence it was purchased in 1845, by 
Jose de Madrazo, the painter and Director of the Prado 
Gallery; in the catalogue of his collection this picture 
hears the number 442. Upon his death, his widow sold 
it to Marquis de Salamanca, in whose collection it had 
the number 430. When Marauis de Salamanca failed 
aud his collections were dispersed, this picture was 
bought by D. José de la Camara, who died in 1910. 
It was inherited by his nephews, who sold it to the 
present owner. 

Don Juan Lafora Galleries, Plaga de las Cortes, 8, 

Overlooking Prado. 

“St. Maurice and his Comrades,” by El Greco. (Illus. ) 
Superb composition with hundreds of figures, display- 

ing at their best El Greco’s mastery in portraiture, 
coloring, lighting and withal his inimitable fancy. 
“The Infant Christ and the Doctors,” by Pedro Berru- 

guete. 
“El Pelele” (The Dummy). Sketch by Goya for the 

tapestry cartoon. 
“St. John the Baptist.’ Marble by Donatello. 
“Scenes from the Life of the Virgin,” by Domenico 

Ghirlandaio.  (Tllus.) 

Brooking Gallery, Avenida Penaloer | 7. 

“St. Catherine,” Valencian School ca. 1400. 
Sienese influence. 

“St. Michael Fighting the “Devil.” Unknown Spanish 
Master, ca. 1510 (Dr. Friedlaender). 

“Portrait of a Lady.” Sketch by Goya. 

Strong 

Sirabigne Bros., Prado 3. 

“St. Francis” by El Greco and examples of most mas- 
ters of the Spanish school down to Goya. Collection 

of hispano-moresque pottery, from the XVth century 
downwards. Important wood carvings of the XVIth 
century and choice examples of XVIIIth century pa:nted 
and gilt furniture. 

Rodriguez & Jimenez Gallery, Prado 15. 

wo XVth century reliquary busts in polychromed 
wood. There is no doubt that these busts have been 
held in great esteem ever since they were made, other- 
wise they could not have come down to us in such 
wonderful state of preservation, to the extent that the 
delicate flesh surfaces do not show a scratch. The 
workmanship is superb, and the master was not onl 
a master craftsman, but he was also both a sculptor 
and a painter of the highest rank. 

ENGLAND 

LONDON 

NATIONAL GALLERY 

Acquisitions 

‘The Meeting of Joachim and Anna at the Golden Gate’ 
hy the Maitre des Moulins, the left wing of an altar 
piece, the right wing being possibly the Ryerson “An 
nunciation,” the centre panel still untraced. 

‘Portrait of a Man in a Fur Cap” by Carel Fabritzius 
Late work, possibiy a self-portrait 

“The Lesson.” by Chardin. 
“Gentleman in Murrey-brown 

Highmore. 
Three frescoes of the School of Cavallini: from the 

Palazzo del Podesta, Assisi.  (Illus.) 
“The Nativity” by Geertgen tot Sint Jans. 

VICTORIA AND ALBERT MUSEUM 
Acquisitions 

“The Virgin and Child with Angels,” marble retief by 
\gostino di Duccio, identical with Berlin stucco. Ver 
sions in Paris and Florence. Ca. 1446. From Nostell 
Priory. 

“Vyvyan Salt,” hallmarked 1592.) From the family of 
the Vyvyans of Tre‘owarren in Cornwall 

Red carved lacquer box, Chinese, XVIIIth century. 
Karly XVIIth century Drinking Glass inscribed 1602 
Mid XVIIIth century Wine Glass, engraved with Por 

trait of lrederick the Great. 
Bronze statuette of a gladiator by Domenico Poggini 

BRITISH MUSEUM 

Acquisitions 

Velvet” by Joseph 

Xth century enameled gold reliquary of Georgian work 
manship. Obverse: St. Demetrius lying in a tomb 
Reverse: St. George in armor. 

Roman Funeral urn, with procession of horseman. 200) 
B. C. 

Portrait on vellum of a young man, by Holbein. Basle 
period, ca. 1520. 

Three scenes from the Old Testament, grisaille by 
Holbein. Both from the collection of Thomas Kerrich, 
sometime librarian of Cambridge University. 

218 modern Russian etchings. lithographs and wood 
cuts, Gift of the Director of the Fine Arts Museum 
of Moscow, M. Romanoff 

\talanta by Aubrey Beardsley 
Lane. 

Raphael Cartoon, three of the five figures in the compo 
sition of the Madonna del Divino Amore at Naples 
Irom the Russell Collecticn. 

Bequest of the late John 

NATIONAL PORTRAIT GALLERY 

Acquisitions 

Portrait of Queen Elizabeth, attributed to John de Critz. 
from the Darnley Collection. 

Portraits of W. G. Grace, cricketer 1848-1915; Charles 
M. Doughty, poet and traveler 1843-1896; Isaac Fuller, 
Portrait painter 1606-1672; Samuel Butler, author of 
Hudibras, 1612-1680; Maurice Greene, composer, 1696 
1755; John Hoadley. poet and dramatist, 1711-1776. 

FITZWILLIAM MUSEUM, CAMBRIDGE 

Acquisitions 

Marble statuette of Minoan Goddess, early XVIth cen 
tury B. C. 

PLYMOUTH MUSEUM 
Doel Collection of Plymouth and Bristol Pottery. («li 

quired, ) 

BIRMINGHAM ART GALLERY 
Kendrick Collection of watercolors by David Cox. (A: 

quired. ) 

BELGIUM 

ANTWERP 

ROYAL BEAUX ARTS MUSEUM 
The Antwerp Museum is in a transitional stage. Half 

of the museum has been closed for a year. The ground 
floor is being renovated; within six to cight months thirty 
new rooms will be ready and the museum space doubled 

Acquisitions 

“Portrait of Ruebens,” attributed to Van Dyck. 



“Cock Fight,” by Fans Snyder. 
“Italian Landscape,” by J. Both. 

“The Tower of Babel,” by Tobie Verhaecht. 
“Blessing Before Meat” by Brekelenkam. 
“Saint lounille,” by the Master of the Legend of the 

Madeleine. 
Portrait of Mary Tudor,” unknown master, XVIth cen- 

tury. 

MUSEE PLANTIN 

In June the town of Antwerp will celebrate the fiftieth 
anniversary of its acquistion of the sometime home and 
printing shop of Plantin, in which is situated the famous 
museum which constitutes one of the glories of Ant- 
werp. On June 4th an exhibition will be opened of 
books from the Antwerp presses of the XVth, XVIth 
and XVIIth centuries. 

OTHER MUSEUMS 

For several years there has been an archeological mu- 
seum in the picturesque buildings of the Vieux Boucherie, 
in the shipping quarter of the city. The Moujer van den 
Bergh mansion has likewise been made into a_ public 
museum (important paintings by Breughel and_ the 
XVIIth century Flemish painters, Gothic and French 
ivories, etc.). The Museum of Folklore is extremely 
quaint. 

Exhibitions 

The society “L’Art Contemporain,” has arranged a 
large exhibition of modern French art for the month of 
June. The principal painters included are Matisse, Pi 
casso, Braque, Roualt, Bonnard Derain, Chagall. Dunoyer 
de Segonzac, Marie Laurencin and Valentine Prax. 

BRUSSELS 

THE ROYAL MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS 

Acquisitions 

“Portrait of Laurent Froimont,” by Roger van der 
Weyden. 

“Virgin and Child,” by Hugo van der Goes. 
“Portrait of Isabelle of Austria,” school of Jean Gos 

sart. (Illus. ) 
“The Prophet Jeremiah,” school of Aix-en-Provence, end 

of the XVth century. (Illus. ) 
“The Carrying of the Cross,” school of Pays-Bas, XVth 

century (perhaps an early work of Jerome Bosch). 

Exhibitions 

Exhibition of Flemish Landscape Painting from the 
XVIth to the XVIIIth century including works by the 
little known masters, such as Jose de Momper, Daniel 
Van Heil, Jacques d Arthois, Huysmans, etc. The land- 
scapes of Rubens will be well represented. 

MUSEUM ROYAL AU CINQUANTENAIRE 

Acquisitions 

The most important recent acquisition of the Musee 
Royal du Cinquantenaire is a “Bon Dieu de Pitie,” 
carved in wood, dating from the end of the Gothic 
period. 

This museum of which the eminent egyptologist M 
Jean Capart has just become the director, has been com 
pletely reorganized. In the new building, recently opened, 
a large number of objects have found a place for which 
there Was uo exhibition space m the old galleries. 

“VIRGIN AND CHILD” By Huco Van per Goes 
In the Brussels Museum 

l’RESCOE, SCHOOL OF CAVALLINI 
In the National Gallery, London 

MUSEE COMMUNALE, MUSEE 

D’IXELLES 

Tourists who have more than twenty-four hours to 
spend in Brussels should not miss the Musée Communale, 
installed in the Maison du Rois on the Grande Place, nor 
the Musée d'lxelles which possesses very interesting mod 
ern works, _ : 

COLLEGIATE CHURCH OF ST. GUDULE 

Festivals will be organized this summer to celebrate the 
seventh centennial of the collegiate church of St. Gu 
dule. 

GHENT 

MUSEE DES BEAUX ARTS 

Recent Acquisitions 

Two heads by Jordaens. 
“Christ Carrying the Cross” and “St. Jerome” by Jerome 

Bosch. 
“Portrait of a Bishop,” by Philip de Champagne. 
“Old Lady.” by Frans Hals. 
‘Portrait of a Man” by Raeburn. 

7 
Y PRES 

MUSEE COMMUNALE 

The Musée Communale, destroyed during the war, at 
the same time as the celebrated market, the church of 
St. Martin and the rest of the town, is in course of re 
construction, It will include the Merghelinck collections, 
happily saved from the disaster. 

ITALY 

MILAN 

BRERA 

Recent Acquisitions 

“San Girolamo” by Bartolommeo Montagna of Vicenza. 
“Presentation in the Temple” by Romanino, signed and 

dated 1529. 
“Deposition” of the School of Cremona cf the XVIJth 

century. 
“Moribondo” by Sebastiano Ricci. 
“Rebecca at the Well” by Piazzetta, bequest of E. Treves. 
‘Madonna del Carmine” and “Anime Purganti” by Tie- 

polo, gift of Signora Ida Chiesa. 
“Ascent to Calvary” and “Deposition,” low reliefs, colored 

and gilded, Lombard Master of XVth century. 
“Portrait” by Fra Vittore Ghislandi, gift of Corrado 

Ricci. 
“Head of John the Baptist” by G. Francesco dei Mineri. 
“Resurrection of Lazarus” by Mazzolino. 
“Holy Family” attributed to Parmigiano. 
“Fiera” by G. M. Crespi. 
“Christ,” by Bramante, formerly in the Abbey of 

Chiaravalle. 
Installations 

The whole building has been improved, new rooms opened 
and works grouped according to their style. The 
paintings of the XVIth century Lombard School and 
the Spolasilizio of Raphael have been brought to 
gether with the works of Piero della Francesco, of 
Signorelli, of Giovanni Santi and of Timoteo della 
V ite. 

VENICE 

ACADEMY 

Returned by Austria after the Armistice 

and now Installed 
Two large pictures with gold background, attributed 

to Jacopo Montagnana. 

43 

Series of pictures of Venetian Churches 
“Christ on the Cross Between the Virgin and St. John” 

by Andrea di Murano. 
“Saint With the Red Mantle” by Alvise Vivarini. 
Group of portraits by Domenico Tintoretto. 
Four Ancone from the Gottega del Bellini (called Gio- 

vanni Bellini by Bernard Berenson), including the 
“Madonna con Putto,” reconstructed from the parts 
which were in the Correr Museum, Vienna. 

Acquisitions 

“The Journey of the Body of S. Marco from Alexandria” 
and “S. Marco Rescuing a Saracen from Drowning” 
by Tintoretto, from the series of the “Miracles of S. 
Marco,” formerly in the Royal palace. 

“The Madonna on the River” by Giovanni Bellini, from 
the Romanelli Gallery. 

Further pictures from the “Miracles of S. Marco,” from 
a church in Murano. 

“The Marriage of Santa Caterina” by Paolo Veronese 
from the Church of Santa Caterina. 

“The Annunciation” by Porderone. from the Church 
of S. Maria degli Angeli at Murano. 

Fragments of the Tiepolo from the Church of the Scalzi, 
destroyed by Austrian bombs. 

“Abraham Visited by the Angels” by Domenico Tiepolo. 
“Moses Saved from the Water” by Giustino Menascardi, 

both formerly in the “School of Charity.” 
“Rebecca and Eleazar at the Well” and “Jacob and 

Rebecca” by Francesco Solimene. 
Series by Ricci, Zuccarelli and Zais, formerly in the 

Royal Palace. 
“Madonna and Child” by Jacopo Bellini. 
“La Reliquia del Bessarione” (statuette presented by 

Cardinal Bessarione to the “School of Charity’). 
“Cross of S. Teodoro,” Venetian Goldsmith’s work of 

the XVth century. 

Installations, Etc. 

\ntique frames of the Quattrocento have been installed 
in the Bellini room. 

“The School of S. Ursula” by Carpaccio has _ been 
rearranged. 

The rearrangement of the galleries undertaken in 1920, 
is not yet complete, and some of the rooms are still 
closed. 

FLORENCE 

UFFIZI 

Acquisition 
“The Madonna with the Angel Playing a Violin” by 

Piero di Cosimo, 

Installation 

The Venetian Rooms have been rearranged and are now 
open to the public. 

ADDITIONAL NEWS OF EUROPEAN MUSEUMS 
WILL BE FOUND IN SECTION I 

“THe PropHet JEREMIAH” 
ScHoo. or Atx-EN-ProveNce, XVtTH CENTURY 

In the Brussels Museum 
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“HARLEQUIN” 

By 

PABLO PICASSO 

Reserved by the Estate from the Sale of the Colleétions 

of the Late John Quinn 
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LEONARD PARTRIDGE 

AND 

BASIL DIGHTON 

3 SAVILE ROW, LONDON 

ONE OF A SET OF EIGHT VERY FINE WALNUT CHAIRS 

IN THE STYLE OF DANIEL MAROT 

ENGLISH, DATE ABOUT 1790 

Just purchased some very fine examples ot 

Engravings after George Morland, printed 

in colours. 

“Methods of Engraving of the 18th Century,” 

a descriptive and illustrated booklet, post 

free on application. 
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GOWMOIGS or manp pears our services have 

5 (SD beenentlisted bp prominent 

o! CG private collectors and dealers | 

Hern because, in packing and for- 

; one warding the invaluable treas- 

ures of historical Art Periods, the utmost 

skill and experience is essential. Once 

seriously damaged thep are lost for all time. 

Many world-famous and irreplaceable Art 

Treasures {including the unique collection 

of the late Lord Lebverhulme} have been 

entrusted to our cate, and habe reached 

their destinations 

unscathed. 
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/* ‘Gamer on Smiths Marriott f fe) 

SHIPPING amd FORWARDING AGENTS 

EXPORT CASE MAKERS and PACKERS 

Offices : 

TAL dAddddde 

LONDON NEW YORK 
| 

6-10 Cecil Court, St. Martin’s Lane Cameron-Smith & Marriott, Ltd. j 
Wy tues Hudson Forwarding & Shipping, Co., Inc. 

lelephone: Gerrard 3043 17-19 State Street, New York City 
Cablegrams and Telegrams 
**Kamsmarat, Loncon”’ lelephone: Bowling Green 10329-330 

Case Making and Packing Warehouse Cables: **Jacberg, New York’ 

6, 7 and 8 Whitcher Place, Rochester Road Also represented in Boston, Philadelphia 
Camden Town, N.W.1 and principal cities of the world 

eee . ~~ — 
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P. anp D. COLNAGHI AnbD CO. 

ESTABLISHED 1760 

me) eae 

BY APPOINTMENT TO HIS MAJESTY KING GEORGE V., 

“FLIGHT INTO EGYPT” CLAUDE DE LORRAINE Canvas 3014 x39M% 

PAINTINGS - DRAWINGS - ENGRAVINGS 

ETCHINGS -WOODCUTS - ETC. 

BY THE OLD AND MODERN MASTERS 

ALWAYS ON VIEW 

GALLERIES: 144, 145, 146 NEW BOND STREET, LONDON, W. 1. 

CABLES: COLNAGHI, LONDON 
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ABRIDGED 

CATALOGUE 

140 Illustrations 

$2 Post Free 

An old Chippendale GAMING TABLE 

Circa 1770 

AN UNRIVALLEDC 

GENUINE 

OLD 
FURNITUR 

OF THE XVIITH ANp x\ 

wy IS 

An old Chinese Lacquer 12-Leaf FOL 

from HILL HALL, TH 

Period Kang 

M. HARRIS 

44 TO 52 NEW O* 

LONDON, 

< 

ING SC 

YDON 

Hsi. I 701 
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NCOLLECT
ION OF 

a | 

me AND WORKS OF ART 

ND} XVIIIT#! CENTURIES 

FOLD} ING SCREEN, decorated in polychrome 

reo , TH}YDON MOUNT, ESSEX 

Kang | Hsi, 1700 

SAND 
SONS 

MHORD STREET, W.C.1 

N EN (3. AND An old Chippendale SECRETAIRE, with drawers below 

Once the property of a former Lady Dundas. Circa 178 
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OLD 

MASTERS. 

EARLY ENGLISH SCHOOL, 

PRIMITIVES 

OF THE 

ITALIAN & FLEMISH SCHOOLS 

AND 

r7t1 CENTURY 

DUTCH PAINTINGS. 

Exceptional opportunities of making private purchase from 

historic and family Collections of Genuine Examples by 

the Chief Masters in the above Schools can be afforded to 

Collectors and representatives of Museums by 

ARTHUR RUCK 

GALLERIES: 4 BERKELEY STREET 

PICCADILLY -~——— LONDON, W.1. 

| 
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Sas & 

Dr. JACOB HIRSCH 

RARE COINS 

EXPERT ON 

ANCIENT OBJECTS OF ART 

GENEVE 

31, Quai du Mont Blanc 

ARS CLASSISA, S. A. 

Bronze Statuette of Apollo, Praxtelian Period, Middle of 4th Century, B. C 

A 

Few 

Press 

Excerpts ve ew 

upon the CAP. 

‘“‘Morning on the Shuswap Lake, B. C.’’-—-CHARLES JOHN COLLINGS “Frozen In'’’-CHARLES JOHN COLLINGS 
(Purchased by the Leeds Art Gallery { AR S JO N Private Collection 

“Charles John Collings’s water-colours of the Cana- + “His work has an almost jewel-like brilliancy, a qual- 
England dian Rockies rank among the most remarkable achieve- America ity of tone and surface, rich and deep like Chinese 
ments since the days of Turner.’-—-THE OBSERVER. 

glazes. Each picture is a poem, an expression of lyric rapture over 

"se 

“Charles John Collings’s landscapes at the Carroll Gallery, for sheer the beauty of the world.”-CHICAGO TRIBUNE. 

pe i se ee ee equates Sy ony ether Bving Examples by this “There is no other living water-colour artist who has brought the 

— ‘ , technique of this difficult craft to such logical and beautiful achieve- 

“He has at his command the full gamut of artistic statement from Distinguished Artist ment.”’—-CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR, BOSTON. 
tenderness to majesty ... Mr. Collings in sheer technical accom- in England Amerton. tan heen abs to ceelet tie 

i :s ” 4 “ itic. eithe nd o ica, e plishment is comparable to Turner. DAILY TELEGRAPH. may be viewed at No critic, either in Englar bag acd ts enenkshn 6 Giltiaen 

‘*‘No’amount of thinking or observation ‘the greatest colourist since Turner’ 
could perform the alchemy which they . . . There may be a similitude of colour 
represent . . . Mr. Collings may owe | HE RR but not of colour arrangement. Collings 
something to Turner and something to is more studied and more elegant. He 
the Chinese, but he has worked out a : pee 
method entirely his own.”’ THE may pcssibly exhibit in New York next 

TIMES. 10 GEORGE STREET: HANOVER SQUARE’ LONDON: W. 1 season.”—-NEW YORK TIMES. 
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MAX ROTHSCHILD 

PICTURES BY 

OLD MASTERS 

THE SACKVILLE GALLERY 

28 SACKVILLE STREET, PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.1 

Telephone: Gerrard 3589 Telegrams: “Objedar, London.” 
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PAINTINGS» 

NEW YORK PARIS 

12 East FiftySeventh Street 37 Avenue de Friedland 
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AMERICAN 

ART ASSOCIATIO 

INCORPORATED 

INSTITUTED IN 1883 

TO: (onduct Public Sales *Make Inventories and Appraisals 

of Artistic Literary and © Utilitarian Property 

for ‘Private (ollectors * Executors of 

‘Estates ~Law Firms and 

OVO therxD 

The American Art Association, Inc. holds today the 

enviable position of being a leader in the disposal of 

the world’s great art treasures. Occupying the entire 

Madison Avenue block, 56th to 57th Street, its 

spacious and splendid y lighted galleries, well designed 

wall-hangings and floor space and imposing sales- 

room aftord an admirable setting for the exhibition 

and sale of paintings, porcelains, tapestries, rugs, antique 

furniture, rare books, prints, etchings, autographs, 

manuscripts and other artistic and literary property. 

Information concerning terms and conditions for 

the management of public sales sent upon request 

Located in the Art (enter of America 

AMERICAN ART GALLERIES 

Madison Avenue ~ 56! to 57 th Streets 

NEW YORK CITY 

av , ~*~: 7 
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Messrs. FREDERIK MULLER €& CO. 

{Under the Direction of W. M. MENSING} 

Announce the following 

FAMOUS ART AUCTIONS 

Beginning July 13th and Continuing 

thru July 16th at their 

Great Rooms 

16-18 Doelenstraat, Amsterdam 

CYWo 

Castiglioni and Schindler Collections 

(FROM VIENNA) 

FAMOUS PICTURES by 

REMBRANDT, JACOB RUYSDAEL, TERBORCH 

De KEYSER, VAN DYCK, JAN STEEN, MEMLING 

GERARD DAVID, MASTER OF THE LUCIA 

LEGEND AND OTHER MEDIEVAL MASTERS OF 

THE BRUGES SCHOOL WITH GOLDEN 

BACKGROUNDS 

CWO 

Also other FAMOUS PICTURES from the 

Fritz Meyer Collection 

(ZURICH) 

Including PICTURES by 

VAN GOGH, MILLET, DAUBIGNY AND MATHEW MARIS 

CWO 

Catalogues with One Hundred Illustrations Sent on Application 
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WILDENSTEIN & CO. inc 

HIGH CLASS OLD PAINTINGS 

“Les Bulles de Savon” (244%" x 32K", by J. B. S. Chardin (1699-1779 

WORKS OF EIGHTEENTH 

ART CENTURY 

TAPESTRIES FURNITURE 

NEW YORK PARIS 

647 Fifth Avenue 57 Rue La Boétie 

“Virgin and Child” (13" x 9") by Dirk Bouts | 
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MASTER FRAMES, PAST and PRESENT 

in the 

HOUSE of a THOUSAND FRAMES 

a oe 
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HE importance of the frame to the picture 

cannot be overestimated and as much 

discretion can be used to advantage in the 

selection of a setting for a work of art as in 

the selection of the picture itself. 

The M. Grieve Company is equipped to 

supply every need. The varying styles of 

each great period are represented in their 

stock rooms. The special requirements of 

any picture can be studied and satisfied. In 

addition to their superlative, hand-carved 

reproductions of fine old designs, the M. 

Grieve collection of genuine antique frames, 

gathered from all over the world, offers an 

almost unlimited choice of ancient master- 

pieces of the framer’s art. 

These splendid frames, old and new, are 

constantly on display, and expert advice, 

backed by years of experience in the framing 

of fine pictures, will be given to anyone 

with a framing problem. 

M. GRIEVE COMPANY 

234 EAST FIFTY-NINTH STREET 

NEW YORK CITY 
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MAX WILLIAMS 

538 MADISON AVENUE 

NEW YORK 
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Model of the H. M. S. Coronation, XVIIth Century, formerly in the possession of James, Duke of York, later James II. 

MARINE MUSEUM 

SHIP MODELS MARINE RELICS 

PAINTINGS ENGRAVINGS 
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by Terburg—1614-1681 

PAINTINGS 

“By 

OLD and MODERN 

MASTERS 

REINHARDT 

GALLERIES 

730 FIFTH AVENUE 

NEW YORK 

11 bis Rue Boissy d’Anglais, Paris 

| 

OBJETS DART 

TAPESTRIES 

GOLDSCHMIDT 

GALLERIES 

430 FIFTH AVENUE 

NEW YORK 

FRANKFORT BERLIN 

Kaiserstrasse, 15 Victoriastrasse, 35 
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Gainsborough 

Galleries 
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FINE 

PAINTINGS 
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THE MADISON 

15 East 58th Street, New York City 

VNSES ANS 

Furnished or unfuratshed suites 

RARE 

ANTIQUES 

Transtently or on term leases 

To those who spend a part of the 

social year abroad, there is a 

distinct appeal in the Continental 

atmosphe re—suggested, rather than 

defined—pervading The Madison; 

SANESANES AN ES AN IES AN ES AEN IEES EDN IEES AN IES ANS ONES AN ES AN IESADLIES 
although nowhere in European 

ON 
+, 
-~; S 

hotels may be found suites so exqui- 

sitely furnished and conveniently 

equipped. Perhaps the illusion is 

conveyed by the absence of turmoil 

in operation and service, and by 

the precise attention given to culi- 

nary details. 

SS ENS ENS ANS 4 

THEODORE TITZE 

Manager 222 CENTRAL PARK SOUTH 

NEW YORK 

ES ANES ANE SANE SAN 

. ee ee ee Ee ee 

SS SE So a A aT i ee mT Telephone Cable address 
Regent 4000 “*Madisotel” — 

So on € 
ae : y Ahm ee eee 4 og 
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THE FRENCH GALLERY 

WALLIS & SON 

CWO 

Pictures and Drawings 

By British and Foreign Artists 

ae Always on View 

CY 

“Purchasers of 

| FINEST EXAMPLES OF THE FRENCH XIXth CENTURY 

AND XVIIIth CENTURY ENGLISH SCHOOLS 

CY 

120 PALL MALL: LONDON, S.W.1 

W. W. SAMPSON AMERICAN VISITORS TO LONDON 

| 
Are Cordially Invited 

ts 
SON

 

a 

oa MITCHELL'S 

. — GALLERIES 

| wae 

| 2 and 3 Duke Street, St. James 

| An Array of the { Established 1870 } 

| BEST WORKS By - 

| A PERMANENT EXHIBITION OF 

ESTABLISHED ARTISTS WORKS BY ALL-THE LEADING 

BRITISH AND CONTINENTAL 

wy MASTERS 

1] | booed | 1] Gy 

All Modern Sporting Prints 
| | Purchases are Packed, Insured, Delivered Duty Free, to your 

| and Mezzotints | home address, without any trouble or expense 

| 1 {i to the purchaser 
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~ JULIUS BOHLER 

12 BRIENNERSTRASSE - MUNICH 

Catena—26 x 321% cm. (wood) 

HIGH CLASS OLD PAINTINGS 

OF ENGLISH, GERMAN, DUTCH, ITALIAN AND FRENCH MASTERS 

LUCERNE FINE ART COMPANY 

4 ALPENSTRASSE « LUCERNE 
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VICARS BROTHERS 

Beg to announce that they have purchased the 

PLATES and COPYRIGHTS 

of the most famous 

ETCHINGS 

by 

W. BOUCHER and J. DOBIE 

after W. DENDY SADLER 

They are now prepared to supply prints of the following subjects 

at ONE GUINEA each: 

GREEK, circa 500, B. C. Height 53 cm. 

FOR FIFTY YEARS {OLD BUT GALLANT] 

SYDNEY BURNEY } MY LOVE TO YOU A DOUBTFUL BOTTLE 

SAME TO YOU, DEAR HOME BREWED 

13 ST JAMES'S PLACE END OF THE SKEIN WATERLOO PORT 

| LONDON, S.W. 1. 

| 12 OLD BOND ST., LONDON, W. 1. 
Telephone: GERRARD 2192 Cables: “ANTEAKAN, LONDON” 

| PLS MEAD tw tAREES DARBY AND JOAN NEARLY DONE 

| 

| 

OLD ENGLISH FURNITURE THE FINE ART SOCIETY 

FINE ARMOUR 148 NEW BOND STREET 

ANTIQUITIES - CHINA | LONDON, W.1. 

Cable: Fineart, London 

A NEW ETCHING BY FRANK BRANGWYN,R.A 

FINE ETCHINGS 

| 

| 

| 

| 
| “THE BEND OF THE RIVER" 

Very Fine Chippendale Commode. 33 in. high x 47 in. wide x 24 in. deep | 

CYRIL ANDRADE 

| BY ALL THE 

| gs nie io | LEADING MODERN ETCHERS 

8 Duke Street : St. James’s : London, $.W.1 

Specialty: Fine Old 17th and 18th Century Flowerpieces 148 NEW BUND CIREET, LONDON 



a 

Fine XVIIIth Century Mahogany three-pedestal Dining Table; three of a 

set of six beautiful Chippendale Chairs with old Needlework Seats. Fine 

Specimens of Old Glass, Silver, ete. 

FERMOYE 

67 Grosvenor Street, London, W.1. 

Mayfair 4355 

Old Furniture . Antiques and Works of Art 

Old Panelled Rooms - Decorations 

Wedding Presents 

Fine Specimens of Old Glass, Old Silver, Etc. 

Old Chinese Porcelain 

and Works of Art 

Potiche shaped jar enamelled in polychrome with a design of flowers and 
Period of the Ming Dynasty. 

The wooden cover is surmounted with a carved jade knob. 
birds on a scale pattern ground. 

Height without cover or stand 1614 inches. 

BLUETT & SONS 

48 Davies Street, London, W.1 

{Close to Claridges Hotel] Telephone: Vayfair yors 

Old English and Irish Glass 

Old Drinking Glasses of All Periods 

Collectors Invited to Inspect 

An Unique Pair Confitures and Covers, 16 in. high 

ARTHUR CHURCHILL 

LONDON, W. 1. 

Tel. Regent 5431 

10 Dover Street 

First Floor 

RECENT PURCHASES 

from 

LEICESTER GALLERIES 

for PUBLIC GALLERIES 

include 

Cézanne. 
Van Gogh. 
Van Gogh. 

NATIONAL GALLERY. “Aix, Paysage Rocheux.” 
“Sunflowers.” 
“The Chair.” 

NATIONAL Portrair GALLERY. 
W. Sickert. “Aubrey Beardsley.” 

BritisH Museum. Forain. Drawing. 
ALBert Museum. 

Simeon Solomon. 
VICTORIA AND 

Water-Colour. 
D. G. Rossetti. Drawing. 

NATIONAL GALLERY OF SCOTLAND. 
Degas. Bronze Figure of a Dancer. 

Art Society. 
Dod Procter. “Girl in Blue.” 
Epstein. “Kathleen” (Bronze). 

FITZWILLIAM Museum, CAMBRIDGE. 
Max Beerbohm. 

\rT GALLERY. 
Harold Knight. Painting. 
Derwent Wood. “Wolfe” (Bronze). 
Epstein. Bronze of “Meum.” 

MANCHESTER WHITWORTH INSTITUTE. 

CONTEMPORARY 

Three Caricatures. 
MANCHESTER 

| 

P. Cézanne. Water-Colour. 
Paul Nash. Water-Colour, 
J. F. Millet. “Potato Gatherers” (Drawing). 
P. Gauguin. Pastel. 

\BERDEEN Art GALLERY. Two Bronzes by Epstein. 
Derwent Wood, “Fountain” 

Art GALLERY. 
G. Clausen, R. A. Building the rick. 
T. Gainsborough, R. A. Landscape (Oil). 

Cuicaco Art Institute. P. Gauguin. Painting. 
Leeps City Art GALLERY. 

Water-Colours by A. McEvoy & A. W. Rich. 
MELBOURNE, NATIONAL GALLERY OF VICTORIA. 

Lucien Pissarro. Landscape (Oil). 
METROPOLITAN Museum, New York W. S. Murray. Pottery. 
NATIONAL Art CoLLecTIons FuNnp. Degas. Two Bronzes. 

THE LEICESTER GALLERIES - 

LEICESTER SQUARE LONDON 

(Bronze). 
BIRMINGHAM 
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J. LEGER & SON 

OLD MASTERS 

ENGLISH 18th CENTURY, DUTCH i7th CENTURY 

GERMAN AND ITALIAN SCHOOLS, HISTORICAL 

PORTRAITS, DECORATIVE SUBJECTS 

“THE ENEMY OF BIRDS" BY PIETER CASTEELS 

Inspection or correspondence invited from Dealers or Collectors 

Oil paintings purchased at their full value 

13 DUKE ST., ST. JAMES’S, LONDON, S.W.1 

Tele ph ne: Gerrard 7621 

IMPORTANT EXAMPLES 

of the 

MODERN 

MOVEMENT 

AND 

OLD MASTERS 

SISLEY, 18'4x21% inches 

THE INDEPENDENT GALLERY 

SEVEN A, GRAFTON STREET : BOND STREET : LONDON, W.:. 

A. GARABED 

SPECIALIST IN 

PERSIAN 

POTTERY 

15 and 17 KING STREET 

ST. JAMES’S SQUARE 

LONDON S.W. 1. 
Gabri bowl, in creamy-glaze, representing a 

bird, decorated with yellow, purple and 
strong-green. Excavated from Amoll 

8th to 9th Century 
Also at 

Pall Mall Safe Deposit, 4 St. Alban’s Place, Lower Regent Street, London, $.W.1 

‘**Rolling Home” by Montague Dawson 

FROST & REED, Ltd. 

ESTABLISHED 1808 

ART PUBLISHERS 

Montague Dawson, Pictures of the Sea 

Works by A. J. Munnings, R.A., and other famous 

Royal Academicians 

Etchings by James McBey, Muirhead Bone 

Sir D. Y. Cameron, Zorn, Whistler, Griggs 

Sir Seymour Haden and many other Masters 

Enquire for Illustrated Catalogue cf over 400 Important Prints 

26c King Street, St. James’s, London, S.W.1 

Bristol, 10 Clare Street 

Established in 1864 

B. F. STEVENS anp BROWN 

4 TRAFALGAR SQUARE, LONDON, W.C.2 

Library, Literary and Fine Art Agents for 

the Principal American Universities, Public 

Libraries and many Private Collectors 

BOOKS (old and new), MANUSCRIPTS, AUTOGRAPH LETTERS 

ALSO PICTURES, DRAWINGS AND ETCHINGS 

BOUGHT AND SEARCHED FOR 

i | e - Commissions executed 

NEW YORK AGENCY ....21 PEARL STREET 

Correspondence solicited 

LEGGATT BROTHERS 
BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT 

Printsellers to His ows tu And His Late Majest) 
é be King Edward VIl Ss 

ENGRAVINGS 
WATER- AND 
COLOUR ETCHINGS 

DRAWINGS ue 

cow Valuations 
Made 

Commissions 
cw 

taken for 

Christie's Picture 
Restoration 

Original Painting by J. Pollard. 

30 ST. JAMES’S STREET, LONDON, S. W. 1 

Steeplechasing 13%x17'4 in. 

(Late of 62 Cheapside, E.C.) Telephone: Regent 372 
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CECIL 

DAVIS 

F.R. S.A. 

Specialist in 

RARE 

GLASS 

TRADE SUPPLIED 

Detailed Monthly List 
Post Free 10 Cents 

Pair of Early Irish Glass Table Candelabra 

8 St. Mary Abbott’s Terrace, Kensington, London, W. 14 

THE “CHINTZ” SHOP 

ESTABLISHED 1873 

Specializing in the 

REPRODUCTION 

OLD 

FABRICS 

W I] HAYN KS 25 and 26, SPRING STREET 

Ve . L PADDINGTON, LONDON, W.2. 

JAMES CONNELL & SONS 

Ltd. 

GENUINE 

ANTIQUE 

FURNITURE 

OF FINEST QUALITY 

1 Albemarle Street - LONDON 

First Floor—Corner of Piccadilly 
Smal! Chippendale Mahogany Bureau. 24 in 

Established Over Half a Century 

CHAPMAN BROTHERS 

CHELSEA) Ltd. 

PICTURE LINERS, CLEANERS, RESTORERS, 

PICTURE DEALERS, FRAME MAKERS, 

CARVERS, GILDERS, ETC. 

241 KING’S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, 8.W.3 

Telegrams: “‘Framable, Fulroad, London” 

C.J.PRATT'S 

WHEN IN LONDON 

YOU ARE INVITED 

TO INSPECT 

Fine Stock of 

GENUINE 

ANTIQUES 

186 Brompton Road 

London, $.W.3 

Telephone: Sloane 3027 Established 186: 

Fine old Queen Anne Marble Mantel 

EDGAR: reirro'n : Antiques Only : “357 

Old English Furniture 

Cottage Oak Glass Prints 

Old Chinese Porcelain 

Jade, Ivory, Agate Carvings 

Embroideries 

Everything Guaranteed as Described 
Enquiries Solicited 

Will our American Clients kindly note change 
of name; address same as before 

Call in on the way to the Wallace Collection 

41 Duke Street, Manchester Square 

LONDON, W (Side of Selfridge’s} 

Cables: 
Oldanmod, Piccy, London 

Telephone: 
Gerrard 3014 

WILLIAMS & SUTCH 

OLD and MODERN MASTERS 

ALWAYS ON VIEW 

THE UNITED ARTS GALLERY 

234 OLD BOND STREET, LONDON 

Old and Modern 

Etchings 

and 

Engravings 

Oil Paintings 

and 

W ater-Colours 

a WHT o Duck Hawk G. E. Lodge 

Robert Dunthorne & Son, Ltd. 

THE REMBRANDT GALLERY :5 Vigo St., London,W.1 | 
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~KELEKIAN GALLERY 

Bust of King Psamtik First 

Egyptian, Greek, Persian 

WORKS OF ART 

New address: The Bankers’ Trust Building 

598 Madison Avenue, New York 

Northwest Corner of 57th Street 

PARIS: 2 Place Vendome CAIRO: Rue Melighi 

HENRY J. BROWN 

Late W. Lawson Peacock and Company I} 

BRITISH | 

PAINTINGS AND | 

WATERCOLOURS | 

Sent to All Parts of the World 

Ow 

THE RAEBURN GALLERY 

48 Duke Street + St. James’s 

LON DON 

COURT JEWELLERS 

JAMES R. OGDEN 

€& SONS, Ltd. 

MAINTAIN 

A MOST IMPORTANT 

COLLECTION OF FINE 

PEARLS and DIAMONDS 

A few specially fine Emerald and 

Diamond pieces recently taken 

in exchange at Bargain Prices 

PEARL THREADERS AND DIAMOND 

MOUNTERS ON THE PREMISES 

Cash Buyers of Old Jewels and Silver 

41 Duke Street, Piccadilly, London 

38 James Street, Harrogate 

I will buy for cash Fine Paintings by 

Corot, Rousseau, Daubigny, Courbet, 

Diaz, Boudin, Cazin, Fantin, Forain, 

Daumier, Delacroix, Sisley & Manet. 

Trade enquiries solicited 

PAUL E. CREMETTI 

Successor to THOMAS McLEAN 

11-13 Orange St., London, W.C.2 

Established in 1811 

Established 1879 

JAMES P. SILO 

Auctioneer and Appraiser 

40 East 45th Street 

NEW YORK 
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M.& R.STORA 

Gothic and 

Renaissance 1 | 

WORKS OF ART 

“BGO? 

32 Bis BOULEVARD HAUSSMANN, PARIS 

DELOMOSNE & SON 

| Vem bers of the Britis/ 

ENGLISH & IRISH GLASS OF ALL KINDS 

Specializing in 

PERIOD 

CHANDELIERS 

CANDELABRA 

AND 

CANDLESTICKS 

sa 

GENUINE 

ANTIQUES 

ONLY 

T/A 

KURNITUORE 

CHINA 

NEEDLEWORK 

Old Irish Chandelier for six lights of exceptionally small size 

We invite enquiries and personal visits for 

inspection of a stock Which is always interesting 

4 CAMPDEN HILL ROAD 

KENSINGTON HIGH STREET, LONDON, W.8 

PELEPHONE: PARK 1804 

KALEBDJIAN 

CLASSICAL WORKS OF ART 

PARIS: 12 rue de la Paix, 21 rue Balzac 

CAIRO: 19 rue Kasr-el-Nil 

BIGNOU 

First Class 

PAINTINGS 

LEGS 

8 Rue La Boétie, Paris 
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M. A. NEWHOUSE & SON 

INCORPORATED 

“WALLACHIAN TRANSPORT” BY ADOLPH SCHREYER 

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN 

PAINTINGS AND BRONZES 

Chicago, Illinois Detroit, Michigan Los Angeles Saint Louis, Mo. 

Auditorium Hotel Statler Hotel California 484 North 

Suite 262 Suite 72-74 2614 West 7th St. Kingshighway Blvd. 
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JAN KLEYKAMP GALLERIES 

CHINESE ART 

Collector’s Pieces Decorative Objects of Art 

eT 

eS 

View of Main Gallery 

Screen of eight panels of Sutang wood, 18th century. This screen 

has appliques of emerald green jade, white jade, moss-green jade, 

mutton-fat jade, rose quartz, lapis lazuli, and other hard stones. 

Garden Architects are invited to view our collection of decora- 

tive early Chinese objects of art, suitable for garden decoration 

CWO 

5 EAST FIFTY-FOURTH STREET - NEW YORK CITY 

During the summer months exhibition at the 

ROYAL ART GALLERIES KLEYKAMP : THE HAGUE: HOLLAND 
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HOWARD YOUNG 

(SALLERIES | 

Important Paintings 

by American and 

Foreign Masters 

2 TG | 
va oy x) ! << z 

634 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 

OPPOSITE ST. PATRICK’S CATHEDRAL 

Paysanne Passant a la Lisere d’ un Bois 14% J. B. C. Corot 

THE TORRIGIANI ACADEMY 

i : Founded by 

er SS 

| J. Purves CarTER 

- Woh af rie 

Se ae iu he - FOR THE STUDY AND 
oe 
+ 

/ 
| 
| 
i. ills 
iJ 

ra xt. 1 iff HALL tilt Hh Kt 

j cquitioned aN FERSESS OF Ts 

- i hi dt mnt RESTORATION OF 

| \e ; — tii PAINTINGS OF ALL 

ee eT SCHOOLS AND CON- 

wt " ! oD a WD / NOISSEURSHIP 

¢ 

The Villa contains a permanent collection 

of paintings by the Old Masters and a 

fine Library of 7000 Books, including the 

Famous Quinto Collection 

> 

VISITORS ARE CORDIALLY 

WELCOME AT ALL TIMES | 

View of Library in the Torrigiani Academy | 

VILLA TORRIGIANI 

QUINTO ITALY FLORENCE 



PAINTINGS 

THE Majority of the leading living 

painters of America are members of 

this organization and their works are 

on exhibition constantly in the Galler- 

ies. Included are figure subjects, still 

life paintings, poetic spring, summer, 

and autumn landscapes, and crisp snow 

scenes, 

A GALLERY devoted exclusively to por- 

traits is one of the attractions of the 

Grand Central Art Galleries, and the 

works of the leading American por- 

trait painters will be found here. In 

this Gallery are also portfolios contain- 

ing photographs of many works by the 

portrait painters, thus facilitating the 

task of those who anticipate having a 

portrait executed. 

ANOTHER GALLERY ts devoted to color- 

ful and decorative paintings done in a 

fanciful mood. There are white pea- 

cocks silhouetted against gardens of 

Canterbury bells, standing beside lim- 

pid blue pools, and there are satyrs 

and fauns frolicking in the woods. 

They stimulate the imagination and are 

a joyful and happy inspiration in the 

home, 

AMERICA EXCELS in marine painting, 

and among our exhibiting artists are 

the most noted marine painters. Red 

rocks at Cornwall glistening in_ the 

morning sunlight, and grey New Eng- 

land headlands enshrouded in mists 

offer striking contrast to the calm, lazy, 

tropical seas caressing white, sandy 

beaches, 

The Art News 

SCULPTURE 

lr Is sAtp that form appeals to the in- 

tellect and color to the emotions. If this 

is true, surely the Grand Central Art 

Galleries offer an intellectual feast. 

THE LARGEST collection of bronzes by 

\merican sculptors to be found any- 

where in this country is always on view 

in these Galleries, The large sculpture 

salon with its blue tiled fountain en- 

circled with verdue, and its tapestried 

walls and vaulted ceiling, is a setting 

worthy of the beautiful works con- 

tained within it, This gallery is dedi- 

cated principally to the life size works 

of art and handsome fountains and 

pieces of garden sculpture. 

A SMALL and more intimate gallery is 

permanently reserved for the smaller 

bronzes including statuettes, bookends, 

paper weights and knives, and a great 

variety of the smaller works of the 

great sculptors, which are particularly 

appropriate in the home, and acceptable 

as golf trophies or bridge prizes. These 

works are shown in connection with 

antique furniture and given a personal 

home atmosphere. 

THE GRAND CENTRAL ART GALLERIES 

are open free to the public daily from 

nine to six, and during June, July, Au- 

gust, and September from nine to five 

thirty, and Saturdays from nine to one 

o'clock, They occupy the entire sixth 

floor of the Grand Central Terminal, 

and are operated on a no-profit basis, 

solely in the interest of the living 

\merican painters and sculptors. 

GRAND CENTRAL ART GALLERIES 

Grand Central ‘Terminal w Taxicab Entrance 

FIFTEEN VANDERBILT AVENUE 

NEW YORK 
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RAINS 

GALLERIES 

INC 

Auctioneers and Appraisers 

Three East Fifty-third Street 

New York City 

CWO 

Solicitors, Trustees, Executors 

Private Individuals 

or any other parties desirous of disposing 

of household furnishings, fine furniture, 

paintings, books, manuscripts, Oriental 

rugs, jewellery, silverware, and other ob- 

jects of art, are requested to communicate 

with Mr. S. G. Rains relative to disposal 

in his galleries, which are unquestionably 

in the best location in New York.... one 

door from the world-famous Fifth Avenue. 

Mr. Rains is one of the foremost auction- 

eers of jewellery in America, having sold 

the entire stocks of diamonds, jewellery, 

pearls, etc., etc. of such noted concerns as 

Theo. B. Starr, Pyms & Co., Jacques, and 

W yler’s, all Fifth Avenue establishments. 

Estate Sales on Premises 

a Specialty 

We make liberal advances on the property 

of private collectors and all communica- 

tions are held in the strictest confidence. 

Goods sold strictly on a commission basis. 

Estates appraised for insurance inherit- 

farly Chinese Art 

IMPORTANT EXAMPLES 

OF 

Old Chinese Porcelain 

karly Chinese Sculpture 

and Pottery 

Rare Persian Fatence 

IN THE GALLERIES OF 

Partsh-VF atson &? C’'o. 

INC. 

44 East 57th Street - New York 

BAGUES 

LIGHTING FITTINGS 

BRONZES 

ARTISTIC IRON WORK 

Exclusive Models 

ance tax or sales at auction. ANTIQUE MODERN 

Special Designs 

Estates Appraised for Insurance 

Inheritance Tax, or Sold at Auction NEW YORK LONDON 

25 West 54th Street 29 George St., Hanover Sq. 

||| Reference: LGA G0 i 

1 The Harriman National Bank < 7 | MAIN SALONS 

Fifth Avenue and 44th Street 

New York City, U.S. A. 

Telephones 
Place 6094-6035 107 Rue la Boetie (Champs Elysées) 

I PARIS 

f 
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The MILCH 

GALLERIES 

PAINTINGS 

by 

AMERICAN ARTISTS 

108 West 57th Street New York City 
i sal 

“THE CARESS” by GARI MELCHERS 

MRS. EHRICH 

36 East Fifty-seventh Street 

NEW YORK 

EHRICH GALLERIES 

36 East Fifty-seventh Street 

NEW YORK 

ee omens 0(€) P29 

Sir Soulden Lawrence, by John Hoppner, 1758-1810 

ANTIQUE FURNITURE | 

ITALIAN LINENS VENETIAN GLASS | _—_— ORIGINAL PAINTINGS BY OLD MASTERS 

CANTAGALLI PEWTER REPRESENTING ALL THE EARLY SCHOOLS 
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The PLAZA ART & AUCTION ROOMS 

INC VY 

Entrance to our Main Gallery 

Situated one door from Fifth Avenue, in the centre of the wealthiest residential section in the United 

States, where we have for years conducted successful sales. Our calendar of dates for next year is now 

in preparation. They include Old and Modern Paintings, Fine Furniture of many periods, Rare books | ; , 2 
and Manuscripts, and Decorative Household Effects. 

EDWARD P. O’REILLY & SON 

y A 

Auctioneers 

5-7-9 EAST FIFTY-NINTH STREET «. NEW YORK CITY 

JOSEF F.KAPP 

g10 Park Avenue, New York 

“Young Shepherd” Govaert Flinck 

DUTCH and FLEMISH 

MASTERS 

of the 

SEVENTEENTH CENTURY 

Now on Exhibition 

Fine Queen Anne Highboy 

in Maple and Walnut 

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH 

ANTIQUES 

GINSBURG & LEVY 

397 Madison Avenue : New York City 
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METROPOLITAN 

GALLERIES 

Old and Modern Paintings 

CG wwe 

English and French Portraits 

and Landscapes of the 18th Century 

CWO 

Selected Barbizon and 

American Paintings 

oye € eo 

Permanent Exhibition of 

Old Dutch Masters and Primitives 

CWT Oo 

NEW ADDRESS | 

. ; 

‘The Fagot Gatherer” (French, 1814-1875) By J. F. Millet 578 Madison Avenue New York City | 
Cradled Panel Sixe 26x19 Opposite American Art Galleries | 

Brie Paul Bottenwieser 

Described: 

Repertorium fur Old Masters 

i r i] : 

Kunstwissenschaft, 1903 
a 

Py 

‘ = Se 

by Max J. Friedlander 
Page 168 

Altniederlandische 
Malerei, 1924 
by F. Winkler 

Page 149 
Reproduction No. 91 

Master of the Virgo inter Virgin 

GALERIE HEINEMANN 

MUNICH 

High Class Paintings 

Ancient and Modern 

Ltd. 
Defendente de Ferrari 

Lae
 5 Bellevuestrasse, Berlin, W.9 
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Americana 

Books Manuscripts Prints 

Autograph Letters 

Furniture 

THE ROSENBACH COMPANY 

1320 Walnut Street 273, Madison Avenue 

PHILADELPHIA, PA. NEW YORK CITY 

Send for Brochure on Early American Furniture on Display in our Philadelphia Galleries 

[ : “| 

MAGGS. BROTHERS 

34 & 35 CONDUIT STREET 

Cable Address: Beyerinc, N. Y. ° Phone: Bryant 3265 

BARNET J. BEYER, Inc. 

NEW BOND STREET 50 West Forty-ninth Street 

LONDON, ENGLAND NEW YORK 

AND 

130 BOULEVARD HAUSSMANN, PARIS, VIII‘ — 

= FIRST EDITIONS 

Carry one of the Largest and Choicest Stocks (Early and Modern) 

in England of Fine and Rare 
oie 

BOOKS « PRINTS AND ietidienh 

AUTOGRAPHS MANUSCRIPTS & 

| AUTOGRAPH LETTERS 
Illustrated Catalogues in each 

department regularly issued RARE and FINE BOOKS 

| — onieY 

(These Catalogues appeal especially to the Connoisseur, a 

Commissions Executed at All Auctions 
| Collector and Antiquary. @ Customers’ ““Desiderata” searched 

in this Country and Abroad 
for and reported free of charge. @ Items of rarity and interest 

always gladly purchased. (Shipments to America every week SEND FOR CATALOGUES AND LISTS 
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A PAIR OF FRENCH VASES 

ABOUT FOUR FEET HIGH 

A bes P a Be ; . gs : 

Sa, eee 

Oma 

INTERIORS 

OLD ENGLISH FURNITURE 

TAPESTRIES 

a 

TWO WEST FIFTY-SIXTH STREET, NEW YORK 

LONDON: 56 NEW BOND STREET, W. 1 



IMPORTANT COLLECTION OF XVth, XVIth, & XVIIth CENTURY 

CARPETS & RUGS 

MAY BE SEEN BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT ONLY 
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XVIth CENTURY SPANISH CARPET ACQUIRED FROM VALLADOLID MONASTERY IN SPAIN 

AND NOW COMPRISING ONE OF AN IMPORTANT COLLECTION WHICH HAVE BEEN PLACED 

IN THE HANDS OF 
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CARDINAL & HARFORD 

[LONDON & PERSIA} LTD. 

108-109-110 HIGH HOLBORN 

LONDON, W.C.1 

Telephone : CHANCERY 7001, 7002, 7003 Telegrams : CARDINAL, HOLB, LONDON 
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